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CORPORATE PROFILE ...............................................................
University Network of Excellence in Nuclear Engineering (UNENE) is a not-for-profit Corporation
incorporated by the Government of Canada with Letters Patent issued on July 22, 2002. The
Head Office of the Corporation is located at the Department of Engineering Physics, Faculty of
Engineering, McMaster University, 1280, Main Street West, Hamilton, ON, L8S 4L7.
UNENE is a unique industry - university alliance. Its 2016-17 members are:
Bruce Power (BP)
Ontario Power Generation (OPG)
Canadian Nuclear Laboratories (CNL)
CANDU Owners Group (COG)
Canadian Nuclear Safety Commission (CNSC)
SNC-Lavalin
AMEC Foster Wheeler
Nuclear Waste Management Organization (NWMO)
McMaster University
Queen’s University
University of Toronto
University of Ontario Institute of Technology (UOIT)
University of Waterloo
Western University
École Polytechnique Montreal (EPM)
University of New Brunswick
Royal Military College
University of Guelph
University of Saskatchewan
University of Windsor
UNENE was launched to ensure that the Canadian nuclear industry would continue to have a
dependable supply of highly qualified and skilled professionals to meet its current obligations
and emerging challenges. To this end, industry is investing significant funds in selected
universities and is contributing in-kind to enable the universities to acquire and retain the highest
quality of teaching and research professoriate. The industry is also assisting the universities in
developing relevant research programs, attracting bright students, educating and training them
to pursue safe and efficient use of nuclear technology. The universities secure additional funds
from the Natural Sciences and Engineering Research Council (NSERC) of Canada, and
elsewhere, to match investments made by the nuclear industry.
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CHAIRMAN’S MESSAGE ............................................................
Andrew Hrymak
UNENE has undergone a year of transition, welcoming new colleagues
in management and oversight positions, including Mr. Jerry Hopwood
as President and Dr. Nik Popov Program Director for Education. Mr.
Gary Newman, VP Engineering Bruce Power, has been elected ViceChair of the Board, and Dr. Stephen Bushby of AECL was appointed
the Chair of UNENE’s Research Advisory Committee in January 2017.
Over the year, this transition has proceeded smoothly, and the UNENE
Board looks ahead with confidence to a productive future. Thanks are
due to our previous President, Basma Shalaby, and Vice-Chair, Paul
Spekkens, for their generous advice and support during this time.
Growth continued in the research portfolio with the launch of several new projects funded by
UNENE and Natural Sciences and Engineering Research Council (NSERC) Collaborative
Research & Development (CRD) grants, including 5 CRD’s, sponsored by OPG, which expand
UNENE’s activities more deeply into the area of Decommissioning and Waste Management. We
look forward to hearing the progress of this work over the next years. The Board was pleased to
support the inauguration of the latest NSERC UNENE Senior Industrial Research Chair in HighTemperature Aqueous Chemistry, at University of Guelph, under the leadership of Peter
Tremaine. This IRC is notable as a funding partnership between UNENE and other supporters,
including the Electric Power Research Institute of the USA.
Attention continues on succession planning for all aspects of UNENE, including the
development of Associate Industrial Research Chair positions, and support to researchers via
the CRD program. The commitment of Canada’s nuclear power fleet to long-term operation
means that UNENE’s development of HQP and research leaders will be needed well into the
future.
Overall, it has been a productive year for the Board, its subcommittees, the Research Advisory
Committee (RAC) and the Education Advisory Committee (EAC).

Andrew Hrymak
Dean, Engineering Western University
London, ON
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REPORT OF THE VICE CHAIR .................................................
Gary Newman
I am pleased to see progress in the UNENE community after my first year as
Vice-Chair of the network’s Board of Directors. After a year of change, the
organization is well situated to respond to the evolving nuclear industry. The
UNENE industrial members are experiencing a promising period. The launch
of major refurbishment and life-extension projects in Ontario is
complemented by the strong and growing interest in the role nuclear can
play in a sustainable energy future for Canada and beyond. UNENE
researchers are contributing to the positive outlook, by carrying out important
studies to demonstrate that reactor components can carry on reliably for
extended life. This year also marks the start of research initiatives focused on future industrial
projects in decommissioning and waste management.
UNENE’s membership is unique in that it includes utilities, research labs, regulators, designers,
and the Canadian nuclear fuel waste management organization. This enables the membership
to effectively coordinate research of common interest, and to support the development of HQP
that will benefit the industry as a whole.
The UNENE framework continues to prove its effectiveness in leveraging university knowledge
vested in its academics and its research facilities. Today, industry invests just over $1.5M a year
in Canadian universities through the UNENE partnership. These funds are matched by NSERC,
creating a strong research team of Industrial Research Chairs (IRCs) with programs that are
aligned with mid- to-long term industry needs.
Our UNENE Board and committee meetings again enabled us to visit member universities this
year, and included opportunities to tour the facilities at Western University and University of
Waterloo.
During this year, the Board has also received input on the status of UNENE’s educational
programs. The M.Eng. program continues and the emphasis on distance-learning tools and
delivery on alternate weekends have been attractive features for young professionals. Today,
there are encouraging signs of resurgence in registrations. In parallel, UNENE is experiencing
strong interest in the provision of tailored training programs, based on university-level curricula
that can meet specific industry needs. The completion and publication of the UNENE-COG
sponsored handbook, “The Essential CANDU” is also an important milestone; this has spurred
international interest, and will undoubtedly be used as an important educational building block.
In closing, I would like to thank all our board members for their support to UNENE. This support
is the basis for the strength of the UNENE partnership.

Gary Newman
Senior Vice-President, Engineering and Chief Engineer,
Bruce Power
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CORPORATE GOVERNANCE ....................................................
Membership of UNENE is available to Canadian universities, corporations, associations,
government agencies or other entities. The Board of Directors and the Voting Members of
UNENE approve an application for admission. Membership of UNENE is of two categories
namely: Voting Members and Non-Voting Members. Each such Member, that is a corporation,
nominates representatives in the various dealings of UNENE.
Only those entities that fulfill the Annual Membership Fee and fund a significant portion of the
overall UNENE Program and those universities that host UNENE funded Industry Research
Chairs are eligible to become Voting Members. The 2016-17 Voting Members of UNENE are
Canadian Nuclear Laboratories (CNL) (formerly AECL-CRL), Bruce Power, Nuclear Waste
Management Organization (NWMO), Ontario Power Generation, McMaster University, Queen’s
University, University of Toronto, University of Ontario Institute of Technology, Royal Military
College, University of Waterloo and Western University. (The University of Guelph became a
voting member in September 2017).
Other industrial entities that are committed to UNENE objectives and as a minimum pay the
Annual Membership Fee and universities that participate in research and teaching of UNENE
programs may become Non-Voting Members if they apply and when the Board of Directors and
Voting Members of UNENE approve their applications. Currently, CANDU Owners Group,
Canadian Nuclear Safety Commission, Nuclear Waste Management Organization, SNC-Lavalin
(formerly CANDU Energy Inc.), AMEC Foster Wheeler, École Polytechnique, University of New
Brunswick, Royal Military College, University of Saskatchewan and University of Windsor are
Non-Voting Members of UNENE.
The UNENE Board of Directors, with each Voting Member represented by one Director,
manages the property and business of UNENE. Each Voting Member nominates one Director
for a renewable two-year term. The Directors representing Voting Members from universities
elect the Board Chair; and the Directors representing industry Voting Members elect the Board
Vice-Chair. The term of office of both the Chair and the Vice-Chair is two years renewable for
additional terms. As of September 2014, Dr. Andrew Hrymak assumed the position of Chair. Dr.
Paul Spekkens continued as Vice Chair partly through this reporting period, until his retirement
in September 2016, succeeded by Gary Newman.
.
The Board of Directors sets policies and procedures not defined in the By-Laws of UNENE. It
functions through two standing committees, the membership of which are drawn from the
member organizations of UNENE
 Education Advisory Committee (EAC)
 Research Advisory Committee (RAC)
For administrative functions, the UNENE Board of Directors appoints a President and CEO,
Secretary/Treasurer and Program Director as officers of UNENE, each for a two-year term
renewable for additional terms. Current officers of UNENE for this reporting period of April 2015
to March 2016 are:
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Mr. Jerry Hopwood, President and CEO, from October 2016
Dr. Ben Rouben, Secretary / Treasurer, from July 1, 2008
Dr. Nik Popov, Program Director, from October 2016
Dr. Bill Garland (Ex. UNENE Executive Director) is currently working with COG as the
Technical Director for the development of the Candu Textbook in collaboration with UNENE.

The financial year of UNENE is from April 1 to March 31 of the succeeding calendar year.
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THE UNENE NETWORK .............................................................

Royal Military College
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UNENE VISION AND STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES .................
“Vision. An effective university-industry-government partnership promoting university-based
education and research in nuclear science and engineering”.
Mission:
UNENE is committed to blend the strengths of industry and university and secure government
assistance to deliver relevant nuclear engineering educational and research programs, and train
highly skilled human resources for the current and future needs of Canada. The strengthened
university-based UNENE expertise will be accessible to public government and industry.
General Objectives:
Nuclear industry, universities and governments in Canada have elected to work together to
ensure that Canada continues to be among world leaders in peaceful and safe application of
nuclear technology. UNENE concentrates its efforts to ensure that, in sufficient numbers, bright
candidates are attracted, educated and trained as engineers and scientists to advance the state
of the art in nuclear technology and find innovative solutions for challenges faced by industry.

Specific Objectives:
1. Enhance the supply of highly qualified graduates in nuclear science and technology
2. Sustain university-based research and development in nuclear science and technology
focusing primarily on mid to longer term research
3. Create a group of respected, university-based, nuclear experts for public and industry
consultation
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PRESIDENT’S REPORT ...............................................................
Jerry Hopwood
The year 2016-2017 marks my first twelve months as President, and it has
been a busy year for the UNENE team, both from our central office and in
the work of our member organizations. In the area of research, UNENE
has seen the startup of our two most recent IRC’s, at Western University
and University of Guelph. We have also been busy initiating a series of
new Cooperative Research and Development projects, in particular the
series of new CRD’s supporting future Decommissioning, commissioned
by OPG. The strong response to our CRD call for proposals is a sign of a
healthy research community.
Our education programs are broadening in focus, to include tailored training programs based on
our university course assets and our experience in distance-learning. The IAEA is partnering
with UNENE staff in delivering a pilot distance-learning course in CANDU technology.
The year has also been busy for UNENE in outreach to governments and other stakeholders.
These included: representing UNENE and its member Universities at IAEA workshops on
university cooperation; representing the nuclear academic community at hearings into Canada’s
nuclear future by Canada’s parliamentary standing committee on resources; and participating in
the Federal Government’s “Generation Energy” dialogue on Canada’s energy future. UNENE
also responded to the Canadian Nuclear Laboratories’ Request for Expressions of Interest into
the development of SMR technology at Chalk River. UNENE is highly respected in the nuclear
community for its work, and this is a great tribute to the work of our member organizations.
An update on UNENE Research and Education Programs was communicated to the Industry at
large through a follow-up published paper and presentation to the annual Canadian Nuclear
Society (CNS) in June 2017. Many other presentations and outreach activities continued
throughout the year.
The CANDU related textbook, “The Essential CANDU” was completed and issued to our
stakeholders this year, documenting the scientific basis of CANDU technology. The textbook is
available on-line as an open text resource. This was funded under a joint COG/UNENE Project.
It represents a good example of multi-organization cooperation, and contribution to nuclear
knowledge management, an important objective underpinning many UNENE activities.
Overall, this has been a year of learning and development for myself, and I have gained an
appreciation and respect for the strength and capability of the UNENE community. I am very
pleased to make this initial report, and look forward to a very positive future for UNENE.

Jerry Hopwood
UNENE President
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EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES .....................................................
Master’s of Nuclear Engineering (M.Eng.) Degree Program
Report from Education Advisory Committee and Program Director
Mahesh Pandey (Chair, EAC)
Emily Corcoran (Vice-Chair, EAC)
Nik Popov (UNENE Program Director)

Program Structure
Education and development of highly qualified
personnel (HQP) is one of the principal objectives of
UNENE. This objective is fulfilled through graduate
level education at participating universities. In the
previous year’s education was offered in two parts:
i. Traditional research-oriented graduate degrees
or research assistantships, in nuclear-related
disciplines; and the Master’s of Engineering (M.
Eng.) Degree program in Nuclear Engineering, jointly offered by member universities, with
strong UNENE support and overall coordination.
The M.Eng. program is accredited by the Ontario Universities Council on Quality Assurance and
is aimed largely at people already working within the industry who wish to upgrade their
education within the discipline of an academic environment. An approved UNENE Graduate
Diploma program now offers a more focused option to students who want to specialize in certain
areas, and/or do not want to commit to a full M.Eng. It is a four-course alternative for working
students who may not have the time nor the resources to pursue the M.Eng. but who
nevertheless desire to broaden their skills and knowledge in the context of a rigorous academic
program. Since the list of courses offered by the two graduate programs is identical, it is
possible in principle to transfer credits from one program to the other, providing additional
flexibility to students.
Based on feedback from the UNENE stakeholders and customers, this year single-course
enrollment is also available through the participating universities. This flexibility allows
employees busy in the industry to take single graduate courses to broaden their skills and
knowledge. In principle, upon approval from UNENE and the university of enrolment, transfer of
graduate credits to the M.Eng. or the Diploma programs from a single course may be possible.
In addition, to the M.Eng. and Diploma programs, as of the fall of 2017, with the starting of the
new cycle of course offerings, two additional education programs have been proposed and are
in the process to be accepted:
ii. Single course graduate education program, in which students can select one specific
graduate course of their interest; and
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iii. Training non-graduate courses for industry organizations in Canada, which will be tailored
to address specific industrial needs.

In order to deliver a full breadth of nuclear engineering courses, the M.Eng., the Diploma and
the training programs use renowned professors from participating universities and senior
specialists from UNENE industry members.
To accommodate students with a full-time job, the courses for these programs are given during
weekends throughout the academic year, at the Whitby campus of Durham College (Figure 1),
or at the specific sites close to organizations interested to host the course, and depending on
the number of students registered for a course. Synchronous interactive distance education is
now a routine part of every course – it is used “live” by remote students, and the recordings
provide all students a means of reviewing the material.
Starting this year selected UNENE courses will be offered also as training courses for industry
organizations that have certain specific needs. Admission for these training courses will be
performed through the UNENE office. The training courses will be organized at the location and
the time convenient to the industry organization that requests the course.

Figure 1 – Whitby Campus of Durham College – UNENE Venue

Program Management
The education side of UNENE is managed as follows: The Education Advisory Committee
(EAC) of UNENE advises the UNENE Board of Directors on education-related issues, including
(for the M.Eng. Degree in Nuclear Engineering and the Graduate Diploma, and training courses)
the curriculum, admission standards, accreditation, course selection and delivery effectiveness,
and soliciting students for the programs. The EAC also reviews and disposition proposals from
the Program Director on courses and course delivery. The UNENE Program Director is
responsible for enrolment, logistics, educational quality and effectiveness, instructor selection,
course delivery and liaison work with universities. The UNENE Administrator executes the
UNENE and university administrative aspects of the program.
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Enrolment
The past academic year UNENE management was focused on increasing the number of
enrolled students in the UNENE M.Eng. As of the end of the beginning of the Fall semester in
2017, there was an slight increase of the enrolled students compared to the previous year.
Currently, the number of active enrollment (existing + accepted – inactive – graduated) is 15
students (Figure 2). The determining factor in student enrollment is the employer funding and
the available time by students to embark on demanding graduate program. Figure 2
summarizes the cumulative throughput of students as of end calendar 2015, for the life of the
UNENE M.Eng.

Figure 2 – Cumulative Lifetime UNENE Enrollment (2017)

Figure 3 shows a group of UNENE graduates at an event organized a couple of years ago to
celebrate their convocation.

Figure 3 – Some UNENE M.Eng. Graduates
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The UNENE Management, supported by the UNENE Board, continues to explore various ways
to attract more students in the UNENE educational programs. The UNENE Program Director
has presented options to the UNENE Board, to enhance the program and to provide a higher
value and flexibility to the industry. Further efforts are in progress this year to talk to
stakeholders and the industry to find way to enhance the value of the UNENE programs and the
flexibility for the industry employees.

Course Offerings
Course offerings remain unchanged from previous years as they span the essential technical
aspects of nuclear power. A new course entitled “Nuclear Energy in Society: Regulation and our
Energy Future” has been approved but not yet implemented due to the decrease in program
enrolment. For the same reason the number of courses offered per year has been reduced – for
the coming academic year, three courses are offered.

International Cooperation
UNENE has signed a contract with the IAEA from Vienna to perform a pilot project on distant
education programs. The objective of this project is to perform a pilot project in which a course
will be prepared and delivered using electronic and distant education tools. This project is
currently ongoing, and is performed in cooperation with the UOIT staff.
UNENE started a project with the IAEA for transferring the Essential CANDU Textbook to IAEA
on-line resources and to develop on-line courses based on the textbook material. The objective
of this project is to assist training for industry organizations in IAEA states generally and in
countries operating CANDU reactors.

EAC Membership
The Committee met three times during this reporting year. The EAC consists of at last one
representative from each UNENE member. Mahesh Pandey was the Chair, and Emily Corcoran
was the Vice-Chair in this reporting period. EAC meetings are generally combined with RAC
meetings, and they were held before the UNENE Board meetings.
Along with the changes in the UNENE management in this reporting year, certain changes
occurred in the EAC Committee Membership. The current EAC Committee Membership is
shown in Table 1.
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Table 1 – UNENE EAC Membership

Industry
Organization
AECL
AMEC/FW
Bruce Power
Candu Energy
CNL
CNSC
COG
NRCan
NWMO
OPG

Name
Steve Bushby
Dan Pun-Quach
Tara Crawford
Sermet Kuran
Robert Holmes
Dan Tello
Michael Brett
Daniel Brady
Paul Gierszewski
Tho-Dien Le
Saad Dahdouh
Mary Duarte
Heather Tomlinson

Universities
University
Name
U Waterloo (Chair)
Mahesh Pandey
RMC (Vice-Chair)
Emily Corcoran
École Polytechnique Jean Koclas
Guelph
Peter Tremaine
John Luxat
McMaster
Dave Novog
Queen’s
Mark Daymond
Saskatchewan
Chary Rangacharyulu
UNB
Derek Lister
Ed Waller
UOIT
George Bereznai
UoT
Roger Newman
Western
Ram Balachandar
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RESEARCH ACTIVITIES ............................................................
Report of the Research Advisory Committee (RAC)
Stephen Bushby
THE PRIMARY OBJECTIVES OF UNENE are to conduct research
and train personnel in CANDU technology through establishing
Industrial Research Chairs (IRC) in Ontario universities and funding
research through CRD’s at other Canadian universities. I am very
pleased to have the opportunity to serve as Chair of the Research
Advisory Committee to the Board of Directors of UNENE, from
January 2017, and to report on our committee’s activities. I would like
to express strong appreciation to Bob Speranzini, our previous RAC
Chair, for his thorough and experienced guidance to the committee,
which has been of great value to UNENE in its progress. The RAC
meets two to three times per year to monitor UNENE’s approach to
its R&D activities, and is also active throughout the year, including:
-

Through a subcommittee, initiating and selecting new Co-operative Research and
Development projects (CRD’s) sponsored by UNENE
Organizing and holding UNENE’s Annual R&D Workshop and student conference
Advising on further R&D activities by UNENE
Reviewing the progress of IRC research programs, including IRC renewals, and CRD
projects
Supporting grant applications for research funding that provide for additional support to
UNENE’s R&D activities
Enhancing understanding of university capabilities by facilitating industry member tours
of university facilities

The Committee membership for this reporting period comprised of:
Stephen Bushby (Chair)
Peter Purdy
Saad Dahdouh
Michael Brett
Daniel Tello / Keith Dewar
John Mackinnon
John Luxat / David Novog
Mark Daymond
Roger Newman
Anthony Waker / Ed Waller
Mahesh Pandey
Jin Jiang
Jean Koclas
Emily Corcoran
Peter Tremaine
Jerry Hopwood (ex-officio)
Ben Rouben (ex-officio)
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Industrial Research Chairs: Seven IRC’s were in place starting 2016-17, with an eighth IRC now
set up at the University of Guelph. Several Collaborative Research and Development (CRD)
projects have also been awarded to other researchers at Canadian universities. The established
IRC’s and ongoing CRD projects are currently facilitating research on significant industry issues,
resulting in researchers being trained in specialized fields of CANDU technology to help
replenish expertise in the Canadian nuclear industry.
NON-CHAIR RESEARCH PROJECTS: New rounds of CRD projects are initiated on an annual
basis given the strong support for the program from the UNENE funding partners. During this
period the following CRDs were approved by UNENE and applications have been submitted for
NSERC matching funding:
Marilyn Lightstone, Project: CFD Based Thermal-hydraulics Analysis of Corium Melt Pool
Behavior and Coolability in Calandria Vessel
In addition, three new CRD’s were approved at the end of the 2016-17 year, after a call for
proposals was issued by the RAC in January 2017.
UNENE R&D WORKSHOP: A workshop was held in December 2016 as part of the UNENE
R&D review, integration and planning activities, and in concert with a call for new Collaborative
R&D (CRD) proposals. A student poster session was coordinated with the workshop and
included prizes for the top 3 posters, kindly sponsored by the CNSC. A session for student
presentations was also held following last year’s successful session. More than 90 people
attended the workshop from industry (OPG, BP, CNL, NWMO, CNSC, COG, Candu Energy),
member universities and other universities, and other stakeholders (NRCan, Fedoruk Centre)
with a full agenda for the day:
UNENE STUDENT POSTER SESSION: A very successful student poster session was
coordinated with the workshop. The poster session included more than 40 posters. Prizes were
awarded for the top 3 posters as assessed by a team of industry and university representatives
Prizes were awarded to:
1st place
Mi Li – Western University
2nd place
Mariusz Bryk – University of Toronto
3rd place
Ziyan Zhu – Western University
UNENE NETWORK OF NUCLEAR EXPERTS: UNENE chair and non-chair programs have
created a wide network of nuclear experts in Canada. The industry has significantly benefited
from this network of expertise through numerous advisory and consultative exchanges.
Examples of these consultations are presented in the reports of the IRCs.
The Research Advisory Committee has maintained an active involvement in UNENE’s university
R&D activities, and can report that the research programs are in a healthy state, and are
attuned to industry needs. I look forward to another successful year for 2017-18.
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Industrial Research Chairs
(IRC)
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University of Guelph – Peter Tremaine IRC
UNENE/NSERC IRC Program: High Temperature Aqueous Chemistry
Overview
The NSERC/UNENE Senior Industrial Research Chair in High
Temperature Aqueous Chemistry was awarded to Professor Peter
Tremaine at the University of Guelph in 2016. The purpose of the
Chair is to expand mission-oriented basic research and modelling
expertise in areas related to the primary coolant chemistry, moderator
chemistry, and steam-generator chemistry of the CANDU reactor
fleet, as well as in areas related to the geological storage of nuclear
spent fuel. The funding model is new for a UNENE IRC, in that
support has been provided by three other industrial partners, in
addition to UNENE: the CANDU Owner’s Group (COG), the Nuclear
Waste Management Organization (NWMO) and the Electric Power
Research Institute (EPRI). Additional support from NSERC and the
University of Guelph is also being provided, including the recruiting a
tenure-track assistant/associate professor in an area of research related to the IRC activities.
The Chair program formally began in April 2016. This is the first annual report for the new IRC.

Program Highlights
•
The CFI/ORF John R. Evans Leaders Fund grant for capital equipment associated with
the UNENE Chair was awarded in early August 2016. Together, the IRC and CFI funds
supported the purchase of one high precision densitometer and two solution calorimeters for
fundamental thermodynamic studies from 0 to 200 oC; and a zirconium ZR705 stirred pressure
vessel and ion chromatograph for studying “hideout” reactions under secondary coolant
conditions, valued at over $500,000.
•
With financial support from the COG Chemistry Working Group and NSERC, Co-op PhD
student Jacy Conrad is carrying out her 1-year work term at Chalk River, with a project in
radiation chemistry at CNL. The Co-op Chemistry PhD is a novel graduate program at Guelph
for exceptionally qualified students, and Ms. Conrad is the first student to enroll in a nuclearrelated area.
•
A novel titanium flow cell with sapphire windows has been used to measure deuterium
isotope effects on acid/base reactions by Raman spectroscopy at temperatures up to 300 oC
and 20 MPa.
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The formal announcement and opening ceremony of the new NSERC/UNENE Senior Industrial
Research Chair in High Temperature Aqueous Chemistry on November 8, 2016. Left to right
(back row): Dean Anthony Vannelli; NSERC Research and Innovation Development Officer, Dr.
John Jackson; TAC Chair, Dr. Dave Evans (OPG); Member of Parliament (Guelph), Mr. Lloyd
Longfeld; Professor Peter Tremaine, IRC, Mr. Steve McGee (COG). Left to right (front row):
TAC Member Mr. Bill Little (OPG); UNENE Past President Dr. Basma Shalaby; U. Guelph VicePresident of Research Dr. Malcolm Campbell.

Program Research Results
D2O Isotope Effects. CANDU nuclear reactors are a uniquely Canadian technology in that their
design is based on the use of heavy water in the primary heat transport system. Despite their
long operating history, there is an almost total lack of fundamental data on the differences in
chemistry between light and heavy water at temperatures above 100 oC. The objective of this
project is to quantify D2O isotope effects on ionization and hydrolysis over the temperature
range 100 to 300 oC. There are two specific goals:
(i)
to provide fundamental data and understanding of the difference in equilibrium constants
between H2O and D2O, ΔpK = pKD2O - pKH2O, for acids and bases at hydrothermal
conditions;
(ii)
to provide a model for estimating the magnitude of D2O isotope effects on metal
hydrolysis and metal oxide solubility, including magnetite.
Both goals are relevant to the efficient operation and lifetime extension of the current fleet of
CANDU reactors, and to the development of new heavy-water-reactor design concepts. A
fundamental understanding of the differences between light-water and heavy-water chemistry
will allow reactor operators to further optimize reactor chemistry to reduce feeder tube thinning
and activity transport. The IRC project includes definitive laboratory studies to provide
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fundamental data and understanding for the difference in ionization constants between H2O and
D2O, and development of a heavy-water chemical equilibrium model for CANDU primary coolant
and moderator circuits that will provide a practical tool for applying this understanding to
operating reactors.

Our unique AC conductivity flow cell is used to measure accurate differences in the limiting
conductivities and ionization constants, in situ, of model systems at CANDU primary coolant
temperatures and pressures.

The first phase of the project, funded through UNENE CRD grants, developed the high precision
AC conductance, densimetry, UV-visible, and Raman spectroscopic These state-of-the-art
instruments and methods to measure the deuterium isotope effect on acid-base ionization.
During the past year, we have reanalyzed the data from our first conductivity study on acetic
acid in D2O up to 275 °C, and applied these improved methods to complete the analysis of
experimental values of ΔpKa,1 for phosphoric acid (H3PO4 and D3PO4) in H2O and D2O up to 300
°C. Complementary studies using Raman spectroscopy have determined the deuterium isotope
effect on the second ionization constants of sulfuric acid to form DSO4- from SO42-, up to 200 oC.
Measurements are underway to extend the measurements to temperatures above 300 oC using
the ionization reactions of DCO3- as a model system. These are the first accurate experimental
values for ΔpKa to be reported for any acid at temperatures above T = 100 °C since the classic
work at Oak Ridge and Whiteshell in the 1980s.
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Deuterium isotope effects on the ionization constants of phosphoric acid.

The experimental results from these and upcoming model systems are being used to test and
calibrate the results of quantum mechanical computational techniques for calculating the
deuterium isotope effects on Fe(II) and Fe(III) hydrolysis reactions that control magnetite
solubility. Once the geometry optimizations in the gas and solvent phase are complete the
thermodynamic formation constant of each hydrolysed species and compared to experimental
values. The D2O isotope effect on each equilibrium constant will then be calculated at 25 °C and
at 250 °C.
Over the past three years, we have contributed to the development of new databases for the
solubility of magnetite, nickel and cobalt ferrites in the EPRI chemical equilibrium modelling
code MULTEQ. When the measurements on model systems and Gaussian calculations are
complete, the results will be incorporated into MULTEQ to provide a heavy-water database
suitable for calculating primary circuit pD, speciation and transition metal oxide solubilities in
CANDU primary coolant circuits.

[FeIII(OD)4]-

trans-[FeII(OD)2·2(D2O)]0

Solvent optimized geometries predicted for the postulated lowest-energy structures of iron (II)
and iron (III) hydrolysed species [FeIIIOD4]- and trans-[FeII(OD)2*2D2O]0 using the polarizable
continuum (PCM) solvation model.
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Metal Ion Pairs and Complexes in Concentrated Solutions. Secondary-side boiler-tube
corrosion is linked to the concentration of contaminants from condenser leaks in cracks and
under deposits, which can cause very high levels of acidity or alkalinity, and the formation of
reactive precipitates. These “hideout” reactions cause the contaminants to disappear from bulk
coolant at full power, then reappear in solution when the reactor power is reduced or shut down.
At present, the models used to predict boiler chemistry do not correlate well with laboratory tests
and reactor experience. The IRC projects will measure thermodynamic data needed to model
the speciation and solubility for transition metal complexes and their reaction products under
secondary coolant crevice corrosion conditions. The results will contribute to understanding
corrosion mechanisms, and will be incorporated into MULTEQ, ChemSolve and other codes
used to manage secondary coolant chemistry. The first pressure-vessel experiments will begin
next year.
Organic Solutes in Water up to Near Critical Conditions: Organic compounds are added to
the secondary coolant as chemical control agents, and are also present as contaminants from
condenser leaks and ion-exchange resins. All of these solutes undergo thermal decomposition.
Industry trends towards higher operating temperatures require better models to assess new
additives and fate of organic decomposition products. This project has two purposes. Our newly
developed Raman method with high pressure fused silica capillary cells will be used to examine
the equilibrium speciation and thermal decomposition chemistry of chemical additives in situ at
reactor operating temperatures. Then, the thermodynamic properties of these amines will be
determined by heat capacity and titration calorimetry. The project will begin in 2018 with studies
on amines, including proposed hydrazine replacements and their decomposition products.
Thermodynamic Properties of Model Actinides and Fission Products: Recent studies by
NWMO have identified inconsistencies and database gaps in models for the thermodynamics of
radionuclides and other potentially toxic elements from nuclear waste repositories in carbonate
rocks at high chloride concentrations. Data for actinides and fission product species at primary
coolant temperatures are even more sparse. This project will measure equilibrium constants
and transport properties for complexation reactions of UO22+, La3+, Nd3+ and Th4+ with halides,
hydroxide, sulfate and carbonate from 25 to 125 oC, with a few key species up to 325 oC
Neodymium is widely used as a stable-isotope analogue to Pu3+ and Am3+, which have almost
identical ionic radii and similar chemical properties. The uranyl ion, UO22+, is an analogue for
MO22+ actinides, and an important species in supercritical water reactor coolant.
Scoping studies to determine La3+ ion pairing with OH- and Cl- to 335 oC, by Raman
spectroscopy and conductivity have begun. The hydroxide results will be used to develop
parameters for the equations of state to model M3+ actinide transport in primary coolant
systems. The chloride results will be used to test competing activity coefficient models in the
thermodynamic databases used to model radionuclide transport from geological spent fuel in
repositories at very high brine concentrations up to 150 oC.
Over the past three years, quantitative first and second formation constants of aqueous uranyl
sulfate complexes have been measured from 25 – 375 °C, by Raman spectroscopy using high
pressure quartz capillary cells. These are the first values reported above 60 oC. A second phase
of the project will extend these studies to uranyl carbonate and uranyl chloride complexes, and
mixed uranyl carbonate-chloride solutions, to provide a stringent test of the Pitzer and SIT
activity coefficient treatments used to model the migration of MO22+ actinide species.
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Custom Raman spectrometer, which detects the characteristic vibrations of each aqueous
species using polarized light. The Raman spectra of uranyl sulfate under in-core “hideout
conditions provide thermodynamic data for modelling “hideout” of uranium from failed fuel under
supercritical water reactor coolant conditions.
Other Energy-Related Projects: In addition to Dr. Tremaine’s Industrial Research Chair and
related CRD/ORF grants, his research at Guelph is supported by his NSERC Discovery grant,
and contracts from EPRI on boric acid chemistry under pressurized water reactor (PWR)
primary coolant conditions. He recently completed an international collaboration with France
on carbon capture chemistry.

Research Facilities and Equipment
The IRC research makes use of a wide range of both custom-built and commercial
instrumentation for high-precision measurements on hydrothermal solutions. These instruments
all employ inert cells fabricated from platinum, zirconium, titanium or Hastelloy C, coupled with
high-pressure liquid chromatography pumps with precise external pressure-control and sample
injection systems suitable for use under CANDU-PHW and Canadian SCWR reactor coolant
conditions up to 350 oC.
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New Zr 705 Parr autoclave (left) and special hydrogen-rated laboratory (right).

Current HQP [Sept. 2017]






2 Research Associates: Dr. Jenny Cox (Laboratory Manager), Dr. Hugues Arcis.
2 Postdoctoral Fellows: Dr. Swaroop Sasidharanpillai, Dr. Olivia Fandino Torres.
6 Graduate Students:
o 3 Doctoral: Chris Alcorn, Jacy Conrad (Co-op), Jane Ferguson.
o 3 Masters: Avinaash Persaud, Christine McGregor (graduates June 2017), Jason
Sylvester (Co-op) (begins Sept 2017)
3 Undergraduates: Gregory Graves (USRA), Elizabeth West (Co-op B.Sc.), Madison
Goodwin (Co-op B.Sc.).

Members of the Hydrothermal Chemistry Group, 2016.
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Publications / Journal Papers
Refereed Publications (Selected)
1. H. Arcis, J.P. Ferguson, G.H. Zimmerman, and P.R. Tremaine, The Limiting Conductivity
of the Borate Ion and its Ion-Pair Formation Constants with Sodium and Potassium under
Hydrothermal Conditions. Phys. Chem. Chem. Phys. 18, 24081-24094 (2016).
2. Fandiño O, Yacyshyn M, Cox JS, Tremaine PR (2016). Acid Gas Extraction for Disposal
and Related Topics. Chapter: Speciation in Liquid-Liquid Phase-Separating Solutions of
Aqueous Amines for Carbon Capture Applications by Raman Spectroscopy. Pages 81-94.
Scrivener Publishing LLC. ISBN: 978-1-118-93861-4.
3. H. Arcis, J.P. Ferguson, L.M.S.G.A. Applegarth, G. H. Zimmerman, and P. R. Tremaine,
Ionization of Boric Acid in Water from 298 K to 623 K by AC Conductivity and Raman
Spectroscopy. J. Chem. Thermodynamics 106 187–198 (2017).
4. D.E. Nieto Roca, C.M. Romero and P.R. Tremaine, Ionization constants of DL-2aminobutyric acid and DL-norvaline under hydrothermal conditions by UV-visible
spectroscopy, J. Solution Chem. 46, 388-423 (2017).
5. J.P. Ferguson, H. Arcis, G.H. Zimmerman, and P.R. Tremaine Ion-Pair Formation
Constants of Lithium Borate and Lithium Hydroxide under Pressurized Water Nuclear Reactor
Coolant Conditions, Ind. Eng. Chem. Research. 56,8121-8132 (2017).
6. C. McGregor, O. Fandino, J.S. Cox, K. Ballerat-Busserolles and P.R. Tremaine Standard
Partial Molar Heat Capacities and Volumes of Aqueous N-Methylpiperidine and NMethylpiperidinium Chloride from 283 K to 393 K. J. Chem. Thermodynamics 113, 377-387
(2017).
7. L. Applegarth, C. Pye, J.S. Cox, P.R. Tremaine. A Raman Spectroscopic and Ab Initio
Investigation of Aqueous Boric Acid, Borate and Polyborate Speciation from 25 to 80 °C. Ind.
Eng. Chem. Research. (Submitted, in revision).

Technical Report
8. P. Tremaine, H. Arcis, L. Applegarth, J. Cox, J. Ferguson, C. Pye, S. Sasidharanpillai, G.
Zimmerman; EPRI Project Managers D. Wells D. Hussey. Thermodynamic Properties and
Structure of Boric Acid Species under PWR Coolant Conditions -Speciation of Aqueous Borate
and Polyborates by AC Conductivity and Raman Spectroscopy up to 350°C EPRI Technical
Report 3002008159 (2016)

Published Proceedings from Conferences and Workshops
9. H. Arcis, J. Ferguson, G. Zimmerman, L. Applegarth, C. Pye, S. Sasidharanpillai, J.
Cox, D. Hussey, D. Wells and P. Tremaine, Speciation and Thermodynamic Stability of Boric
Acid, Borate and Polyborates under PWR Primary Coolant Conditions by AC Conductivity
and Raman Spectroscopy, Proc. Nuclear Plant Chemistry Conference NPC 2016, Brighton,
UK, October 2 to 7. Paper 55.
10. S. Dickinson, D. Wells, M. Bachet, A. Banks, R. Eaker, C. Marks and P. Tremaine
Solubility of Cobalt Oxide and other Cobalt Compounds: Development of MULTEQ models
Proc. Nuclear Plant Chemistry Conference NPC 2016, Brighton, UK, October 2 to 7. Paper 88
11. C. Marks, D. Wells, D. Hussey, P. Tremaine, A. Banks, M. Bachet, R. Eaker, and S.
Dickinson, Evaluation of Uncertainty in the Ni/NiO Transition (Assessment of Contradictory
Observations). Proc. Nuclear Plant Chemistry Conference NPC 2016, Brighton, UK, October 2
to 7. Paper: 160
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Interactions with Industry
Committees and Boards:


Prof. Tremaine serves on three industrial advisory committees for the nuclear industry:
EPRI MULTEQ Database Advisory Committee; Canadian National Committee of the
International Association for the Properties of Water and Steam; Associate Member of
the COG Chemistry Working Group.

Project-related Interactions with Industry:








The UNENE Technical Advisory Committee has visited Guelph on an annual basis,
since Prof. Tremaine’s first CRD grant in 2006. The Committee also provides technical
advice for the Strategic and CRD grant funded projects for this group. The UNENE
Project Advisory Committee met on April 27, 2016, Nov. 8, 2016, and April 24, 2017.
Prof. Tremaine provided input on Canadian nuclear industry R&D needs as a member
of the EPRI MULTEQ Database Committee (Monthly conference calls + the annual 3day meeting in Derby, UK, Sept. 28-30, 2016). During this period, the MULTEQ
Database Committee recently published and updated databases for the solubility of
magnetite, transition-metal ferrites and chromites.
Prof. Tremaine made presentations on IRC progress to the UNENE Annual Chemistry
Workshop, December 13 & 14, 2016, and the COG Chemistry Working Group Meeting,
April 28, 2016, Toronto and on April 27, 2017.
Prof. Tremaine attended the EPRI Pressurized Water Reactor Technical Committee (PTAC) to report progress on a contract-funded research project on polyborate fuel
deposit chemistry. New Orleans, Feb. 22 & 23, 2016.
Prof. Tremaine is a member of the EPRI Database Committee, which develops the
chemical equilibrium modeling code MULTEQ. MULTEQ used by the nuclear industry in
Canada and elsewhere to model secondary coolant chemistry. Mechanisms for
developing a similar relationship with the international committees who develop the
models used by NWMO are under active discussion.
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McMaster University – John Luxat IRC
UNENE/NSERC IRC Program: Nuclear Safety Analysis
Overview, Scope and Main Objectives
The NSERC-UNENE Industrial Research Chair in Nuclear
Safety Analysis was established in 2004 with John C. Luxat as
the Executive IRC. Subsequently David R. Novog was hired as
the Associate IRC Chair in 2006. In 2009 Dr. Luxat’s Executive
IRC was converted to a Senior IRC and both he and Dr. Novog
had their terms renewed for a further 5 year term following an
NSERC site visit. In 2015 a successful application was
prepared to renew Dr. Luxat’s Senior Chair for a third term and
to promote Dr. Novog’s Associate Chair to a Senior Chair. The
terms of the two Senior Chairs started on January 1, 2016.
The research focuses of the Senior NSERC/UNENE Industrial
Research Chair (J. Luxat) are: nuclear safety analysis methods; risk assessment methods;
severe accident modeling, analysis and accident prevention/mitigation; nuclear safety
thermalhydraulics experiments and analysis; and more recently post irradiation examination of
reactor materials. The objectives for this research program are to perform industry relevant
research, generate top quality graduates for the nuclear industry, and provide a source of
expertise for national and international engagement through industry, government, public and
media consultations. The success of this program is illustrated through: a) the extent and
frequency of industry consultations by the chairs, b) the number and quality of the HQP
produced, c) the research output and additional leveraging of resources, and d) the number and
extent of involvement with organizations and learned societies, both on Canada and
internationally, and the engagements with the media and the public.
The scope of the research covers the multi-disciplinary nature of nuclear safety analysis and
severe accident analysis. This requires knowledge and skills that can be found in the Faculty of
Engineering at McMaster University. The Chair program enhances and extends this nuclear
safety knowledge and skills base while actively supporting the Canadian nuclear industry. The
Chair program has enabled McMaster University to establish a robust, innovative and
sustainable faculty research network and has been recognized internationally for its research
and quality of graduates. A major success indicator has been the very high degree of
leveraging and the number of lead roles assumed by the two Chairs (Luxat and Novog).
Since the initial award, the IRC program has catalyzed nuclear research and HQP training at
McMaster as evidenced by new faculty hires in nuclear engineering and materials, expansion of
HQP from 3 to over 30 enrolled graduate students. The success of the Chairs has also led to
expansion in the number of faculty in nuclear engineering at McMaster with a reactor physics
professor joining in 2009 and an additional senior professor, hired in 2012 specializing in
nuclear waste management, who was awarded a Tier I Canada Research Chair. Over the
course of the chair program 3 distinguished visiting scholars in the safety analysis area have
resided at McMaster.
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The resulting knowledge, skills and innovation are applied to improving safe operation and
competitiveness of nuclear power generation, and to examine severe accident behaviour and
accident management for beyond design basis events. Novel research is aimed at improving
the quantification of safety margins, helping to regain operating margins of nuclear generating
units, improving the quality, efficiency and cost effectiveness of toolsets used and supporting
the development of advanced CANDU reactor designs. This research continues to provide
measurable contributions to operating power plants by improving the safety, reliability and
competitiveness of generating units, expansion of the tools and experiments supporting the
safety cases, and helping meet the HQP training requirements for the nuclear energy sector.
These activities make use of existing facilities at McMaster (such as the McMaster Nuclear
Reactor), newly built facilities (such as the Critical Heat Flux Test Loop) and the CFI-MRI
funded Center for Advanced Nuclear Systems (CANS) which is now complete.

Research Facilities and Equipment
Over the first two terms of the IRC there has been exceptional success in leveraging industry
investments and expansion of university facilities related to nuclear engineering:
ORF-Research Excellence: In 2008, McMaster University, along with five partner universities,
was awarded an Ontario Research Fund – Research Excellence (ORF-RE) award entitled
“Nuclear Ontario” with Dr. Luxat as the Principal Investigator and Dr. Novog as a co-principal
investigator. This program is complementary to UNENE and provided an addition $5M of
provincial funding to support nuclear research at six universities in Ontario. The ORF project
was wrapped up over the last several years and was judged to be extremely successful based
on the research output, infrastructure improvements and HQP generated.
CFI-MRI research Infrastructure: In 2008 Dr. Luxat led a regional, multi-university, proposal to
the Canadian Foundation for Innovation (CFI) and the Ontario Ministry for Research and
Innovation (MRI) to establish the Center for Advanced Nuclear Systems (CANS). In early 2016
the Center for Advanced Nuclear Systems (CANS) project, led by Dr. Luxat was completed.
This Centre was funded by a $24.5M grant from Canadian Foundation for Innovation (CFI), the
Ontario Ministry for Research and Innovation (MRI) and McMaster University. This regional
research infrastructure provides a Post Irradiation Examination (PIE) facility consisting of a suite
of hot cells to handle irradiated reactor material, prepare samples, and perform mechanical
testing and scattering Electron Microscope (SEM) examination, including Focused Ion Beam
(FIB) milling of small samples of material equipment; advanced material characterization tools,
such as a 3-D Atom Probe and an additional SEM/FIB device for examination of non-irradiated
material; a thermal testing laboratory (at McMaster); and a radiation dose laboratory (at UOIT).
The PIE facility is the only one of its kind at a university world-wide (see Fig. 1). This
infrastructure, together with the McMaster Nuclear Reactor and the Canadian Center for
Electron Microscopy, provides a world class materials and thermal testing center unique in
North America. The project was supported by a majority of Canadian nuclear energy related
companies (OPG, Bruce Power, AECL, Kinectrics) as well as a number of leading international
organizations (EPRI, EdF, Bechtel). In addition Dr. Novog received a $275k CFI - Leaders
Opportunity Fund grant for a Phase Doppler Anemometer System for thermalhydraulic
experiments.
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Fig. 1 The CANS PIE Hot Cell Facility & FEI VERSA 3D SEM/FIB
The computational facilities at McMaster have undergone significant upgrades as a result of the
IRC program in safety analysis and successful leveraging opportunities. The computational
facilities include a central computational cluster and several high performance workstations. A
Linux-based high performance computer cluster with a total of 88 processors, 144 GB of
memory and 6 TB of disk storage. Upgrading of the cluster, originally planned for early 2017,
has been delayed to 2018 and will provide a total of 152 processors. In addition students utilize
8 high-performance workstations for various CFD, physics and thermalhydraulic analyses.
Through the agreements between COG and RSICC code databank access was obtained to the
SCALE reactor physics package, used by 3 students for propagating nuclear data uncertainties
to the few group collapsed cross sections. This included work using TSUNAMI, TRITON and
KENO packages within SCALE. Also access to MCNP and SERPENT is provided where one
student is engaged in an experimental and computational study of gamma flux distribution in the
McMaster Nuclear Reactor core and another student is examining the application of SCALE to
CANDU technologies. Through the US NRC CAMP agreement McMaster is also piloting the
application of the RELAP/TRACE and PARCS toolset for CANDU. Access to the USNRC
sponsored and Sandia Laboratories developed MELCOR severe accident software was
obtained through the CNSC.

Experimental Thermalhydraulics and Severe Accident Phenomena
In support of high temperature heat transfer behaviour relevant to design and beyond design
basis accidents several experiments were performed on CHF and quench behaviour. A PhD
was also completed on high temperature quench behaviour in cylindrical geometries and
several publications generated in collaboration with the Department of Mechanical Engineering.
Another CHF facility was built to obtain low pressure CHF data on downward facing surfaces to
study the behaviour under these configurations, relevant to severe accidents in CANDU
reactors, in particular In-Vessel Retention of molten corium. As a result of the quench (see
Figure 2) and CHF tests new experiments are being performed to support CHF on external
surfaces (calandria vessel and calandria tubes) as well as examining heat transfer under
severely degraded situations.
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Figure 2: Image processed sequences of droplet explosion on various heated surfaces
at Ts = 300oC

Objectives of the Senior IRC (Dr. J.C.Luxat) Research Program
The high level research objectives of the IRC program in Term 3 are:
1. Develop and enhance analysis methodologies in the area of nuclear safety analysis with a
focus on improving nuclear safety, accident analyses and uncertainty estimation.
2. Support the development of severe accident analysis methodologies and mitigation
strategies.
3. Perform fundamental and applied research and development in the areas of thermal
hydraulics under normal and accident conditions and assess the potential for improved
reactor output.
4. Support assessment of Fuel and Fuel Channel Integrity under accident conditions.
5. Train the next generation of Highly Qualified Personnel for the nuclear industry.
6. Provide expertise to the university, government and the public in the area of nuclear safety.
The specific objectives of the Senior IRC research program are focused on the following major
areas, described below:
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1. Nuclear Safety Analysis Methodology
Development and enhancement of analysis methodologies for nuclear safety applications for:
Design Basis Accidents (DBA)
- Beyond Design Basis Accidents (BDBA) and Severe Accidents
The objectives in this area are a) enhancing the quality of nuclear safety analysis through
development of mechanistic models for key phenomena, b) improve the modelling and
understanding of the complex behaviour that occurs during the progression of severe accidents
c) quantify the time dependent uncertainties during accident progression, and d) provide
information regarding effectiveness of candidate severe accident mitigation strategies and
accident management measures. (High Level Objectives 1, 2, 3, 4)
2. Risk Analysis Methods
This area is strongly linked to analysis of severe accident scenarios and sequences in area 1,
above. The primary objective in this area is development of deterministic risk assessment
methods that complement Probabilistic Risk Assessment (PRA) methods. This is particularly
important for very low frequency / high consequence events (“Black Swan” events) such as
multiple external hazard events (e.g. seismic plus extreme flooding, tornado plus extreme
flooding, high winds plus high winds, extensive ice storm plus loss of heat sinks) common cause
external events affecting multiple reactor units on a site. (High Level Objectives 1, 2)
3. Advanced Fuel Cycles in CANDU Reactors and Advanced Nuclear Reactors
The objectives in this area are to characterize the resource requirements, waste streams and
fuel utilization using reactor physics analysis coupled with system analysis. The initial focus has
been to analyze the synergistic utilization of CANDU reactors and other reactor types such as
LWR and fast spectrum reactors to increase the utilization of uranium and thorium resources
while reducing the design requirements for deep geological disposal repositories associated
with the heat load and radiological burden of spent fuel. A second, recently developing focus in
this area is supporting development of Small Modular Reactor (SMR) technology. (High Level
Objectives 1, 3, 5)
4. Post Irradiation Examination (PIE)
This is a new area that has developed following the establishment of the Centre for Advanced
Nuclear Systems (CANS). This centre is a major research infrastructure funded by CFI, Ontario
Ministry of Research and Innovation and McMaster University. J.C. Luxat is the director of the
centre which is operated by McMaster’s Nuclear Operations and Facilities organization. (High
Level Objectives 5, 6 )
5. HQP Development (High Level Objective 5)
6. Provide Expertise to the university, government, public and the international nuclear
community (High Level Objective 6)

Progress Made To Meet The Research Objectives
(Note: Milestones refer to specific items identified in the proposal to renew the IRC’s)
1. Nuclear Safety Analysis Methodology
1.1 Nuclear Safety Analysis of DBA
The research activities to consolidate the mechanistic analysis methodology to evaluate Fuel
Channel Integrity have progressed to the point where the methodology development is
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complete. The modelling development work was initiated in previous terms of the IRC and a
post-doctoral fellow was hired to bring the work to fruition. This has resulted in publication of
two journal papers, one which addresses mechanistic modelling of critical heat flux (CHF) on
calandria tubes as part of DBA analysis of fuel channel integrity during critical break large break
loss of coolant accidents (LLOCA) and the second which extends the mechanistic modelling to
CHF on very large diameter horizontal vessels (the calandria vessel) applicable to in-vessel
retention (IVR) of core debris during severe accidents. The first application is discussed here
and the second application is discussed in section 1.2, below.
One MASc student integrated the mechanistic models developed to describe: a) pressure tube
heatup and deformation into contact with its calandria tube; b) transient contact conductance
between the two tubes; c) calandria tube heatup post-contact; d) critical heat flux (CHF), onset
of film boiling and quench/rewet of the calandria tube; and e) likelihood of further deformation of
the two contacting tubes as a result of thermal. In addition to the modelling of CHF on horizontal
calandria tubes, the quench/rewet modelling was informed by separate effects experimental
work performed in previous terms on heated cylindrical surfaces subject to gravitational induced
liquid jet flow.
The significance of this work is that it provides fuel channel integrity analysis based upon
fundamental mechanistic modelling. This provides the means to support conclusions of past
licensing analyses which employed empirically derived correlations and models that were
developed from utility sponsored tests. [Milestone #5 complete].
During the remainder of this term one MASc student will be hired in 2019 to apply the dynamic
sensitivity analysis method proposed by the Senior IRC to evaluate the dynamic uncertainty
associated with prediction of fuel channel uncertainty (High Level Objectives 1).
A generalized model for fluid jet characteristics (pressure, temperature, expansion envelope)
has been developed by the IRC that provides a screening tool for evaluating jet impingement
loads in DBA and BDBA events. This supports assessment of the potential failure of important
components within containment as part of risk analysis (High Level Objectives 1).
1.2 Nuclear Safety Analysis of BDBA
The major continuing focus this term is on degradation of fuel channel cooling and reactor core
disassembly in the calandria vessel during a severe accident. The progression of these events
establishes the conditions in the vessel that govern the ability to retain solid and liquid debris
within the vessel – referred to as In-Vessel Retention (IVR) - which if effective limits the
progression and consequences of a severe accident. The effectiveness of in-vessel retention of
core debris within the calandria is dependent upon a number of factors, including: timing of
events (which determines the transient decay heat); the spatial location of lower powered fuel
bundles in the debris bed (governed by the debris relocation mechanisms); the upward,
sideways and downward heat transferred from the edges of the debris bed through the
calandria vessel wall to the water surrounding the vessel (conduction from lower surfaces of the
debris and radiation from the upward facing surfaces at the top of the debris); and effectiveness
of heat transfer at the outer wall surface of the calandria vessel.
In year 1 of this term one PhD student and one MASc student were hired. The MASc student is
developing a model that provides computation of the heatup, deformation and failure of all 480
channels in a 900 MW(e) reactor core following an unmitigated total loss of heatsinks (Milestone
# 1 ). The PhD student is developing models for the solid debris that forms at the bottom of the
calandria vessel following the final collapse of the reactor core. These models address the
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thermomechanical and thermochemical behavior that may be encountered during heatup of the
solid debris bed and development of a molten pool region in the debris bed. A key issue is the
amount of combustible gases generated from cooling of a degraded core as a result of severe
accident management candidate actions adopted during the course of the accident. The
combustible gases can challenge the integrity of the containment, leading to significant off-site
radiological release. One MASc student hired in 2017 will perform dynamic sensitivity analysis
methods to quantify the uncertainty in hydrogen generation in the debris bed. (Milestone # 6) &
(Milestone # 11 ).
A separate study of relocation of hot molten corium, either internal within the vessel or external
to the vessel, is being performed by a second post-doctoral fellow hired in 2016 with the
purpose of developing a mechanistic model of a mixture of molten metal and oxide material
entering a pool of water. This scenario can give rise to energetic interactions, referred to as a
“steam explosion” or, sometimes a “vapor explosion”. The concerns with such explosive events
are in-vessel damage (less likely) and ex-vessel damage to containment (possibly more likely).
Key factors in the range of consequences is triggering of fragmentation of the melt and the
coherence of the vapor generation during fragmentation. An important issue to be addressed in
the mechanistic model is the necessary conditions of the melt and water which can result in selftriggering of the melt fragmentation. Significant progress in modelling steam explosion behavior
has been made and validation against international experimental databases is underway. A
series of journal publications is anticipated in 2018 and 2019. Contributing information to this
modelling work has been obtained from experimental studies of quenching of high temperature
metals by cold water liquid jets surfaces and water droplet behavior upon contacting high
temperature metal surfaces. (Milestone # 11 ).
One MASc student, on attachment from an Israeli research institute, analyzed the
consequences of an unmitigated pool draining accident in the MNR, a “severe” accident. This
work provides updated safety analysis for MNR (as well as a sister pool type research reactor in
Israel) and demonstrated significant time exists to implement mitigating actions to stabilize the
core and terminate the event.
2. Risk Analysis Methods
The focus in this area is on multi-unit risk assessment methods for BDBA and complementary
risk analysis.
Multi-Unit Risk Assessment Methods
A PhD student will be hired in 2018 to develop a Probabilistic Risk Assessment (PRA)
methodology for assessing multi-unit risk associated with BDBA events. This research
[Milestone #2] has been delayed by two years by unavailability of a candidate.
Complementary Risk Analysis Methods
The three major nuclear power reactor accidents that have occurred in the past 38 years (TMI2,
Chernobyl and Fukushima) can each be classified as “black swan” events. A black swan event
is:
An event with high consequence which is judged to be incredible until it occurs, at which point
the causes become apparent. A key aspect of a black swan event is that the frequency of its
occurrence cannot be predicted with any reasonable certainty.
Because its frequency is
perceived be very low based on historical evidence, it is actually not possible to assign
quantitative values to the frequency of occurrence in the future. Another key aspect is that,
because of the low perceived frequency of occurrence, the event is considered incredible,
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thereby “justifying” that the event be given no further consideration (for example, application of a
lower bound cut-off frequency used to rule out events in PRA). This causes major difficulties in
appropriately treating such events within quantitative risk assessment, such as PRA. Problems
arise with the assignment of frequency values due to:
 Unknown common–cause failures.
 The impact of human operator psychology that can result in unexpected behavior.
 Unidentified common–cause vulnerabilities, especially vulnerabilities to external
events.
To deal with this problem the IRC has proposed that probabilistic risk assessment be
augmented with threat-risk assessment methods which are not probabilistically based. The
application of threat- risk is applied consistent with the use of the IAEA defense-in-depth
concepts.
A PhD student will be hired in 2018 to develop an analytic approach to quantifying the threatrisk measure using fuzzy logic and fuzzy algebra concepts (Milestone # 2 ).
3. Advanced Fuel Cycles in CANDU Reactors and Advanced Nuclear Reactors
Previous work in this area has focused on the reactor physics of utilization of a Mixed Oxide
(MOX) fuel cycle and a thorium fuel cycle in CANDU reactors assuming that reprocessing
capability is available. This generates useful information for “proof of concept” evaluations but
does not yield significant information on the various attributes of a large scale fuel cycle
operation. In 2017 and 2018 undergraduate summer research students were hired to develop a
modular fuel cycle systems analysis software package that provides the capability to assess
characteristics of a system of different reactor types (CANDU, PWR, and other defined reactor
types), deployment strategies of these reactors, fuel reprocessing requirements, tracking of
mass balances in the fuel cycle, spent fuel composition, spent fuel isotope composition and
decay heat, and levelized cost of electricity (LCOE) for the various fuel cycle options. The
software package, ELORA, is developed using MATLAB and an object-oriented structure. One
MASc student has been hired, starting in January 2018 to refine the software by inclusion of
additional functionality (modules) and to perform benchmarking against available international
data.
A PhD student, co-supervised by a colleague in the Department of Engineering Physics, is
conducting research on batch fuelling strategies for the Canadian Advanced Supercritical Water
Reactor concept to determine a pragmatic strategy to allow a stable steady state to be achieved
following first cycle operation. (Milestone # 8 ) and (High Level Objective 5).
In 2017 a MASc student was hired with a MITACS grant for internships with Terrestrial Energy,
headquartered in Oakville, Ontario. Terrestrial Energy is developing the Integral Molten Salt
Reactor (IMSR) as one of the Small Modular Reactor (SMR) concepts targeting initial
deployment in Canada and the USA. The MASc student is researching cladded metal materials
for high temperature service in the IMSR primary molten salt heat exchanger. (High Level
Objective 5).
4. Post Irradiation Examination (PIE)
With the establishment of the Centre for Advanced Nuclear Systems (CANS) a new research
capability now exists for post-irradiation examination of components from operating power
reactors or from test irradiations in research reactors. The suite of hot cells and material
characterization instruments is unique to McMaster and is not available at any university
worldwide. Presently use of the facility capabilities has been made by Canadian Nuclear
Laboratories researchers (Dr. Colin Judge, Focused Ion Beam (FIB) milling of CANDU X750
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alloy spacer samples) and the MASc student working on the SMR heat exchanger materials,
mentioned above. The cost of the latter materials characterization work was borne by the
MITACS grant funds supplied by the sponsoring organization.
It is anticipated that there will be an increase in research collaborations with other researchers
at Canadian universities and with industrial researchers. However, no IRC funds have been
allocated to such activities. If and when an opportunity materializes then, depending upon
project funding for this research area, a request, with justification, will be made to NSERC.
5. HQP Development
Dr Luxat has maintained a large and active research group. Over the past six years (2011 –
2017) he has graduated 5 PhD and 12 MASc graduate students. Of the graduated students
82% are employed in the nuclear industry. Additionally, he has supervised 4 post-doctoral
fellows (1 co-supervised) and 4 undergraduate summer research students in the IRC program.
Under separate funding, 5 undergraduate summer research students have been employed in
the Centre for Advanced Nuclear Systems hot cell facility in the past two years.
In the two years of Term 3 (2016-2017) the number of graduate and under graduate students in
Dr. Luxat’s research group are summarized in the table below.

Type of Trainee
Undergraduate students
Master’s students
Doctoral students
Postdoctoral Fellows

Number
2
8
4
2

Graduated
N/A
3
1
N/A

6. Provision of Expertise to the university, government, public and the international
nuclear community
 Independent Expert Reviewer for the Canadian Nuclear Safety Commission (CNSC) of
intervenor concerns presented at licensing hearings relating to severe accidents in
CANDU reactors. Report documenting conclusions of the review prepared and
submitted to CNSC and subsequently presented orally to Commission members at a
hearing in Ottawa.
 Member & Vice-Chair, CSA N290B Technical Committee: Reactor Safety and Risk
Management. Developing nuclear standards CSA N290.16 – BDBA (issued); CSA
N290.17 – Probabilistic Safety Assessment (PSA) (issued); CSA N290.18 – PSR
(issued). May 2014 – 2017. Continuing member of N290B T/C
 Chair, CSA N290B Technical Sub-Committee developing nuclear standard CSA
N290.18 – Periodic Safety Review (PSR) – (issued 2017)
 Advisory Member, COG Safety & Licensing and Fuel Channel Technical Committees
 Member of Project Advisory Committee, Sylvia Fedoruk Canadian Centre for Nuclear
Innovation, Saskatchewan, 2012 -.
 Chairman, International Nuclear Energy Academy (INEA), 2018-2020.
 Member, Executive Committee, American Nuclear Society Thermal Hydraulics Division,
2017-.
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Member, Program Committee, American Nuclear Society Thermal Hydraulics Division,
2012-.
Chair, Conference Selection Committee, American Nuclear Society Thermal Hydraulics
Division, 2016-2020.
Member, Honours & Awards Committee, American Nuclear Society Thermal Hydraulics
Division, 2013- 2017.
Board of Directors & Vice President (Canada), American Association for Structural
Mechanics in Reactor Technology (AASMiRT), 2012 –
Member Advisory Board, International Association for Structural Mechanics in Reactor
Technology (IASMiRT) , 2012 Invited by Elsevier Publishing to prepare two texts: Editor, Advances in Nuclear Safety
Analysis Methodology and Author, Nuclear Safety Analysis and Reactor Accidents. The
books will be published under the Elsevier imprint Target publication date mid to end of
2018.
Reviewer for leading nuclear and related engineering journals (Nuclear Engineering and
Design, Annals of Nuclear Energy, Progress in Nuclear Energy, Nuclear Science and
Engineering, Applied Thermal Engineering, Reliability Engineering and System Safety,
International Journal of Thermal Sciences).
Public lecture, “Nuclear Energy’s Future: Its Safety and Environment,” in Science for
Peace and the Voice of Women's series of free public talks, “This Nuclear World”,
University of Toronto.
Member, international Steering Committee, NURETH 17 Conference, held Sep. 3-8,
2017, X’ian, China.
Member, McMaster Institute for Multi-Hazard Systemic Risk Studies, 2015.
Chair, Independent Review Panel assessing performance of the Center for Nuclear
Energy Facilities and Structures (CNEFS), NC State University, November 2 -4, 2015.

Benefits to the Industry and Canada






The service and outreach activities of the IRC directly assisted the Canadian regulator and
the nuclear industry to resolve difficult licensing problems through application of the IRC’s
technical and scientific knowledge, expertise and practical problem-solving in a wide range
of disciplines related to nuclear safety. Such activities have been an ongoing part of the
IRC’s activities since coming to McMaster in 2004.
The IRC continues to be the leading Canadian expert in nuclear engineering and nuclear
safety issues with wide-ranging academic, technical and media requests from around the
world.
McMaster University, the Canadian nuclear industry and Canada have gained enhanced
national and international recognition in the nuclear engineering field through the leadership
activities of the IRC, such as those listed in section 6 above, as well as the nuclear research
infrastructure established at the university (e.g. CANS) (High Level Objective 6).
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Collaborations















David Novog is the other NSERC/UNENE IRC at McMaster. Strong collegial collaborations
exist between Dr. Luxat and Dr. Novog ever since he was recruited in 2006.
Adriaan Buijs, Engineering Physics – analysis of batch fuelling strategies for the Canadian
Generation IV Advanced Supercritical Water Pressure Tube Reactor concept.
J. Luxat, (Co-applicant with researchers from Civil Engineering Dept.) on 3 successful
Research Tools and Instruments (RTI) grant applications for enhanced seismic testing
capability at the McMaster Applied Dynamics Laboratory ($149,500 award for each of the
three applications).
J. Luxat, (Co-PI with researchers from Civil Engineering Dept. – Wael El-Dakhakhni, Michael
Tait, Tracy Becker, Lydell Weibe and Dimitrios Konstantinidis) on a successful CREATE
grant application for HQP training in Canadian Nuclear Energy Infrastructure Resilience
under Seismic Systemic Risk (CaN-Risk) ($1,650,000 award). He co-supervises, mentors
and bring nuclear safety expertise to the graduate students in the Civil Engineering group
Co-PI, ORF-RE8 Grant, Analysis tools, measurement techniques and systems for mitigating
severe accidents in CANDU nuclear power plants, (J. Jiang, Western, Lead PI), $1,404,703
Award with $600,000 allocated to Dr. J. Luxat. This research project involves research into
monitoring and control systems for mitigating the consequences of severe accidents in
CANDU reactors. Western University IRC (J.Jiang, PI) is researching remote mobile
Instrumentation systems for monitoring environmental conditions in containment, the
McMaster IRC (J.C. Luxat, Co PI) is performing the analysis to quantify the range of extreme
environmental and radiological conditions within containment that the monitoring equipment
must accommodate, and the UOIT IRC’s (A. Waker and E. Waller, Co PI’s) are developing
radiation monitoring devices capable of operation in the very high radiation environment in
post-accident containments.
MITACS Project Award (with Terrestrial Energy), “Cladding of structural materials for
corrosion protection in molten fluoride salts”, $34,000, (2017-2018). Two 4 month
internships for a MASc student to work at Terrestrial Energy design office in Oakville,
Ontario. Collaborator: (Prof. J. Kish, Material Science and Engineering, McMaster
University).
Dr. Simon Day, Safety Analyst, MNR. Studies on fuel management analysis tools to support
operation of the McMaster Nuclear Reactor. This has included development of models and
evaluation of fuelling in MNR using the OSCAR code (South African code developed for
pool type research reactors).
Dr. Colin Judge, Canadian Nuclear Laboratories – materials characterization of irradiated
reactor components.
Prof. Adrien Couet, University of Wisconsin-Madison, IRC is an international collaborator on
a proposal to the US DOE for a project
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Publications: 2013-2017
Submitted, Accepted or Published in Journals:
1. Azin Behdadi, F. Talebi, J. Luxat, “Critical heat flux for downward-facing pool boiling on
CANDU calandria tube surface”, Nuclear Engineering and Design, Vol. 315, pp 104-116,
2017.
2. Azin Behdadi, F. Talebi, J. Luxat, “Critical heat flux for downward-facing pool boiling on
CANDU calandria vessel”, Annals of Nuclear Energy, Vol. 110, pp 768-778, 2017.
3. K. Takrouri, J. Luxat, M, Hamed, “Measurement and Analysis of the Re-wetting Front
Velocity during Quench Cooling of Hot Horizontal Tubes, Nuclear Engineering and Design,
Vol. 311, pp 184-198, 2017.
4. K. Takrouri, J. Luxat, M, Hamed, “Experimental Investigation of Quench and Re-wetting
Temperatures of Hot Horizontal Tubes Well above the Limiting Temperature for Solid–Liquid
Contact”, Nuclear Engineering and Design, Vol. 311, pp 167-183, 2017.
5. K. Takrouri, M, Hamed, J. Luxat, “Re-Wetting Delay Time during Cooling of Hot Horizontal
Tubes Well above the Limiting Temperature for Solid–Liquid Contact", (Submitted to
International Journal of Heat and Mass Transfer), 2017.
6. Schneider and J.Luxat, “Natural Convection and Core Uncovery Analysis for the McMaster
Nuclear Reactor”, (Submitted to ASME Journal of Nuclear Engineering and Radiation
Science), 2017
7. M. Ball, C. McEwan, J.C. Luxat, D.R. Novog, “The Dilution Dependency of Multi-Group
Uncertainties”, Science and Technology of Nuclear Installations, Dec. 2014.
8. L. Xia, J. Jiang, and J.C. Luxat, “Power distribution control of CANDU reactors based on
modal representation of reactor kinetics”,
Nuclear Engineering and Design, (278) May
2014.
9. A. Behdadi And J.C.Luxat, “Developments towards Mechanistic Modeling of Critical Heat
Flux on a Candu Calandria Tube Following Pressure Tube Contact”, Nuclear Technology,
Vol 181, No. 1, pp 157-169, Jan 2013.
10. M. Gocmanac and J. C. Luxat, “Critical Heat Flux on a Downward Facing Surface with
Obstructions”, ANS Trans., Vol. 109, Washington DC, USA, November, 2013.
11. M. Ball, D.R.Novog and J.C. Luxat, “Analysis of Implicit and Explicit Lattice Sensitivities
using DRAGON”, Nuclear Engineering and Design, 2013.
12. A. Morreale, M. R. Ball, D. R. Novog And J. C. Luxat,” The Behaviour of Transuranic Mixed
Oxide Fuel In A Candu-900 Reactor”, Nuclear Technology, July 2013
13. J.C. Luxat, “Accidents, Black Swans and Risk”, Can. Nuclear Soc. Bulletin, July 2013
Referred Conference Proceedings:
1. A.Dion, J. Luxat, “Dynamic Sensitivity Analysis of Fuel Channel Failure During Pressure
Tube Deformation in CANDU Reactors”, Proc. NURETH 17, Xi’an, China, Sep. 3-8, 2017.
2. J. Luxat, “A Generalized Analytical Model of Fluid Jet Characteristics”, Proc. NURETH 17,
Xi’an, China, Sep. 3-8, 2017.
3. J. Luxat, “Factors Governing the Effectiveness of In-Vessel Retention during Severe
Accidents in CANDU Reactors”, Proc. NURETH 17, Xi’an, China, Sep. 3-8, 2017.
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4. D. Moghul, J. Luxat, “Energetic Liquid Droplet Boiling on High Temperature Metal Surfaces”,
Proc. NURETH 17, Xi’an, China, Sep. 3-8, 2017.
5. A. Dion, J. Luxat, ““A Mechanistic Model to Predict Fuel Channel Failure in the Event of
Pressure Tube Overheat”, Proc. 36th Annual Conference of the Canadian Nuclear Society,
Toronto, ON, Canada, June 19-22, 2016.
6. Z.L. Peng, J. Luxat, et.al., “Radioactive materials post-irradiation examination at CANS”,
Proc. HOTLAB 2017, Mito, Japan, Sep. 28- Sep. 39, 2017.
7. J. Luxat, et al, “The CANS Post-Irradiation Examination Facility at McMaster University”,
Proc. HOTLAB 2015, Leuven, Belgium, Sep. 27- Oct 1, 2015.
8. A, Schneider and J. Luxat, “Single-Phase and Two-Phase Natural Convection in the
McMaster Nuclear Reactor”, Proc. 16th International Conference on Nuclear Reactor
Thermalhydraulics (NURETH16), Chicago, Illinois, June 2015.
9. J. Luxat,”Opportunities and Challenges for Small Modular Reactor Deployment”, Panel
Presentation , Mini-symposium on SMR, NURETH 17, Xi’an, China, Sep. 3-8, 2017
10. A.C. Morreale and J.C. Luxat, “A Study on Optimal Age of Actinide Feedstock for use in
Transuranic Mixed Oxide Fuels in CANDU Reactors”, 35th Annual Conference of the
Canadian Nuclear Society, St. John, NB, May, 2015.
11. J. Vecchiarelli, J. Luxat, D. Mullin, and E. Chan, “On the Concept of a Hierarchal Safety
Goals Framework”, Proc. International Workshop on Multi-Unit PSA, Ottawa, November 1720, 2014.
12. J. Luxat, “The Challenges Of “Black Swan” Events: Risk Analysis and Nuclear Safety”, Proc.
IAEA Technical Meeting on Developing Methodologies for Complementary Assessment of
Nuclear Power Plants’ Robustness against the Impact of Extreme Events, Vienna, Austria,
July 7th -11th, 2014.
13. J. Luxat, “Complementary Approaches for Risk Assessment and Management”, Proc. Int.
Workshop on Whole-Site Risk Characterization of Nuclear Power Plants: Site Safety Goals
and Holistic Approaches to Risk Assessment, Toronto, ON, January 14-15, 2014.
14. A.C. Morreale and J.C. Luxat, “The Effect of Actinide Composition on Transuranic Mixed
Oxide Fuel Lattice Physics Parameters In CANDU”, Proc. 19th Pacific Basin Nuclear
Conference (PBNC 2014), Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada, August 24-28, 2014.
15. Behdadi, F. Talebi and J.C. Luxat, "Critical heat Flux modeling on downward facing
surfaces", Proc. 19th Pacific Basin Nuclear Conference (PBNC 2014), Vancouver, British
Columbia, Canada, August 24-28.
16. A. Morreale, Y. Friedlander, J. C. Luxat, “Assessment of Advanced Fuel Cycle Options in
CANDU Reactors”, Proc. GLOBAL 2013, Salt Lake City, Utah, USA, September 29 October 5 2013.
17. J.C. Luxat, “Accidents, Black Swans and Risk”, 34th Annual CNS Conference, Toronto,
June 2013.
18. A. Morreale, D. Novog and J.C. Luxat, “Assessment of a Transuranic Mixed Oxide Fuelled
CANDU Reactor”, 34th Annual CNS Conference, Toronto, June 2013.
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Technical Reports:
1. J Luxat, “Report on independent review of technical disposition of intervenor’s issues”,
Report to the CNSC, September 2016.
2. J. Vecchiarelli, K. Dinnie and J. Luxat, “Development of a CANDU Whole-Site PSA
Methodology”, CANDU Owners Group Report, COG-13-9034, December 2013.
Other Presentations:
1. John C. Luxat, “The Case for New Nuclear”, Canadian Nuclear Society Bulletin, Vol 34, No.
4, pp. 5-10, Dec. 2013.
2. J.C. Luxat, “High Consequence/Low Frequency Events and the Limits to PRA”, COG
External Hazards Workshop, Toronto, September 9 -10, 2013 (invited).
3. J.C. Luxat, “High Consequence/Low Frequency Events and the Limits to PRA”, COG Risk &
Reliability Task Team, Toronto, October 2, 2013 (invited).
4. J.C. Luxat, “Energy Resilience, Global Challenges, and the Future of Nuclear Power”,
Luncheon Keynote, Future of Nuclear Conference, Toronto, October 9, 2013 (invited)
5. J.C. Luxat, “Expert Review of Severe Accident Analysis Consequence Assessment”
supporting Level 2 PRA’s for Darlington, Bruce B and Pickering A.
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McMaster University – David Novog IRC
UNENE/NSERC IRC Program: Nuclear Reactor Safety and
Thermalhydraulics
Overview
Dr. Novog is a Senior IRC in Nuclear Safety and Thermalhydraulics
specializing in design and beyond design basis accident phenomena,
experiments modelling and computational tools. He is frequently
called on by the public, media and industry to provide expert opinions
on nuclear safety, including international collaborations with the
International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) and activities within the
Organisation for Economic Co-Operation and Development(OECD).
Most recently, Dr. Novog was appointed to the Ontario Minister’s
Advisory Group on the update to the Provincial Nuclear Emergency
Response Plan (PNERP). His HQP have received several
prestigious awards, and his students have won best paper and
scholarship competitions at both the national and international level.
The high level objectives of the NSERC-UNENE Senior Industrial Research Chairs in nuclear
safety and thermalhydraulics are to:
1. Develop and enhance methodologies in the area of nuclear safety analysis with a focus on
improving nuclear safety, accident analyses and uncertainty estimation.
2. Support the development of severe accident analysis methodologies and mitigation
strategies.
3. Perform fundamental and applied research and development in the areas of
thermalhydraulics under normal and accident conditions and assess the potential for
improved reactor output.
4. Support assessment of fuel and fuel channel integrity under accident conditions.
5. Train the next generation of Highly Qualified Personnel for the nuclear industry.
6. Provide expertise to the university, government and the public in the area of nuclear safety.

Program Results /Highlights
Funding for the Associate Chair Term II was completed in April 2015 and the application
process for promotion of Dr. Novog to Senior IRC and the renewal of Dr. Luxat’s Senior IRC
was successful with a start date of January 1, 2016. The successful application was possible
only with the strong support of UNENE and the nuclear industry in Canada.
A total of 6 MASc and 3 PhD have graduated from my group in 2016/2017 with a majority
working in nuclear or nuclear related sectors. There are 11 HQP currently in my group (5 MASc
and 6 PhD). Research leveraging has been very successful in 2016/2017 including the ongoing
NSERC-COG Moderator experiments ($500000), CNSC Grant on Severe Accident Modelling
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($50000), NSERC-ABK Medical Engage Grant ($25000), NSERC-COG Strategic Pilot of
Dynamic PSA ($250000 in preparation), NSERC-Discovery on Accident Tolerant Fuels
($185000), NSERC-Research Tools on Neutron 3D Fast Neutron Sensing ($150000 submitted).
This program has resulted in 12 journal publications and 17 refereed conference proceedings in
2016/2017. This significant output was made possible by the tremendous team of graduate
students in my group.

Cases with Realized Outcomes to Industry
•

Safety of advanced fuel cycles in CANDU reactors. In 2015/2016 Dr. Novog initiated work
on Accident Tolerant Fuels in CANDU along with N. Onder of CNL. This work went on to
receive NSERC-Discovery grant funding for 5 years to examine reactor physics and
thermalhydraulic aspects of accident tolerant claddings and fuels for CANDU reactors.

•

Experiments, model development and analysis to support improved accuracy and
uncertainty quantification for fuel and channel integrity. Tests were completed for COG on
Moderator subcooling and velocity measurements in a scaled Bruce A facility. Examples of
the results are shown in Figure 1.
Ongoing tests are providing measurements for the
Pickering A nozzle configuration.

•

Uncertainty analysis methods and covariance, participation in the OECD-NEA international
benchmarks related to multi-physics and multi-scale reactor safety calculations. Our
involvement has focused on lattice physics uncertainty propagation (which initiated with a
previous PhD student Dr. M. Ball) and CHF uncertainties (in the BFBT and PSBT
benchmarks).
Dr. Novog is planning to host a new blind international benchmark on
CANDU fuel channel thermalhydraulics (pending final COG approval and OECD-NEA
endorsement).

•

Incorporation of mechanistic models into the RELAP code suite for core degradation and
disassembly simulations during severe accidents. This work was the first to integrate
mechanistic core deformation models with system thermalhydraulic responses for the early
phase (prior to steam generator dry out) and intermediate phase (up to core disassembly) of
a severe accident. Such development allows for robust treatment of uncertainties as
opposed to threshold based methods used in conventional codes like MAAP4-CANDU. The
goal is to develop and understand the uncertainty in the integrated core response as a
function of time in the severe accident. Such models can be used within dynamic-PSA to
provide more realistic risk-consequence predictions.

•

Prof. Novog is examining the application of fast-neutron tomography for application to
CANDU thermalhydraulic measurements. The concept is to use a portable neutron
generator and detector array to allow for computed tomography of the two-phase flow
features inside a full-scale CANDU CHF test facility. The work so far (shown in Figure 2)
has used MCNP to analyze the resolution capability of potential system. Figure 2 shows the
MCNP results for fast neutron CT scanning of a CANDU bundle with a 1mm liquid film
flowing on a single pin. The results demonstrated have led to a multi-year COG proposal to
construct a prototype.
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Research Facilities and Equipment
Flexible transient CHF and PDO test facility (up to 16MPa and fast blowdown, power or flow
transients), heat transfer, pressure drop, CHF and PDO testing.
Moderator test facility – 1/16 scale facility for moderator temperature and flow measurement.
Separate effect test facility – tube bank, single tube, interfacial measurements under isothermal
conditions.
High velocity isothermal test loop (funded my McMaster Nuclear Reactor) – flow up to 25 kg/s.
Time Resolved Practical Image Velocimetry – 2D planner imaging of flow and turbulence
Laser Doppler Anemometer – 2 and 3 dimensional point velocity and turbulence measurements
Laser Induced Fluorescence – 2d non-intrusive temperature mapping
Electro-resistive Computed Tomography – 2 and 3D slice information of air-water two-phase
flow phenomena.

Interactions / Consultations to Industry
•

In 2016 Dr. Novog provided expert review of the industry standard toolset in
thermalhydraulics at the request of COG and provided a path forward for system
thermalhydraulic code replacement. In 2017 he was requested to co-author a COG report
documenting the roadmap for future fuel channel thermalhydraulic predictions (with AMECFW).

•

Prof. Novog is an external expert on trip setpoint calculations and statistical methodologies
and has in the past supported the original implementation of EVS (2004) for Bruce Power
and OPG Neutron Overpower Protection. In 2015, the CNSC issued a letter providing
positive indication of acceptance for EVS2010. Through AMEC-FW, Prof. Novog consulted
in 2016/2017 to ensure the remaining issues from the CNSC expert consultant’s report
issued in 2013 have been successfully dispositioned. In 2016/2017 Dr. Novog was
appointed to independently review the methodology for OPG, providing time-sensitive and
complex input to one of OPGs critical licensing areas.

•

Invited/Appointed expert on the Ontario Ministers Advisory Panel on the Provincial Nuclear
Emergency Response Plan.
Assessed the appropriateness of the provincial plan,
submissions from the utilities and the public. Developed recommendation to enhance the
provincial Plan and the process used for future updates.

Journal Papers (2016-2017)
B. Statham and D.R. Novog, “Transient Blowdown Critical Heat Flux Experiments”, Nuclear
Engineering and Design, April 2017.
S. Younan, D.R. Novog, “Assessment of accident tolerant fuels and claddings in a CANDU
reactor”, accepted to Science and Technology of Nuclear Installations, 2017.
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F. Zhou, D.R. Novog, “Modelling and Sensitivity Analysis of the Core Disassembly Phase of a
Severe Accident in a CANDU Reactor”, submitted to Nuclear Engineering and Design, 2017.
A. Moharabi, D.R. Novog, “Optimal Energy Group Structure of Thorium-Plutonium Fuels in the
Canadian SCWR”, submitted to Annal of Nuclear Engineering, 2017.
F. Zhou, C. Allison, B. Wagner, D.R. Novog, “Mechanistic Modelling and Validation of Core
Deformation Phenomena within the RELAP/SCDAP”. Submitted to Annals of Nuclear
Engineering, 2017.
F. Salaun, D.R. Novog, “Coupled Neutronic and Thermalhydraulic Simulations of Rod Drop
Accidents in the Canadian SCWR”, submitted to Science and Technology of Nuclear
Installations, 2017.
F. Salaun, D.R. Novog, “Optimization of the Canadian SCWR Core Design and Reactivity
Mechanisms”, Journal of Nuclear Engineering and Radiation Science, 2017.
A. Moharabi and D.R. Novog, “Effect of Fuel Depletion on Reactor Physics Phenomena in
SCWR and Standard CANDU Designs”, Journal of Nuclear Engineering and Radiation Science,
2017.
F. Zhou and D.R. Novog, “Simulation of Active and Passive Cooling Systems of a CANDU
Reactor During a Station Blackout Using RELAP5”, Nuclear Engineering and Design 2017.
M. Rohde, J. W. R. Peeters, A. Pucciarelli, A. Kiss, Y. F. Rao, E. N. Onder, P. Mühlbauer, A.
Batta, M. Hartig, V. Chatoorgoon, R. Thiele, D. Chang, S. Tavoularis, D. Novog, D. McClure, M.
Gradecka and K. Takase, A Blind, Numerical Benchmark Study on Supercritical Water Heat
Transfer Experiments in a 7-Rod Bundle”, Journal of Nuclear Engineering and Radiation
Science, Vol. 2, Iss. 2, 2016.
A. Mogharabi and D.R. Novog, “Description of Lattice Physics Phenomena in the Canadian
SCWR”, Nuclear Review, 2016.
F. Salaun and D.R. Novog, “Analysis of a Proposed Reactivity and Power Control Mechanisms
for the Canadian SCWR”, Nuclear Review, 2016.
Referred Conference Publications (2016-2017)
G. Patterson, D.R. Novog, “Progress in the Development of a Fast-Neutron Computed
Tomography System”, accepted to NUTHOS 2018, China.
K. Leung and D.R. Novog, “Measurement of Single-bubble Fragmentation Phenomena Near a
Flow Restriction”, accepted to NUTHOS 2018, China.
M. Tucker and D.R. Novog, “Effect of Nuclear Data Uncertainties on CANDU Reactor Fueling
Transients”, accepted to BEPU-2018, Italy.
D.R. Novog, “Complex Issues in True Confidence Limit Approaches to Trip Acceptance
Criteria”, submitted to BEPU-2018.
C. Frepoli and D.R. Novog, “Towards Adoption of Hierarchal Uncertainty Structures in BEPUtype Approaches”, accepted to BEPU-2018, Italy.
F. Zhou, D.R. Novog, “Simulation of Core Disassembly Phases in a CANDU Severe Accident
Using RELAP”, CANSAS 2018, China.
D.R. Novog, “Recent Progress in the Canadian SCWR Safety Analysis”, NURETH 17, China,
2017.
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J. Stack, A. Rashkovan and D.R. Novog, “3D Moderator Temperature Measurements in a
Scaled CANDU Moderator Test Facility”, NURETH 17, China 2017.
C. Hollingshead, A. Rashkovan and D.R. Novog, “Comparisons of CFD Predications and PIV
Measurements for CANDU Reactor Moderator Inlets”, NURETH 17, China 2017.
P. Wu and D.R. Novog, “Comparison of CTF Subchannel Predictions Against New Transient
CHF Measurements in high Pressure Water”, NURETH 17, China 2017.
F. Salaun and D.R. Novog, “Core Physics Parameter Optimization for the Canadian SCWR”,
International SCWR Workshop, Chengdu, China, 2017.
A. Mogharabi and D.R. Novog, “Comparison of Reactivity Parameters for CANDU and SCWR
Proposed Designs”, International SCWR Workshop, Chengdu, China, 2017.
F. Zhou and D.R. Novog, “RELAP5 Simulation of CANDU station blackout Accidents
with/without external water make-up”, Pacific Basin Nuclear Conference, China, 2016.
F. Zhou and D.R. Novog, “Mitigation of Severe Accidents in CANDU Reactors”, Korean Atomic
Energy Commission and Canadian Nuclear Safety Commission CANSAS Workshop, 2016.
B. Statham, D. R. Novog, “Transient Critical Heat Flux Measurements during Blowdown”, Proc.
36th Annual Conference of the Canadian Nuclear Society, Toronto, ON, Canada, June 19-22,
2016.
F. Zhou, D.R. Novog, C. Allison, “Coupling RELAP5 to Fuel Channel Mechanistic Modelling for
Severe Accident Analysis”, Proc. 36th Annual Conference of the Canadian Nuclear Society,
Toronto, ON, Canada, June 19-22, 2016.
M. Lou, D.R. Novog, C. Allison, “RELAP5 MOD4 Analysis of the Canadian SCWR to Loss of
Coolant Accidents”, Proc. 36th Annual Conference of the Canadian Nuclear Society, Toronto,
ON, Canada, June 19-22, 2016.
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Figure 1: Sample 3-dimensional Temperature Measurements in the McMaster Bruce A
Moderator Test Facility

Figure 2: Numerical Demonstration of Fast Neutron Tomography of a typical Stern-Laboratories
CANDU Test Section. Total CT Reconstruction (left), Processed Image (middle), 1mm liquid film
magnified (right)
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UOIT – Anthony Waker IRC
– Edward Waller (Associate IRC)
UNENE/NSERC IRC Program: Health Physics and Environmental
Safety
Overview
Radiological protection of nuclear energy workers, the public
and non-human biota in the environment is an ethical, social
and regulatory essential for the production of electricity using
nuclear power. For this reason the UNENE Chairs in Health
Physics and Environmental Safety, which is now in the fourth
year of its second term, was established at UOIT. Research
conducted under the auspices of the UNENE Chairs is directed
towards developing and improving nuclear instruments and
methods, environmental dosimetry and radiation effects on nonhuman biota and radiation field modelling and visualization
using advanced computing and data analysis. Complementary to these investigations is the
development of Monte-Carlo computational modelling for external and internal dosimetry and
device design.
Our work provides industry with; expertise and means to test and characterize advanced realtime instruments for nuclear energy worker radiation protection and compliance dosimetry;
insight into the scientific and regulatory requirements that are driving increasing awareness of
the importance of environmental safety; and expertise in the potential applications of advanced
modelling and visualization technology for radiation protection training and the radiological
management of nuclear power plants as well as plant nuclear security. Our aim and intention is
to conduct our research in a setting that encourages and prepares our students for careers in
radiation protection and security across the nuclear industry and with the regulatory authorities,
taking with them state of the art knowledge and skills in radiological science, instrumentation
and computation.
During 2016 our total complement of HQP was 1 PDF, 7 PhD, 7 MASc and 2 MEng; graduated
in 2016 was one MASc.

Program Results /Highlights (Senior Chair)
The development of instrumentation for real-time measurement of complex radiation fields has
occupied our attention from the beginning of the IRC program. One focal point of our work has
been the use of low pressure proportional counters for mixed-field neutron-gamma dosimetry.
We are investigating the use of matched counters one made of tissue equivalent materials and
the other of graphite and using their identical response to gamma rays and greatly different
responses to neutrons in order to discriminate between the two dose components in a mixed
radiation field. Along with the detectors themselves we have developed a data acquisition
system based on digital pulse processors that enable simultaneous use of the two detectors.
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Currently the complete system is undergoing ‘proof of principle’ tests in mixed neutron gamma
fields generated at UOIT’s irradiation facilities, Queen’s University Research Materials Testing
Laboratory and CERN high energy neutron reference fields.

As shown in the Figure 1 the twin-counter
arrangement is able to record the gamma and
neutron dose-rates where the gamma
component is far greater than the neutron
component of the total dose, a situation often
found in nuclear power plant workplace
environments. In this case the neutron doserate is a factor of nearly fifty lower than that of
the gamma dose-rate.

Figure 1. Dose rate spectra of P385 Neutron Generator (30 cm distance) and
Cs-137 Gamma source (4m distance), measured with twin tissue equivalent
and graphite counters simultaneously
As initially discussed in
our 2015 report and
within the context of
real-time measurements
we
have
been
addressing the emerging
issue within nuclear
power plant radiation
protection
concerning
occupational dose limits
for the lens of the eye
brought about by an
immanent change in
Canadian
regulations.
An investigation was
initiated looking at the
use
of
plastic
Figure 2. Eye-lens model scintillation counter
scintillators,
dimensionally modelling
the human eye, for monitoring eye- lens exposure in real-time. The response of the eye-dose
monitor was compared to the response of an ion chamber measuring air-kerma, Figure 2, and
have now been extended to cover low energy X-rays and Sr-90 beta particles. These
experimental investigations are currently being complemented by computational modelling to
optimize the design of the real-time monitor.
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Work has continued through 2016 on novel detectors such as our innovative hemispherical
design of tissue equivalent proportional counter reported last year; most of our effort during
2016 has gone into publication of our results and the recruitment of new students to pick up on
the laboratory work. Work also continues on the development of gas electron multipliers, both
thick and thin GEMS investigating their properties for low energy beta detection.

Program Results /Highlights (Associate Chair)
The overall objectives of the Associate Chair program are to extend computer modeling
capability in the fields of dose visualization and computer simulation of radiation fields
encountered in the nuclear workplace and its environment; to include realistic and scenario
based source terms, to perform experimental measurements of secondary electron fields from
shielded gamma sources; to advance the mobile robotic platform
(RadBot); and to enhance research in the general area of
environmental safety. The intent being to specifically target areas of
research of interest to industry and regulators, such as improved
environmental transfer factors, modeling of radionuclide transport,
dose and risk for abnormal releases, exposure effects on valued
ecosystem components/reference animals and plants (specifically
aquatic organisms that may be affected by routine and non-routine
nuclear plant discharges) and low dose measurement and
assessment on reference animals and plants
Radiation Field Modeling, Prediction and Dosimetry of Various Radiation Fields in a CANDU
Environment
Modeling efforts during 2016 have been in Monte Carlo simulation of
non-human biota for dosimetry estimates. Conference presentations
have reported on results used by UNSCEAR for location and
occupancy factors for external exposure. A second PhD study was
also initiated in 2016 focussing on environmental dose to other nonhuman biota.

Another significant area of modeling has been in
establishing contact dose conversion factors for
encapsulated radioisotope sources. The result will
be a revision of these factors (a first since the miod1970s) to update those found in NCRP Report No.
40. The simulations, conducted using the Monte
Carlo transport code PHITS, allow for E-M field
effects, and can estimate the behaviour of electrons
in an E-M field, such that it is possible to design an
experiment to measure pure gamma fields without the interference of Compton scatter
electrons. A simulated electron flux map is depicted for a 75mT magnetic field. Experiments to
confirm the predictions of theoretical modelling are planned for early 2016
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Real-Time Mapping and Visualization of Radiation Fields
During 2016 one PhD student graduated with a thesis on robotic mapping and special
localization of radiation sources. This work on improved mapping and localization will continue
with a Masters student project into 2017. The system under development has been termed
RadBot and is being investigated for use with contaminated environments, asymmetric radiation
fields in nuclear plant environments and mining applications.

Also in 2016 research involving the
development of an environmental
scanner (depth sensor) and radiation
detector (for monitoring gamma-ray
photons) was carried out by a PhD
student to advance research in dose
visualization. The data from the depth
sensor and radiation detector will be
jointly monitored when navigated
throughout an environment building
real-time datasets of depth information
and radiation measurements. A Monte Carlo simulation environment will also be automatically
constructed and run backwards (also called an adjoint calculation) simulating photons leaving
the detector locations and going into the environment with the relative response in each point of
the measurement in the array being used to define the associated frequency of photons
originating from each detector. The most frequently traversed surfaces will be identified as
regions of interest and displayed to the user via a virtual/augmented reality interface for the
purposes of guiding the user to these locations to ensure they are monitored. The transparent
radiation field voxelization model will be displayed in the same interface to communicate the
calculated and monitored three dimensional distribution of radiation within the local
environment.

Environmental Radionuclide Transport, Dose and Risk Assessment
During 2016 two PhD students were assigned projects on non-human biota radiation effects.
These PhD students have been investigating low-dose effects to non-human biota, and
commenced experiments using electron paramagnetic resonance spectroscopy on calcified
tissue samples. In order to add to the knowledge base of radiation effects to non-human biota,
it is important to define benchmark values for a variety of species. One of the challenges this
approach is facing is the identification of biological endpoints. Endpoints for non-human biota
can range from mortality of the individual to fertility and thus impairment of the population
fitness. American Flagfish have proven to be an excellent test species for laboratory studies. An
experimental set-up was designed to investigate effects from irradiation with Cs-137 to
American Flagfish. Preliminary experiments to assess the suitability of the methodology were
conducted by exposing Flagfish eggs to 44 h of ionizing radiation of five different dose rates.
The subsequent observation of the developing fry showed no effect on hatching. However, the
mortality and observed vertebral malformations were increased with increasing absorbed dose.
One reoccurring malformation that became apparent at high dose rates after hatching but
before absorption of the yolk sack is a bending of the spine. This is suspected to be a result of
developmental defects in the embryonic stage.
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Research Facilities and Equipment
To support the research activities of the IRC Chairs UOIT has put in place dedicated research
infrastructure providing a mixed field irradiation facility; environmental radioactivity laboratory;
aerosol laboratory; animal care facility; nuclear instrumentation development laboratory; and an
electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) spectrometer laboratory.

Collaborations and Interactions /Consultations with Industry
For most of this reporting period the associate Chair Dr. Ed Waller has been on research leave
with the IAEA and the UN in Vienna where he completed his position as Chair of the expert
group on discharge methodology and doses from electricity generation (UNSCEAR – reports
found here http://www.unscear.org/unscear/en/publications.html). He also worked on
contingency planning, nuclear security exercises and emergency preparedness and response
training performance indicators (IAEA). Dr. Waller was invited by the CNSC as an observer to a
nuclear security training exercise at Pickering Nuclear Generating Station, Ontario. In addition,
Dr. Waller was invited to lecture at the IAEA School of Radiation Emergency Management in
Traiskirchen, Austria.
In 2015 Drs. Orchard and Waker began an ongoing collaboration with Queen’s University
Research Materials Testing Laboratory (RMTL) to conduct neutron spectrometry and dosimetry
at this new research facility. This work has continued through 2016 and was extended to
include measurements carried out at Kingston General Hospital of stray neutron fields around
high energy medical linear accelerators. The nested neutron spectrometer purchased through
the Queen’s CFI is one of the very few instruments that can measure neutron spectra produced
in the pulsed radiation fields of medical linear accelerators.
Final year undergraduate student projects were carried out in cooperation with the Port Granby
health physics management staff for soil and wood sample analysis using gamma spectrometry
and alpha spectrometry equipment at UOIT. Protocols and procedures were developed by the
students with the help of Port Granby project staff.
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Publications /Journal Papers
Referred Journal Articles:
“An analytical comparison of gas gain in spherical, cylindrical and hemispherical lowpressure proportional counters intended for use in experimental microdosimetry”, David
Broughton, Anthony J Waker, Nucl. Instr. Methods A, 840, 107-112, 2016
“Design and function of an electron mobility spectrometer with a thick gas electron
multiplier”, Gloria M. Orchard, Silvia Puddu and Anthony Waker, Nucl. Instr. Methods A,
815, 62-67, 2016
“Determination of Activation Products and Resulting Decommissioning Implications for the
Varian TrueBeam Linear Accelerator”, Waller, E., Ram, R. and Steadman, I., Health Phys.
under revision. 2016.
“Experiences with Teaching Nuclear Security Professional Development Courses for
Health Physicists”, Waller, E., Harris, J. and Marianno, C., Int. J. Nuc. Sec. 2(1):1-9 (Art.
17). 2016.
“Using a Nanopore with a Central Cavity to Achieve Fast Translocation of Polymers of an
Intermediate Size”, Magill, M., Falconer, C., Waller, E., de Haan, H. Phys. Rev. Let.
accepted. 2016.
“Monte Carlo Modeling of Gamma Dose rates in an off-line CANDU Reactor”, Gilbert, J.,
Waller, E. and Nokleby, S., J. Nuc. Eng. Rad. Sci. accepted. 2016.
“A Simulator-based Nuclear Reactor Emergency Response Training Exercise”, Waller, E.,
Bereznai, G., Shaw, J., Chaput, J., LaFortune, J., J. Emer. Man. accepted. 2016.
Conference Presentation/Poster:
“Comparison of the response of two low pressure proportional counters in acceleratorbased simulated high altitude neutron fields”, Gloria M. Orchard and Anthony J. Waker,
Canadian Radiation Protection Association Annual Conference, Toronto, May 2016
“Low pressure proportional counter responses in accelerator-based high altitude neutron
fields “, G. M. Orchard and A. J. Waker, Health Physics Society Annual Meeting, Spokane,
July, 2016
“The Role of Modeling and Simulation in Nuclear Security Optimization”. Waller, E. and
Chaput, J. International Conference on Nuclear Security: Commitments and Actions. IAEA.
Vienna, Austria. 5-9 December 2016.
“Educational Initiatives to Integrate Nuclear Security and Radiation Protection”. Harris, J.
and Waller, E. International Conference on Nuclear Security: Commitments and Actions.
IAEA. Vienna, Austria. 5-9 December 2016.
“From Radiation Solutions for Engineering Problems to Engineering Solutions for Radiation
Problems: The Uses of Industrial Radiation”. Waller, E. 14th Congress of the International
Radiation Protection Association (IRPA14). Cape Town, South Africa. 9-13 May 2016.
“A Tool for Implementing the UNSCEAR Methodology for Estimating Human Exposures
from Radioactive Discharges”. Anderson, T., Jones, K., Simmonds, J., Hubbard, L.
Grogan, H. and Waller, E. 14th Congress of the International Radiation Protection
Association (IRPA14). Cape Town, South Africa. 9-13 May 2016.
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Queen’s University – Mark Daymond IRC
UNENE/NSERC IRC Program: Nuclear Materials
Overview
The IRC was successfully renewed in September 2017. This
renewal included a site visit in February 2017 from NSERC and a
number of international and Canadian technical reviewers.
The specific goals of the program are to understand the materials of
the fuel channel, and in particular impacts of processing choices and
their aging mechanisms. The fuel channel includes the pressure
tube, the calandria tube and the spacers which keep them separate
over the lifetime of the channel. For example, one effort has been
into understanding the anisotropic behaviour of pressure tube
material, over a wide range of crystallographic textures and
microstructures and to relate this to the elongation of pressure tubes, their increase in diameter,
their sag and their fracture characteristics. The research currently concentrates on the effect of
manufacturing variables on the properties microstructure and texture of pressure tubes, the
anisotropic creep of Zr-2.5Nb, the plastic anisotropy of Zr-2.5Nb, Zircaloy-2, the behaviour of
hydrides in bulk Zr-2.5Nb, delayed hydride cracking of Zr-2.5Nb, irradiation induced degradation
of X-750 spacers. During the reporting period, the focus on irradiation damage and its effects of
properties of Zr and Ni based alloys has continued. This latter area will be a significant part of
the Chair program in the future.

Program Highlights & Advances in Knowledge
A number of key events occurred in 2017. In addition to the renewal of the IRC, Queen’s has
committed to hiring three new Asst. Professors in the area of nuclear materials (all starting
January 2018). In addition, Malcolm Griffiths, recently retired from CNL, has joined Queen’s as
an Adjunct Professor. Thus the total the number of Faculty at Queen’s working on Nuclear
Materials is seven, including one Emeritus and one Adjunct Professor. The research areas of
the new arrivals are all complementary to that of the existing members.
The Reactor Materials Testing Laboratory (RMTL) commissioning is progressing well, with
significant experimental work carried out including irradiations of Ni and Zr based alloys. We
expect our first irradiations for industrial partners to be carried out in 2018.
Significant advances have been made in the past year in the study of irradiation induced
elemental segregation and damage. This work has included Nickel X750 spacer materials, with
a focus on understanding the contributing factors towards irradiation induced embrittlement, as
well as elemental redistribution in Zr2.5Nb pressure tube material. We continue to expand our
expertise in the area of ion irradiation as a tool to explore the effect of neutron irradiation.
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Realized outcomes to Industry
Queen’s is working with Kinectrics on studying DHC in high (>100wppm) hydrogen content
pressure tube material, as well as alternative approaches to hydrogen solubility measurement.
This has impact on end-of-life pressure tube conditions, and in our ability to predict how long the
pressure tubes can continue to operate. This has led to a recently issued COG report, cowritten by Kinectrics and Queen’s: COG-15-1017, Hydrogen solubility in Zr2.5wt% pressure
tube studied with synchrotron x-ray diffraction.
In addition, we are working with Kinectrics to provide mechanical test data on proton irradiated
Ni X750 spacer material. This has significant impact in understanding potential for spacer
embrittlement, and hence in predicting maximum life for fuel channels. A COG report written at
Queen’s was issued in 2017: COG-14-1050, Heavy ion irradiation of Inconel X-750 Spacer
Material.
The Queen’s RMTL TEM has also been used by CNL for a number of COG projects. These
take advantage of the unparalleled chemical mapping capabilities of the Queen’s TEM, and
include:
 Chemical characterization of elemental distribution at crack tips in stainless steels due to
Stress Corrosion Cracking (i.e., steam generator materials)
 Characterization of irradiation damage to neutron irradiated X750 spacer material,
removed from BP and OPG reactors.
 Characterization of irradiation damage of Zr2.5Nb pressure tube material, of relevance
to the high stress creep projects.

Research Facilities and Equipment
The RMTL accelerator project funded by CFI/MEDT continues, with equipment purchase,
installation and commissioning competed. A full suite is now operational and dedicated to
nuclear materials testing, including:
 Accelerator (8MeV protons, 12 MeV alpha particles) for irradiation at a range of
conditions;
 FEG TEM (with full suite of holders including tomography, heating, straining, EDX
mapping)
 FEG SEM (with EBSD, EDX);
 Micromaterials Nanotester, capable of micro and nano testing up to 700degC.
 Sample preparation suite
 Nested Neutron Spectrometer for energy specific neutron detection (with Tony Waker,
UOIT).

HQP Enrolled in the Program
The group is led by Prof. Mark Daymond with support from Assoc. Prof. Zhongwen Yao. Prof
Yao leads the work on TEM characterisation, and many students / postdocs are co-supervised.
Postdoctoral fellows (4): Fei Long, Kazi Ahmmed, Matt Topping, Peyman Saidi
Continuing PhD students (10): Travis Skippon, Chris Cochrane, Pooyan Changizian, Qiang
Wang, Zhouyao Wang, Cong Dai, Oksana Simane, Qingshan Dong, Alice Mao, Nima Nikpoor
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Continuing MASc students (2): Mitch Mattucci, Megan Swain (part time)
New students started since last report (6): Brodie Moore (MASc), Jordon Solmon (MASc),
Segun Aiyeru (PhD), Igor Cherubin (PhD), Sean Hanlon (PhD, part time, at CNL), Yubin Zhao
(PhD)

HQP that Graduated Since Last Report; number, type





Adam Brooks (MASc), AMEC (presently at BP site)
Hongbing Yu (PhD), postdoc at Oxford University
Levente Balogh (postdoc), Scientist at Chalk River (Canadian Nuclear Labs)
David Kerr (postdoc), Scientist at Sapa Technology

Publications
Journal papers:
1. Q. Fang, M.R. Daymond, A. King “Study on the morphology of bulk hydrides by
synchrotron x-ray tomography”, Materials Characterisation, v134, p362-369 (2017)
2. C. Dai, L. Balogh, Z. Yao, M.R. Daymond, The habit plane of <a>-type dislocation loops in
-zirconium: an atomistic study, Phil Mag., v97(12), p944-956 (2017)
3. H. Yu, Z. Yao, Y. Idrees, H.K. Zhang, M. Kirk, M.R. Daymond, “Accumulation of
dislocation loops in the phase of Zr Excel alloy under heavy ion irradiation”, J. Nucl.
Materials, v491, p232-241 (2017)
4. K. Ahmmed, L. Balogh, Y. Idrees, D. Kerr, M.R. Daymond, “Thermal Creep Behaviour in
Heat-Treated and Modified Textured Zr-Excel Pressure Tube Materials”, Mat. Sci. Eng. A,
v698, p326-340 (2017).
5. H. Yu, Q. Dong, Z. Yao, M.R. Daymond, Stacking faults observed in 101 2 extension
twins in a compressed high Sn content Zr alloy, Scripta Mater., v141, p72-75 (2017)
6. D. Kerr, F. Long, G. Domizzi, M.R. Daymond, “Orientation relationships between zirconium and -hydride within a hydride blister”, J. Appl. Cryst. v50(2), 349-356 (2017)
7. F. Long, D. Kerr, G. Domizzi, Q. Wang, M.R. Daymond, “Microstructure characterization
of a hydride blister in Zircaloy-4 by EBSD and TEM”, Acta Mater., v129, p450-461 (2017)
8. H. Yu, J. Liang, Z. Yao, M. Kirk, M.R. Daymond, “Effect of heavy ion irradiation on
thermodynamically equilibrium Zr-Excel alloy”, J. Nucl. Materials v488, p33-45 (2017)
9. P. Saidi, C. Dai, T. Power, Z. Yao, M.R. Daymond “An Embedded Atom Method
Interatomic Potential for the Zirconium-Iron System”, Computational Materials Science,
v133, p6-13 (2017)
10. A.M. Riffo, M.A. Vicente Alvarez, J.R. Santisteban, P. Vizcaino, M.R. Daymond, D. Kerr,
S. Limandri, J. Almer, J. Okasinski, S.C. Vogel, Crystallographic Texture and
Microstructural changes in fusion welds of recrystallized Zry-4 rolled plates, J. Nucl.
Materials v488, p83-99 (2017)
11. T. Seymour, P. Frankel, L. Balogh, T. Ungár, S.P. Thompson, D. Jädernäs, J. Romero, L.
Hallstadius, M.R. Daymond, G. Ribarik, M. Preuss, Evolution of dislocation structure in
neutron irradiated Zircaloy-2 studied by synchrotron x-ray diffraction peak profile analysis,
Acta Mater., v126, p102-113 (2017)
12. J. Liang, H. Yu, A. Barry, E.A. Corcoran, L. Balogh, M.R. Daymond, Re-investigation of
Phase Transformations in the Zr-Excel Alloy, J. Alloys and Compounds, v716, p7-12
(2017)
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13. G.A. Ferrier, D. Kerr, J. Metzler, E. Veryard, M. Farahani, P.K. Chan, M.R. Daymond,
and E.C. Corcoran, “The Effect of Alkali Metal and Alkaline Earth Metal Impurities on the
Stress Corrosion Cracking of CANDU Fuel Sheathing”, ASME J. Nucl. Engineering and
Radiation Science, v3(4), 041004(2017)
14. H. Yu, Z. Yao, M.R. Daymond, The stability of thermodynamically metastable phases in a
Zr-Sn-Nb-Mo alloy: effects of alloying elements, morphology and applied stress/strain, J.
Nucl. Materials, v493, p84-95 (2017)
15. H. Yu, Z. Yao, F. Long, M.R. Daymond, “In situ TEM observation of the thermally induced
formation of δ’- ZrO in pure Zr and a Zr-based alloy”, J. Applied Cryst., v50(4), p1028-1035
(2017)
16. C. Dai, P. Saidi, H. Song, Z. Yao, M.R. Daymond, J.J. Hoyt, “A test of a phenomenological
model of size dependent melting in Au nanoparticles, Acta Mater., v136, p11-20 (2017)
17. Q. Dong, Z. Yao, Q. Wang, H. Yu, M.A. Kirk, M.R. Daymond, Precipitate stability in a Zr2.5Nb-0.5Cu alloy under heavy ion irradiation, Metals, v7(8), p287-301 (2017)..
18. Z. Yao, Y. Idrees, S. Di, M.R. Daymond, “Factors affecting irradiation induced defect
clustering in zirconium”, Applied Sciences, (2017), 7(8), p854-864.
19. C. Dai, P. Saidi, Z. Yao, M.R. Daymond, “Atomistic simulations of Ni segregation to
irradiation induced dislocation loops in Zr-Ni alloys”, Acta Mater. v140, p56-66 (2017)
20. H.K. Zhang, Z. Yao, Z. Zhou, O. Kaitasov, M.R. Daymond, “In-situ heavy ion irradiation in
ferritic/martensitic
ODS
steels
at
500ºC”,
Mat.
Sci.
Tech.
(2017),
https://doi.org/10.1080/02670836.2017.1353660
21. F. Long, L. Balogh, M.R. Daymond, “Evolution of dislocation density in a hot rolled Zr2.5Nb alloy with plastic deformation studied by neutron diffraction and transmission
electron microscopy”, Phil. Mag. A, v97(31) p2888-2914 (2017).
22. A. Brooks, Z. Yao, M.R. Daymond; H. Yu; M.A. Kirk; Z. Zhou; G. Zhang, Quasi in-situ
EDX and TEM observation of matrix and solute interactions on Y-Ti-O oxide particles in an
austenitic stainless steel under 1MeV Kr2+ high temperature irradiation, Acta Mater., v141,
p241-250 (2017)
23. F. Long, M.R. Daymond, D.W. Brown, P. Mosbrucker, T. Skippon, C.D. Judge, “Effect of
neutron irradiation on deformation mechanisms operating during tensile testing of Zr2.5Nb”, Acta Mater., v102, p352-362 (2016).
24. J. Hiscocks, B. Diak, A. Gerlich, M.R. Daymond, “Influence of FSW parameters on texture
and tensile performance in extruded AZ80, Mat. Sci. Tech., v33(2), p189-199, DOI
10.1080/02670836.2016.1173394 (2017)
25. S. Knight, B.J. Diak, M.R. Daymond, Crystal plasticity modelling of damage accumulation
in dissimilar Mg alloy bi-crystals under high-cycle fatigue, Int. J. Fatigue, v90, p99-108
(2016)
26. H. Yu, H.K. Zhang, Z. Yao, M.A. Kirk, F. Long, M.R. Daymond, Metastable Phases in ZrExcel alloy and their stability under heavy ion (Kr2+) irradiation, J. Nuc. Mater., v469, p. 919, (2016).
27. K.F. Ahmmed, M.R. Daymond, M.A. Gharghouri, "Microstructural Evaluation and
Crystallographic Texture Modification of Heat-Treated Zirconium Excel Pressure Tube
Material", J. Alloys and Compounds, v687, p1021-1033 (2016)
28. K.F. Ahmmed, L. Balogh, Y. Idrees, H. Yu, F. Long, M.R. Daymond, "Quantitative
Characterization of the Microstructure of Heat-Treated Zr-Excel by Neutron Line Profile
Analysis", J. Applied Crystallography, v49, p1593-1608 (2016)
29. Q. Dong, H. Yu, Z. Yao, F. Long, L. Balogh, M.R. Daymond, Study of microstructure and
precipitates of a Zr-2.5Nb-0.5Cu CANDU spacer material, J. Nucl. Materials., v481, p153163 (2016).
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30. Y. Idrees, Z. Yao, J. Cui, G.K. Shek, M.R. Daymond, “Zirconium Hydrides and Fe
redistribution in Zr-2.5%Nb alloy under ion irradiation”, J. Nucl. Mater., v480, p332-343
(2016)
31. M. Knezevic, M.R. Daymond, I.J. Beyerlein, Modeling discrete twin lamellae in a
microstructural framework, Scripta Mater., v121, p84-88 (2016)
32. C. Dai, L. Balogh, Z. Yao, M.R. Daymond, “Atomistic simulations of the formation of <c>component dislocation loops in α-zirconium”, J. Nucl. Materials, v478, p125-134 (2016)
33. L. Balogh, F. Long, M.R. Daymond, “Contrast factors of irradiation induced dislocation
loops in hexagonal materials”, J. Appl. Cryst. v49, p2184-2200 (2016)
34. G.L. Scheffler, A.J. Brooks, Z. Yao, M.R. Daymond, D. Pozebon, D. Beauchemin, “Direct
determination of trace elements in austenitic stainless steel samples by ETV-ICPOES”, J.
Analytical Atomic Spectrometry, v31, p2434-2440 (2016)

Conference presentations:
Invited oral presentations, for Daymond:
 Plasticity (1/16) “Comparison between TEM and diffraction line profile analysis” and “3D
stress development in parent and twin pairs of a HCP polycrystal: synchrotron x-ray
diffraction and crystal plasticity FEM”
 Canadian Materials Science Conference (6/16) “Use of accelerator ions to study the
influence of neutron irradiation on structural materials”
 International Conference on Modelling of Materials V (6/17), “Modelling the effect of radiation
damage on deformation mechanisms”
Most of the group (Daymond, Holt, Griffiths, Yao, 2 postdocs, 12 students) attended the biannual COG FC Seminar in May 2017, and many presentations were made (1 oral
presentation, 12 posters).
Much of the group (Daymond, Yao, 2 postdocs, 10 students) attended the UNENE R&D
Workshop in December 2016, and presented their work (1 oral presentation, 12 posters)
In addition, group members made:
 One presentation at the Zirconium in Nuclear Industry International Conference, Georgia
USA, May 2016
 One presentation at Pressure Vessels and Piping conference, Vancouver, July 2016
 Two presentations at the ‘NuMat’ conference, held in Montpelier France, Nov 2016
 Two presentations at the Canadian Nuclear Society Annual Conference, Niagara, June
2017
 Four presentations at the International Topical Meeting on Nuclear Applications of
Accelerators, Quebec City, August 2017
 One presentation at the International Conference on Environmental Degradation of
Materials in Nuclear Power Systems – Water Reactors, Oregon USA, August 2017
 Two presentations at a workshop “Line profile analysis for assessment of irradiation
damage in zirconium”, held at Manchester UK, September 2017
 One presentation at the MS&T conference, Pittsburgh USA, October 2017
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Interactions /Consultations to Industry or Others
Prof. Holt continues a strong interaction with the industry sponsors as an external consultant for
AECL, Bruce Power and OPG (through Kinectrics Inc), as a reviewer and a member of the COG
Fuel Channels Technical Committee.
Prof. Daymond is a member of the COG Fuel Channels Technical Committee, the COG Fuel
Channel Working Group on Crack Initiation and Fracture, the COG Fuel Channel Deformation
Working Group, the COG Working Group on Spacer Degradation and the COG High Stress
Creep Task Group.
Prof. Yao is a member of the COG Fuel Channel Working Group on Crack Initiation and
Fracture. Profs. Holt, Daymond & Yao collaborate with AECL, Kinectrics and Nu-Tech precision
metals on a number of research topics.
Daymond continues his collaboration with the Commissariat a l`ÉnergiesAtomique (CEA) in
Paris. The group there is developing an ion irradiation facility with some overlap in capability
compared to the RMTL, as well as developing models describing polycrystalline plasticity in
irradiated material. He also continues his collaboration with Comisión Nacional de Energía
Atómica of Argentina, working on aspects of hydrides and DHC in Zirconium. Other
collaborations include Penn. State University (USA), University of Manchester (UK), Australian
Nuclear Science and Technology Organization (ANSTO), APS-Argonne National Lab. (USA),
IVEM- Argonne National Lab (USA), Oxford Culham Science Centre (UK), Wuhan University
(China), China Institute of Modern Physics (China) and UBST (China).
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University of Toronto – Roger C. Newman IRC
UNENE/NSERC IRC Program: Corrosion Control and Materials
Performance in Nuclear Power Systems
Overview
This IRC program is in its third 5-year term, which began in September
2014. The research focuses on mechanisms, prediction and control of
metallic corrosion, with ancillary activities such as studies of hydrogen in
pressure tube material and electrochemical condition monitoring
generally. The materials studied range from industrial alloys through pure
laboratory melts.
The IRC research takes place alongside studies of copper corrosion
relevant to nuclear waste disposal, funded by NWMO. Roger Newman
also holds NSERC Discovery and Discovery Accelerator grants for
research in nanoporous metals.

2016-2017 Highlights
Collaboration with the CCEM, McMaster University, and former PhD student Suraj Persaud,
now at CNL, continued to produce high-quality output in the high-resolution characterization of
cracks and surface corrosion, using analytical electron microscopy and atom-probe tomography
(APT). A number of MASc students have been working on a diverse range of topics, including
lead effects on corrosion, internal oxidation, and the stability of sulfate in steam generator
crevice environments (and the effects of the resulting reduced sulfur species). A localized
corrosion modeling activity was started early in 2017, focusing on phenomena relevant to
nuclear steam generators, but also with a broader strategic aim of making the group selfsufficient in reaction-transport modeling.
The high-resolution characterization of cracks is of keen interest to industry, especially the
achievement of relatively routine cross-sections of crack tips and subsequent TEM study. In the
coming years, such studies will become routine for the analysis of plant artefacts, a huge leap
forward compared with the conventional SEM era.
There are strong synergies between the IRC research and the group’s research on nanoporous
metals. MASc student Ayman El-Zoka is plating foreign metals into nanoporous metallic
corrosion products, so that they can be interrogated by APT without fracturing under the
stresses inherent in this technique (see Materials Characterization, 128, 269-277 (2017)).
Again, in future this will lead to advances in the nanoscale study of important plant-related
phenomena.
Some specific highlights are presented below. Figure 1 shows the level of detail that can be
achieved in electron energy loss spectroscopy of internally oxidized Alloy 600. Similar studies of
other steam generator tubing alloys (800, 690) are revealing the reasons for their superior
performance.
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Figure 1 From a presentation by Suraj Persaud, this slide shows how selective grain
boundary oxidation (the dark contrast in the left image) promotes grain boundary migration,
with associated subtle changes in alloy composition. For the full study, see B. Langelier,
S.Y. Persaud, A. Korinek, T. Casagrande, R.C. Newman and G.A. Botton, Effects of
Boundary Migration and Pinning Particles on Intergranular Oxidation Revealed by 2D and
3D Analytical Electron Microscopy, Acta Mater., 131, 280-295 (2017).
Figure 2 shows results of a reaction-transport modelling study by MASc student Anh Nguyen.
The work addresses a historically important issue in localized corrosion – the different behaviour
of the pitting potentials of carbon steel and stainless steel as the bulk chloride concentration is
varied. In his classic 1976 paper, J.R. Galvele showed that the pitting potential, Epit, should have
the following relation with bulk NaCl concentration –
Epit = A – B log [NaCl]
and identified B as 0.059 V at room temperature, which is 2.3RT/F. However, many studies over
the past decades have shown that stainless steels have a B value close to 90 mV. We
hypothesized that this could be linked with complexation of Cr III by Cl -, although the literature
values for the stability constants of such complexes are scattered. The results shown in Figure 2
give gratifying evidence for the feasibility of this explanation, although more work is required.
Depending on which complex is assumed to be dominant, B values of 80 to 110 mV are
predicted. In thiosulfate solutions, relevant to nuclear steam generator corrosion, much lower B
values are predicted, which accounts for some of the special severity of thiosulfate effects.
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Figure 2 Predicted pitting potential variation for Fe-17Cr, assuming different chromium
complexes with high stability constant (the potential is the ohmic part only; CFe assumed
constant at the bottom of the pit).

The Research Group and its Facilities
As of March 2017, the group consisted of 3 PhD students, 7 MASc students, 2 postdoctoral
fellows, and 2 Senior Research Associates. Several undergraduates and MEng students also
contributed over this reporting period. About 2/3 of this effort was supported by the IRC
program.
The group is well equipped for electrochemistry and microscopy, including atomic force
microscopy, and has a growing facility for high-temperature, high-pressure testing in water,
steam or aqueous solutions. An Arcast cold-crucible induction melter was delivered and
commissioned in mid-2016. A new feature this year is the plan for a rapid increase in the
exploitation of the recently acquired OCCAM facility for electron microscopy and surface
science. Particular students are being trained to use some of the advanced methods personally.
Three recent graduates (Adrian Vega, Jagan Ulaganathan, Suraj Persaud) are now working at
Canadian Nuclear Laboratories.

Examples of Specific Industry Interactions
There has been continuing consulting assistance to OPG in the area of electrochemical
monitoring in reinforced concrete for life prediction of dry storage containers for used nuclear
fuel. The contractor started site work at the Darlington WMF in 2012, and data are being
analyzed as they are produced.
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Roger Newman assisted Amec Foster Wheeler with a major assessment related to the return to
service of a Candu unit. We also assisted OPG with diagnosis and laboratory testing for a form
of Monel corrosion, and hosted a summer student who had done his PEY in OPG, to develop a
corrosion test applicable to this system.
Roger Newman visited EPRI with CNL personnel to present at the EPRI Extended Storage
Collaboration Program (ESCP) winter meeting (see below).
Joint research continues, and is being planned, with particular personnel at CNL including
former PhD student Suraj Persaud.

Public Output
Roger Newman gave invited presentations at the following events –
R.C. Newman, Extension of Galvele's pit model to the effects of numerous variables on pitting of
stainless steels, Memorial Symposium for Jose Galvele, NACE International annual conference,
Vancouver, 2016.
S.Y. Persaud, R.C. Newman, G.A. Botton, A. Korinek and B. Langelier, Three Dimensional
Characterization of Intergranular Oxidation and Embrittlement in Alloy 600 after Exposure to 480
°C Hydrogenated Steam, Canadian Materials Science Conference, Hamilton, 2016.
R.C. Newman, Atmospheric CISCC of austenitic stainless steel – some international
perspectives, EPRI Extended Storage Collaboration Program (ESCP) winter meeting, Charlotte,
NC, 2016.
Huichao Bi, Dorota Artymowicz, Emilija Ilic and Roger Newman, Corrosion of Copper in Pure
Water and Complexing Anoxic Aqueous Solutions, 6th International Workshop on Long-term
Prediction of Corrosion Damage in Nuclear Waste Systems, Toronto, 2016.
Numerous contributed talks and posters were given by members of the group at academic and
industrial events.
The following journal articles were published or accepted, in addition to various conference and
workshop papers –
S.Y. Persaud and R.C. Newman, A Review of Oxidation Phenomena in Ni Alloys Exposed to
Hydrogenated Steam below 500 °C, Corrosion, 72, 881-896 (2016).
A.A. Vega and R.C. Newman, Methanol electro-oxidation on nanoporous metals formed by
dealloying of Ag-Au-Pt alloys, J. Appl. Electrochem., 46, 995-2010 (2016).
S.Y. Persaud, R.C. Newman, A. Korinek, G.A. Botton, The influence of the high Fe and Cr
contents of Alloy 800 on its inter- and intragranular oxidation tendency in 480°C hydrogenated
steam, Corros. Sci., 106, 117-126 (2016).
S.Y. Persaud, R.C. Newman, J. Smith, A. Korinek, G.A. Botton, High resolution analysis of
oxidation in Ni-Fe-Cr alloys after exposure to 315°C deaerated water with added hydrogen,
Corros. Sci., 106, 236-248 (2016).
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B. Langelier, S.Y. Persaud, R.C. Newman, G.A. Botton, An Atom Probe Tomography Study of
Internal Oxidation Processes in Alloy 600, Acta Materialia, 109, 55-68 (2016).
A.A. El-Zoka, B. Langelier, G.A. Botton and R.C. Newman, Enhanced analysis of nanoporous
gold by atom probe tomography, Materials Characterization, 128, 269-277 (2017).
B. Langelier, S.Y. Persaud, A. Korinek, T. Casagrande, R.C. Newman and G.A. Botton, Effects
of boundary migration and pinning particles on intergranular oxidation revealed by 2D and 3D
analytical electron microscopy, Acta Materialia, 131, 280-295 (2017).
Nick Senior, Roger Newman, Steve Wang and Nikitas Diomidis, Understanding and Quantifying
the Anoxic Corrosion of Carbon Steel in a Swiss L/ILW Repository Environment, Corrosion
Engineering, Science and Technology, in press (2017).
D. Artymowicz, C. Bradley, B. Xing and R.C. Newman, Adhesion of Oxides Grown in
Supercritical Water on Selected Austenitic and Ferritic/Martensitic Alloys, ASME J. of Nuclear
Rad. Sci., 3(2), 021006-021006-8 (2017).
R. Swift, W. Cook, C. Bradley and R.C. Newman, Validation of Constant Load C-Ring Apex
Stresses for Stress Corrosion Cracking Testing in Supercritical Water, ASME J. of Nuclear Rad.
Sci., 3(2), 021004-021004-7 (2017).
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University of Waterloo – Mahesh D. Pandey IRC
UNENE/NSERC IRC Program: Risk-Based Life Cycle Management of
Engineering Systems
Overview
The Waterloo Chair program is in the middle of its third five year phase.
The program is developing probabilistic models and uncertainty analysis
methods to improve the aging management and life cycle performance
of nuclear plant systems. The basic research is driven by practical
applications to critical nuclear plant systems, including fuel channels,
feeders, and steam generators, and other important systems, structures,
and components. In addition to supplying HQP to the industry, the
program also provides valuable training to plant engineers in the areas
of risk and reliability analysis.
A highlight of year 2017 is the presentation of a keynote lecture by the
Chair at a prestigious International Conference on Safety and Reliability
in Vienna. The Chair has also been appointed as a co-Editor of a prominent journal, Reliability
Engineering and System Safety.

Research Program and Outcomes
Statistical Analysis of Plant Performance Data
During the operation of various systems in a nuclear plant, monitoring data are collected to (1)
assess the performance, (2) ensure compliance with standards, (3) detect the onset and (4)
evaluate the progression, of any degradation mechanism. Some examples of such data sets
are the reactor inlet header temperature (RIHT), the delayed neutron monitoring for fuel defect
detection, the acid number of fire-retardant fluid (FRF) used in the electro-mechanical control of
turbines, and so on. Such data sets are examples of non-stationary and noisy time series with
correlated observations, which cannot be analyzed by standard time series analysis methods.
As a result, we have developed and employed other approaches, such as the empirical mode
decomposition (EMD) method, which can be used to separate noise from the data, identify and
underlying trend, and investigate the various sub-components (or modes) of the data.
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Figure 1: The FRF acid number (a) raw data, (b) detected trend, and (c) data without the noise
estimated using the EDM method.
Figure 1a shows a time series of the total acid number of the FRFindicating short term
fluctuations, noise, and trends in some segments of the data. While the short term changes may
be caused by variations in chemical processes and the environment, the long term trend may be
indicative of degradation in the condition of the control fluid that accumulates over time. This
data was analyzed using the EMD method, which is based on the premise that a time series is a
superposition of different, simple, and oscillatory modes, referred to as intrinsic mode functions
(IMFs). Figure 1b shows the overall long term trend in the acid number data identified by EMD,
while Figure 1c illustrates the filtered data after the removal of the noise. As shown by the
results, the EMD is a versatile method for analyzing condition monitoring data collected from
different types of systems.
Thinning Rates of Pickering Feeders
The analysis of thinning rates of Pickering feeders due to flow accelerated corrosion (FAC) is
complicated by many factors, mainly related to the inspection tooling. The ultrasonic probes are
subject to high signal loss rates at feeder welds, due to the highly irregular surface geometries
resulting from the welding process. This issue is most pertinent to Pickering Unit 1 and Unit 4,
where each feeder consists of multiple segments (i.e., elbows and straight sections) welded
together, as opposed to a single bent pipe.
The main goal of this project was to support the optimization of OPG’s feeder inspection and
replacement planning by conducting an independent analysis of thinning rates of key Pickering
feeders. The work was based on the analysis of repeat inspection data from multiple 6-probe
and 14-probe inspection scans for each feeder. The assessment methodology was based on
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our previously developed and published statistical approach, and considered all available
information from all scans and outages.

Figure 2: Thinning rate estimation for a sample Pickering feeder.
Figure 2 shows the sample estimation of thinning rate for a particular Pickering feeder,
indicating that the wall thickness loss due to FAC is constant (i.e., linear) over time. Another
direct outcome of this project was the development of a software platform that is being used by
OPG’s analysts for the visualization and analysis of the 6-probe and 14-probe inspection data.
Finite Element Modelling of Creep Deformation of Fuel Channels
Probabilistic assessment of fuel channels requires the modeling of creep deformation. At
present, this capability is limited by the availability of the vendor maintained code, CDEPTH,
which hinders exploration of many research issues related to probabilistic assessment. For this
reason, we are developing this capability in the University Domain to explore research issues
and provide training to HQP on this important subject. We have been successful in modeling
this problem with a widely used and commercially available finite element code platform (Figure
3). This research project is ongoing and will continue with the important step of calibrating and
comparing the model results to in-service measurements from operating reactors. The model
will then be applied to probabilistic assessment of fuel channels.

Figure 3: Finite element modelling of fuel channel creep deformation.
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Benefits to the Industry






Effective life cycle management of nuclear plant systems
Risk-informed fitness for service assessment of reactor components and piping systems
Improved communication with the regulator about managing the risk
Minimize cost penalties associated with increased inspection and outage duration
Overall improvement in operational efficiency and environmental compliance of nuclear
power generation

Research Team
Research Team in the Reporting Period (17)
PhD – 9, MASc – 3, PDF – 4, Research Associates – 1
Completion of Training (7)
PhD – 3, MASc – 2, PDF – 2
HQP Employment:
Canadian Nuclear Safety Commission (CNSC), Ontario Power Generation (OPG), Candu
Energy, National Research Council of Canada

Publications
Selected Journal Papers
(1)
(2)

(3)
(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

Pandey, M.D. and van der Weide, J.A.M. (2017). Stochastic renewal process models for
estimation of damage cost over the life-cycle of a structure. Structural Safety, 67, 27–38.
Li, B. and Pandey, M.D. (2017). An Advanced Statistical Method to Analyze Condition
Monitoring Data Collected from Nuclear Plant Systems Nuclear Engineering and Design.
Nuclear Engineering and Design, 323, 133-141.
Jiang, W., Liu, W. Xie, W.C. and Pandey, M.D. (2017). A scaling method for generating
floor response spectra. Annals of Nuclear Energy, 110, 613-632.
Prakash, G. Narasimhan, S. and Pandey, M.D. (2017). Condition Based Maintenance of
Low Speed Rolling Element Bearings using Hidden Markov Model. Int. J. Prognostics and
Health Management, 8(1), 1-16.
Balomenos, G.P. and Pandey, M.D. (2017). Probabilistic finite element investigation of
prestressing loss in nuclear containment wall segments. Nuclear Engineering and Design,
311, 50–59.
Jyrkama, M., G. Bickel, and M. Pandey (2016). Statistical Analysis and Modelling of InReactor Diametral Creep of Zr-2.5Nb Pressure Tubes. Nuclear Engineering and Design,
300, pp. 241-248.
Jyrkama, M. and M. Pandey (2016). On the Separation of Aleatory and Epistemic
Uncertainties in Probabilistic Assessments. Nuclear Engineering and Design, 303, pp. 6874.
Pandey, M.D. Cheng, T.J. and van der Weide, J.A.M. (2016). Higher Moments and
Probability Distribution of Maintenance Cost in the Delay Time Model. Journal of Risk and
Reliability Analysis, 230(4), 354-363.
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Wang, Zhaoliang, Xie, W.C. and Pandey, M.D. (2016). Computationally Efficient Vectorvalued Seismic Risk Analysis of Engineering Structures. J. Structural Engineering, ASCE.
142 (9), 04016053:1-12.

Selected Conference Papers/Presentations/Industry Reports
(10) Pandey, M.D. (2017). Stochastic Renewal Processes in Structural Reliability Analysis: An
Overview of Models and Applications. A keynote Lecture Paper. Int. Conf. Structural
Safety and Reliability (ICOSSAR 12), 6-10 August, 2017, Vienna, Austria.
(11) Manzana D., van der Weide, J.A.M. and Pandey, M.D. (2017). Formulation of Reliability
Analysis of Deteriorating Structures under a Stochastic Shock Load Process. Paper 7925.
Int. Conf. Structural Safety and Reliability, 6-10 August, 2017, Vienna, Austria.
(12) Jyrkama, M.I. and Pandey, M.D. (2017). Quantifying Probe Coverage Error in Feeder
Thinning Assessment. The 37th Annual CNS Conference, June 4-7, 2017, Niagara Falls,
ON, Canada.
(13) Daigle, O.D. and Pandey, M.D. (2016). Corrosion of coated pipe samples: an overview
and statistical analysis of NBS-API data. PVP2016-63981, pp.1-8: ASME-PVP
Conference, July 17–21, 2016, Vancouver BC.
(14) Higo, E. And Pandey, M.D. (2016). Value of information and hypothesis testing
approaches for sample size determination in engineering component inspection: a
comparison. PVP2016-63932. ASME-PVP Conference, July 17–21, 2016, Vancouver BC.
(15) Jyrkama, M.I. and Pandey, M.D. (2016). Life Cycle Planning of PHT Pump Motors at
Darlington Station. UNENE@Waterloo Technical Report, 16-01, pp.20.
(16) Jyrkama, M.I. and Pandey, M.D. (2016). Statistical Analysis and Modelling of Reactor Inlet
Header Temperature (RIHT): Bruce Units 3, 4, and 6. UNENE@Waterloo Technical
Report, 16-02, pp.52.
(17) Munson, D., Pandey, M.D., Jyrkama, M.I., Angell, P. (2016). Historical Rates of Soil Side
Corrosion for Use in FFS Evaluations of Buried Metallic Pipe. PVP2016-63923: ASMEPVP Conference, July 17–21, 2016, Vancouver BC.

Interaction with Industry



Participation in COG projects with industry partners
Member of CSA technical subcommittees for the development of new CSA standards
o N290.17 “Probabilistic safety assessment for nuclear power plants” (issued
spring 2017)
o N290.9 “Reliability and maintenance programs for nuclear power plants”
(ongoing)
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Western University – Jin Jiang IRC
UNENE/NSERC IRC Program: Controls, Instrumentation and
Electrical Systems
Overview
This is the fourteenth successful year of operation of the Control,
Instrumentation & Electrical System (CIES) Laboratory at The University
of Western Ontario. With support from UNENE industrial partners and
NSERC, the research lab has become an internationally recognized
centre of excellence in Control, Instrumentation and Electrical Systems
for nuclear power plants. In total, over 53 Highly Qualified Personnel
(HQP) have been successfully trained in this lab, many of them are now
playing important roles in the nuclear industry in Canada, as well as
internationally.

Research Program
The overall research program for the current program cycle is summarized in Fig. 1. The
research activities have been divided into two themes: (1) Advanced Control Systems; and (2)
Performance and Status Monitoring for nuclear power plants.

Fig. 1: Research activities under the IRC program
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The research under the first theme is further divided into safety systems and process control
systems. Research topics include 1) predictive safety systems, 2) passive safety systems, 3)
intelligent autonomous control, 4) control for SCWR (SuperCritical Water Reactor), and 5)
adoption of advanced technologies (fieldbus, wireless, FPGA) in plant control systems. Under
the second theme, techniques for both pre-accident and post-accident condition monitoring
systems are examined. Topics include: 1) wireless technologies for equipment health monitoring
within a nuclear power plant, 2) smart sensors for plant condition monitoring, 3) plant
environment monitoring during normal operation, and 4) plant and environment monitoring
under severe nuclear accident conditions, where radiation hardened wireless sensor
technologies are parts of the investigation. In this reporting period, significant efforts have been
placed on 4).
The scope of the research program has also been extended with supplementary financial
supports from ORF, CMC, CNL sponsored projects, an NSERC CRD grant, and the University
Innovation Fund. It is expected that 21 highly qualified personnel will be trained through this
program over the 5-year period of this term of the IRC program.

Research Activities
A significant amount of research work has been carried out in the period from 2016 to 2017. In
addition to all the planned activities, there are several major events occurred during this period
worth mentioning:
1. An ORF-RE project has been awarded, entitled “Analysis tools, measurement
techniques and systems for mitigating severe accidents in CANDU nuclear power
plants”. The project is in collaboration with Prof. John Luxat from McMaster University,
and Prof. Tony Waker and Prof. Ed Waller from UOIT. To achieve the project objectives,
a research plan has been established to develop a wireless based system for monitoring
a nuclear power plant under a severe accident condition. In this regard, a radiation
hardened monitoring unit has already been developed and a prototype has been
constructed. Simulation studies are ongoing, and evaluation in a radiation environment
using a test cell has been planned. Detailed design of the other components of the
complete system is in progress.
2.
The Chair and P.Is of the other two teams of the recently awarded ORF-RE project, Prof.
John Luxat from McMaster, and Prof. Tony Waker and Prof. Ed Waller of UOIT met in
McMaster University in April 7, 2017. It was a kick-off meeting for the project, where all
parties laid out their plan for respective project related activities. The project manager,
Dr. Xinhong Huang and key project staff Dr. Ataul Bari, both from Western team, also
attended the meeting along with other key project staff from McMaster and UOIT.
3. A project has been awarded by Canadian Microelectronics Corporation (CMC) to install
ISA 100.11a standard based wireless sensor nodes on the physical nuclear power
control test facility (NPCTF) to acquire real-time data for plant status monitoring
purposes. This project will explore the advantages and identify any potential issues of
deploying industrial wireless systems in nuclear power plant environments. NPCTF has
earlier been equipped with WirelessHART standard based wireless sensor network
nodes through another CMC project. Installing ISA 100.11a standard based nodes will
further extend system capability and allow researchers to investigate relative
performance of different wireless sensor networks for real-time industrial monitoring
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applications. It is anticipated that the data acquired by the ISA 100.11a standard based
sensor network can also be accessed remotely via web portals to become a part of
‘Canada's National Design Network’.
4. The NPCTF for I&C research has now been extensively used by many researchers on
their research projects. Different use cases include analysis of cyber security against
insider-attacks; fault-tree analysis; validation of smart sensors; validation of safety
shutdown systems; predictive shut-down system design; development of mathematical
models for industrial process; real-time industrial monitoring using wireless sensor
networks; and wireless sensor networks based industrial fault diagnosis.
In addition to the above, the Chair and his research team have organized and/or participated in
several technical and research activities, both in Canada and internationally. Within Canada, the
12th Annual UNENE Nuclear I&C Workshop was organized, which was held on November 11th,
2016 at Candu Energy in Mississauga, Ontario. Candu Energy is a subsidiary company of the
Montreal-based global engineering giant, SNC-Lavalin Group Inc. The theme of this year’s
workshop was ‘cyber-security in nuclear power plants’. Several representatives from UNENE
industrial partners as well as other local and international organizations attended the workshop.
A group picture of this workshop can be found later in Fig. 6.
The 13th UNENE nuclear I&C workshop will be held in Bruce Power on October 10th, 2017.
Among other notable events, Ontario's Minister of Energy Mr. Glenn Thibeault, MPP, visited the
nuclear I&C lab on Feb. 6, 2017 (see Fig. 2). He was very keen to know about all the major
equipment housed by the lab, and was highly impressed with the research facilities available in
the nuclear lab.

Fig. 2: Ontario's Minister of Energy Mr. Glenn Thibeault, MPP in nuclear I&C lab
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Internationally, the Chair has attended “The fifth Conference on Advancements in Nuclear
Instrumentation, Measurements Methods and their Applications”, held in Liège, Belgium from
19th to 23rd June, 2017. In the conference, one of his PhD student, Mr. Qiang Huang,
presented a paper entitled "Radiation-Tolerance Assessment of a Redundant Wireless Device".
Furthermore, the Chair has given keynote speeches in several highly reputed international
conferences, most notably, in the “5th International Forum on Virtual/Augmented Reality and
Wearable Technologies,”. The conference was held in Qingdao, China from 24th to 29th of July,
2017. The title of the speech was “Application of Virtual/Augmented Reality and Wearable
Technologies in Industrial Processes” (see Fig. 3).

Fig. 3: Keynote speaker at “5th International Forum on Virtual/Augmented Reality and Wearable
Technologies,”.

On June 15th, the Chair visited SLAC National Accelerator Laboratory at Stanford University in
Menlo Park, California as a part of ANS organized technical tour (see Fig. 4).
We have also successfully transferred a developed technology "Wireless Module with Power
Amplify based on MC13224” to a company in China through Western University’s
WORLDiscoveries office.
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Fig. 4: The Chair’s visit to SLAC National Accelerator Laboratory at Stanford University in
California.

Furthermore, the Chair has planned to attend the third IAEA CRP meeting, to be held in
Gwangju, Korea from Sept. 25 to Sept. 29, 2017.
For awards and recognitions, the Chair has been recognized as a Fellow of IEEE in 2017 (see
Fig. 5). He has also received the 2016 Vanguard Award from Western University – for his
contributions in engineering innovation (see Fig. 6).

Fig. 5: IEEE Fellows at the PES Reception 2017.

Fig. 6: Dr. Jiang receives 2016 Vanguard
Award from Western University
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The 12th NSERC/UNENE Nuclear I&C Workshop on Instrumentation and Control Systems for
Nuclear Power Plants
On November 11th, 2016, university researchers, industry experts and representatives from the
Canadian nuclear industry gathered together at CANDU Energy, a subsidiary company of the
Montreal-based global engineering giant, SNC-Lavalin Group Inc. for the 12th Annual University
Network of Excellence in Nuclear Engineering (UNENE) Workshop on Instrumentation and
Control Systems for Nuclear Power Plants. Over thirty-five participants attended this year’s
Workshop, including distinguished guests such as the newly appointed President of the
UNENE, Dr. Jerry Hopwood, the President of the COG, Mr. Fred Dermarkar, Principal Engineer
form Candu Energy Dr. Majid Borairi, Technical Specialist from CNSC, Dr. Chul Hwan Jung,
Principal Engineer from CNL, Mr. Dave Trask, and Section Manager from OPG, Mr. Don Hayter.
The number of attendees has been the largest since the inaugural workshop in 2005 (see Fig.
7).

Fig. 7: The 12th Annual UNENE I&C Workshop at Candu Energy Inc.
The theme for this year’s workshop has been on the cyber-security for nuclear power plants.
Technical Specialist from CNSC, Dr. Chul Hwan Jung and Principal Engineer from CNL, Mr.
Dave Trask, have described different aspects of cyber-security in nuclear industries in their
presentations. The workshop accommodated thirteen presentations from Western researchers
and industry partners
As a part of this year’s workshop, all participants had an opportunity to tour the Candu Energy
Mock-up MCR facility, which combines CANDU-6 Engineering Simulator with User Interface
(see Fig. 8). This was an exciting event for many participants. The tour was further
complemented by interesting presentations from Candu Energy’s technical groups. The IC
Group gave a presentation on CANDU Engineering Simulator and the ECIC Group gave a
presentation on I&C and Computer Projects at Candu Energy. Another informative presentation
on cable condition assessment and Advanced Portable Polymer Tester was also given by Dan
Ho from Candu Energy.
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Fig. 8: Visiting Candu Energy Mock-up facility during 12th Annual UNENE I&C Workshop

A Course on Severe Accident in Nuclear Power plants
A graduate course (ECE 9505L/ECE9055L: Control, Instrumentation and Electrical Systems in
Nuclear Power Plants) was offered at UWO that is designed to allow students to gain
understanding of instrumentation and control systems for nuclear power plants during normal
operation as well as under severe accident conditions. The course has discussed design
requirements for process control systems as well as for safety systems. However, a significant
amount of materials has been presented on instrumentations under severe accident
environments in nuclear power plants. Issues and methodologies for monitoring a nuclear power
plant suffered from a severe accident have also been discussed. Twenty-nine students took the
course.
The IRC invited an internationally recognized expert, Mr. Gary Johnson, to UWO to help teach
part of the course, with special focus on Instrumentation and Control systems for Severe
Accident Monitoring. Mr. Johnson is an internationally recognized expert in safety-related
instrumentation and control systems, safety and reliability analysis, and severe accident
monitoring systems for nuclear power plants. He has been working in this area for over 40
years. He started his career in the US Department of Energy’s Fast Flux Test Facility in
California, and worked as a group leader in the Portland General Electric Company. Later on,
he joined the world-class research institute – Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory in 1984
and worked as a task area leader for 23 years. From 2008, he became a Senior Safety Officer
with the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) until his retirement in 2013.
Mr. Johnson dedicated himself to the development of industrial standards in association with the
IEEE, IEC on safety systems and monitoring systems after severe accidents in nuclear power
plants throughout his professional life. He is a very well respected expert in the above area. He
has published over 30 technical reports, and many of them have become standards or
guidelines for industrial practice around the world. For his technical and managerial
contributions, he has won several awards from the American Nuclear Society (ANS) and the
International Society of Automation (ISA).
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Mr. Johnson spent a week at Western, from May 13 to May 19, 2017. During this time, Mr.
Johnson has given an IEEE PES seminar presentation titled “Development of Safety Culture in
Engineering Practice: Reflections from several severe nuclear accidents” (see Fig. 9). In
addition to the class lectures, Mr. Johnson also shared his experience with Prof. Jiang’s
research team members in several sittings.

Fig. 9: Mr. Gary Johnson is presented with a plaque of appreciation.

Research Facilities
Over the last fourteen years, the established a suite of state-of-the-art research facilities to
support research activities in the IRC program and to create a hands-on training environment for
highly qualified personnel (HQP). The facilities have been upgraded to support the on-going
research needs. The NPCTF has been instrumented with WirelessHART, ZigBee and ISA
100.11a based sensor nodes. DeltaV DCS system has been implemented to operate the
NPCTF. A summary of the major facilities is listed below:
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Darlington NPP simulator
Tricon v9 safety system
HFC 6000 safety system
HFC non-safety DCS
FPGA development systems
Siemens PCS 7 redundant DCS control system
Honeywell C-300 DCS
Emerson DeltaV DCS with full fieldbus connectivity
Hardware experimental test bench
Wireless monitoring nodes based on WirelessHART, ZigBee, and ISA100.11astandards
Smart sensor development systems, and
Nuclear Power Control Test Facility (NPCTF)

Current Members of Research Team (as of December 31st, 2016)
 Dr. Jin Jiang (IRC Chair)
 Dr. Xinhong Huang (Research Engineer)
 Dr. Ataul Bari (Research Engineer)
 Dr. Sungwhan Cho (Postdoctoral Fellow)
 Dr. Quan Wang (Postdoctoral Fellow) (Training completed on Dec. 31st, 2016)
 Mr. Binggang Cui (Research Assistant)
 Mr. Drew Rankin (PhD Candidate) (Training completed on August 31st, 2017)
 Mr. Ahmad Osgouee (MESc Candidate) (Training completed on Dec. 31st, 2016)
 Ms. Xirong Ning (PhD Candidate)
 Mr. Qiang Huang (PhD Candidate)
 Mr. Ning Pan (PhD Candidate)
 Mr. Yongqiang Deng (PhD Candidate)
 Mr. Madison McCarthy (MESc Canadian)
 Mr. An He (MESc Candidate) (Training completed on August 31st, 2017)
 Mr. Long Ding (Visiting PhD Student) (Training completed on August 31st, 2017)

Employment of completed HQPs currently working in Canada




Dr. Drew Rankin
Mr. Ahmad Osgouee
Mr. An He

---- Bruce Power (Tiverton, Ontario)
---- Ontario Power Generation (Pickering, Ontario)
---- Konnexio (London, Ontario)

Publications (selected)
Journal Papers:
[1] D. Q. Wang, J. Jiang, and Y. Liu, “A Thermoelectric Generator based Efficiency Booster for
Performance Enhancement of Natural Circulation Systems,” Nuclear Engineering and
Design, Vol. 320, pp. 187-199, 2017
[2] L. Ding, H. Wang, J. Jiang, and A. D. Xu, “SIL verification for SRS with diverse redundancy
based on system degradation using reliability block diagram,” Reliability Engineering and
System Safety, Vol. 165, pp. 170-187, Sept. 2017
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[3] R. V. Maitri, C. Zhang and J. Jiang, "Computational Fluid Dynamic Assisted Control System
Design Methodology using System Identification Technique for CANDU Supercritical Water
Cooled Reactor (SCWR)," Applied Thermal Engineering, Vol. 118(2017), pp. 17-22, 2017.
[4] S. Cho and J. Jiang, "Change Detection in the Mean of a White Gaussian Process by the
Backward Standardized Sum," Journal of Communications in Statistics – Theory and
Methods, Vol. 46, 2017 - Issue 17, pp. 8401-8418, 2017
[5] B. Cui and J. Jiang, "Development of an Engineering Simulator for a Physical Component
based Nuclear Process Control Test Facility," Journal of Simulation Modelling Practice and
Theory, Elsevier, Vol. 71, pp. 83-101, 2017
[6] D. Q. Wang, Y. Liu, J. Jiang, W. Pang, W. M. Lau, and J. Mei, “Potential applications of
thermoelectric generator in passive cooling system of nuclear power plants,” Journal of
Electronic Materials, Vol. 46, No. 5, pp. 3109-3114, May 2017.
[7] G. Dutta, J. Jiang, R. V. Maitri and C, Zhang, "A Numerical Thermal-Hydraulic Model to
Simulate the Fast Transients in a Supercritical Water Channel Subjected to Sharp Pressure
Variations," Communications in Computational Physics, Vol. 19, No. 5, pp. 1529-1541,
2016.
[8] S. Cho and J. Jiang, "Detection of Sensor Abnormalities in a Pressurizer by means of
Analytical Redundancy," IEEE Transactions on Nuclear Science (TNS), Vol. 63, No. 6, pp.
2925-2933, 2016.
[9] D. J. Rankin and J. Jiang "Predictive Trip Detection for Nuclear Power Plants," IEEE
Transactions on Nuclear Science (TNS), Vol. 63, no. 4, pp. 2352-2362, 2016.
[10]
D. Q. Wang and J. Jiang, "An Efficiency Booster for Energy Conversion in Natural
Circulation Loops," Nuclear Engineering and Design, Vol. 304, pp. 30-39, 2016.
[11]
Q. Wang and J. Jiang, "Comparative Examination on Architecture and Protocol of
Industrial Wireless Sensor Network Standards," IEEE Communications Surveys and
Tutorials, Vol. 18, No. 3, pp. 2197-2219, 2016.
Refereed Conference Papers:
[1] J. H. Lu, G. R. Zhu, J. Jiang, W. J. Li, and B. Li, “Load-independent transconductance and
ZPA input for symmetrical resonant converter in IPT systems," The IEEE Energy Conversion
Congress and Exposition, Cincinnati, OH, USA, Oct. 1 - 5, 2017.
[2] Q. Huang and J. Jiang, "Radiation-Tolerance Assessment of a Redundant Wireless
Devices," International Conference on Advancements in Nuclear Instrumentation
Measurement Methods and their Applications (ANIMMA), Liege, Belgium, 19-23, June,
2017.
[3] R. Maitri, C. Zhang, and J. Jiang, "A CFD assisted control system design using system
identification technique for CANDU SCWR," Proceeding of The 9th International Symposium
on Heat Transfer (ISHT-9), Aug. 15 - 19, 2016, Beijing, China.
[4] D. Q. Wang and J. Jiang, "A review of study and design improvement of natural circulation
based heat removal systems," Proceeding of The 20th Pacific Basin Nuclear Conference,
April 5 to April 9, 2016, Beijing, China.
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Western University – Clara Wren IRC
UNENE/NSERC IRC Program: Radiation-Induced Chemistry and
Corrosion
Overview
This is the second progress report for the 3rd term of the NSERC IRC
in Radiation-Induced Chemistry and Corrosion which was renewed in
April 2016 by NWMO and UNENE. The aim of the research projects
conducted in the 3rd term of the IRC is to provide the scientific and
technical basis for: (1) assessment of the integrity and longevity of the
weld design of the proposed NWMO Mark II container for long-term
disposal of used nuclear fuel, and (2) assessment of the corrosion
performance of CANDU nuclear reactor structural components, in
particular, End Shield Cooling (ECS) systems. This report summarizes
the progress against the IRC milestones for work addressing the
concerns of UNENE.
As the nuclear power reactors are aging and their life-times are extended, accurate assessment
of the integrity and longevity of the reactor structural materials is increasingly important. For
example, current investigation into a leak in the End Shield Cooling (ESC) System in the
Pickering Unit 6 nuclear reactor has raised a potential issue. Moisture from the ESC system
leak could possibly reach a location in the annular air gap which exists around the periphery of
the calandria tank assembly and its supporting structures where corrosion would be problematic
and needs careful evaluation. In particular, the potential for accelerated (galvanic) corrosion
attack on carbon steel (CS) adjacent to the dissimilar metal weld between CS (SA36) and
stainless steel (SS) (SA240, Type 304L) at the periphery of the annular gap (Fig. 1) must be
addressed.

Fig. 1: Schematic of the calandria tank assembly and its supporting structures in a CANDU
reactor. The red circle indicates the location of the carbon steel (CS) and stainless steel (SS)
weld joint as shown in the inset circle.
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Assessing the effects of water radiolysis on corrosion is difficult even in the absence of
radiation. The difficult arises primarily because corrosion is already a complicated function of the
chemical and physical properties of a solution in contact with metal, but the solution properties
can change considerably as corrosion progresses. The rates of these changes depend on the
concentration of redox active species present, pH and temperature. The annular gap
environments include the added challenge of ionizing radiation that will drive radiolysis of liquid
water. Radiolysis affects the redox conditions by decomposing water to create redox active
species such as H2O2. The concentrations of these redox active species can effectively control
the corrosion rates of metal alloys. Radiolysis of humid air also produces nitric oxides and nitric
acid that are easily absorbed and lower the pH of any water in contact with the humid air. Since
these radiolysis products can affect corrosion kinetics considerably, evaluating corrosion
performance and the designs of chemistry control systems to limit corrosion in nuclear
environments must consider the effect of radiation fields that are present, particularly -radiation,
on water chemistry.
The scientific objective of the UNENE sponsored research is to determine the combined effects
of -radiation and exposure environments (such as pH, temperature, ionic strength, dissolved
O2, [H2O2] and [HNO3]) on corrosion of individual alloys (CS, SS and weld material (W = SS309)
and galvanic corrosion at weld joints.

Progress in 2016-2017
Radiolysis Modeling of the Anticipated Annular Gap Environments
To determine radiolytically-produced oxidant concentrations that may be present and important
to the steel (CS, SS and W) corrosion under the anticipated annular gap environments. two
different radiolysis kinetic models are being developed: (1) water radiolysis and (2) humid air
radiolysis. The kinetic models consider the primary radiolytic processes and chemical reactions
of the radiolysis products. The progress to date includes: (1) construction of the models (i.e.,
assembling the key processes and their rate parameters (reaction orders and rate constants),
(2) coding the rate equations for the concentrations of radiolysis products that are undergoing
the coupled processes included in the models into a differential rate equation solver
(commercial software FACSIMILIE), and (3) verification of the computer codes. The computercoded models are being used to calculate the concentrations of radiolysis products as a function
of exposure environmental parameters such as pH, temperature, dissolved O2 and humidity. A
study on the development of the humid air radiolysis model (HARM) and some calculation
results has been published (see #1 in the publication list provided below). The calculations as a
function of exposure parameters are continuing. Experiments to validate these models are being
conducted to refine and identify the key reactions.
Effect of -Radiation on Independent Corrosion of Different Steels
The effect of -radiation on independent corrosion of the different steels (CS (SA36), SS (Type
304L) and weld metal (Type 309)) used in the end-shield tank supporting structures was studied
by performing coupon exposure tests and electrochemical experiments in parallel. The steel
coupons and electrodes were cut from samples supplied by Ontario Power Generation (OPG).
The changes in the morphology and composition of the oxides formed on the steel surfaces
were investigated using various surface imaging and spectroscopic analyses. The test solutions
were analyzed for dissolved metal concentrations by using inductively coupled plasma – optical
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emission spectroscopy (ICP-OES). These studies help to develop a mechanistic understanding
on the effect of -radiation on the corrosion of these steels when they corrode independently and
to determine the effects of solution parameters coupled with -radiolysis on the corrosion
pathways of these steels. These studies on independent corrosion provide a basis to assess the
potential for accelerated (galvanic) corrosion attack on carbon steel (CS) adjacent to the metal
weld.
The solution environments studied to date include different pHs (pH 6.0 and 10.6) and
temperatures (25, 50 and 80 C). These studies have shown that at a given pH and temperature
SS Type 304L and Type 309 corrode at a slower rate than CS due to the presence of a
preformed chromium oxide (Cr2O3) layer that hinders interfacial metal cation transfer, but the
difference in corrosion rate between SS and CS diminishes with increasing pH (within the
studied pH range). The better corrosion resistance at a higher pH for CS is attributed to the fact
that dissolution of metal cations is quickly suppressed at the higher pH due to a lower solubility
of metal cations, promoting earlier formation of a passive oxide layer. Gamma-radiation
increases the overall corrosion rate for all three steels. However, the effect of -radiation on CS
corrosion depends more on pH. In an acidic environment, metal dissolution is the major
corrosion pathway and it is accelerated with radiation present. In a basic environment, CS
corrosion is quickly suppressed by earlier formation of a protective oxide film. Some
experimental results that show the improved corrosion performance of CS at pH 10.6 with or
without radiation present are in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2: SEM micrographs of CS, SS and Weld surfaces after corrosion for 72 h in pH 6.0 and
10.6 borate buffer solutions at 50 °C: (a) in the absence and (b) in the presence of radiation.

Radiolysis-induced galvanic corrosion of dissimilar metal welds
The galvanic corrosion of a CS-Weld couple was investigated by measuring the coupling
potential and coupling current between a CS-Weld couple with and without radiation. The
maximum oxidation rate of CS after galvanic coupling was found to be only about two times as
high as the independent corrosion rate of CS with or without radiation. This was consistent with
the solution analysis results, which shows that the dissolved Fe concentration measured after
galvanic coupling is about 1.5 times higher that seen after independent CS corrosion. At a
higher temperature (80 C), the metal oxidation rate on CS was initially very high but the surface
of the CS is quickly covered with a protective oxide layer, leading to the suppression of further
metal oxidation on CS. In summary, these results indicate that galvanic corrosion of CS and
Weld is not significant within the range of our studied experimental parameters.
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A journal manuscript on the corrosion studies is in preparation.

Research Facilities And Equipment
The radiation assisted materials performance Science (RAMPS) laboratory led by the Chair is
equipped with a suite of equipment for performing leading-edge research in the field of
radiation-induced chemistry and corrosion. The major facilities and instruments in the
laboratory include (Fig. 3):









a Co-60 gamma radiation chamber that provides a high dose rate (2.2 kGy/h (May 2017)),
a suite of electrochemical equipment including potentiostats and frequency response
analyzers, ultra-low current and voltage measuring systems,
several pressure vessels for high temperature/pressure water and supercritical water
corrosion studies,
a gas chromatograph with mass selective, thermal conductivity, electron capture detectors,
a UV-Vis absorbance and fluorescence spectrometer, a photoemission spectrometer,
an attenuated reflectance FTIR (Fourier transfer infrared) spectrometer,
a scanning optical microscope with a very high resolution,
an inductively coupled plasma-optical emission spectrometer (ICP-OES).

Fig. 3: Major equipment and instruments in the RAMPS laboratory.

In addition, the Chair’s research team members have access to and receive training on a suite
of sophisticated surface analysis instruments through Surface Science Western for SEM/EDX
(scanning electron microscope/energy disperse x-ray), Auger, XPS (X-ray photoelectron
spectrometer), profilometry, etc., the Biotron for TEM (transmission electron microscope) and
ICP-MS (inductively coupled plasma – mass spectrometer), the Nanofabrication Facility
(Nanofab) for Focus Ion Beam (FIB) and SEM/EDX, the Zircon and Accessory Phase
Laboratory (ZAPLab) for EBSD (electron backscatter diffraction), and the Tandetron Accelerator
Facility for heavy ion-beam irradiation.
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HQP
Current (As of May 2017):
 1.5 Research Associates: Dr. J. Joseph, Dr. G. Whitaker
 9 PhD Candidates: M. Momeni, D. Guo, R. Morco, J. Turnbull, Y.G. Shin,
M. Li, R. KarimHaghighi, M. Zakeri, M. Naghizadeh
 4 MSc Candidates: C. Spark, M. Bahrami, L. Grandy, T.V. Do
Completed Training in 2016 – May 2017:
 Tom Sutherland, PhD
 Arielle Jean, MSc
Key Student Achievements and Honours in 2016 – May 2017:
 M. Li (2017): 1st prize, NACE Student Oral Presentation Competition
 Momeni (2017): Canadian Nuclear Society Jervis Student Achievement Award
 R. Morco (2017): Roy G. Post Foundation Scholarship (International)
 M. Zakeri (2016): Ontario Trillium Scholarship
 M. Li (2016): 1st prize, Annual UNENE Workshop Poster competition

Recognition



Faculty of Science Graduate Student Mentoring Award (Sept 2016). Recognition for
excellence in graduate student mentoring.
Faculty of Science Distinguished Research Professorship Award (Jan 2015- Dec 2016),
Provides the recipient with release from teaching and administrative duties in order to
provide one year of full time research at Western.

Invited Talks (2016- May 2017)





US DOE Workshop of Basic Research Needs for Future Nuclear Energy. Panel
presentation, Rockville, Maryland, US, 2017.
Radiolytic Corrosion of Copper. Peer Review of NWMO Copper Corrosion Program,
Ottawa, ON, Canada, 2016.
Research Activities on Radiation Assisted Materials Performance Science at Western
University, Japan Atomic Energy Agency, Tokai-mura, Japan, 2016.
Gamma-Radiolysis Induced Corrosion. Research Conference on Post-Accident Waste
Management Safety (RCWM2016) and Safety Research for Radioactive Waste Storage,
Iwaki City, Fukushima, Japan, 2016.

Publications (2016 – May 2017)
Summary:

10 papers in peer reviewed journals
9 conference proceedings – not listed
54 conference presentations – not listed
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Peer-Review Journal Publications (Selected):
1.

R. Morco, J.M. Joseph, D. Hall, C. Medri, D. Shoesmith, J.C. Wren*. Modelling of Radiolytic
Production of HNO₃ Relevant to Corrosion of a Used Fuel Container in Deep Geologic
Repository Environments. Corr. Eng. Sci. Tech., 52, S1, 141-147 (2017).
2. T. Sutherland, C. Sparks, J.M. Joseph, Z. Wang, G. Whitaker, T-K. Sham, J.C. Wren*.
Effect of Ferrous Ion Concentration on the Kinetics of Radiation-Induced Iron-Oxide
Nanoparticle Formation and Growth. Phys. Chem. Chem. Phys., 19, 695-708, (2017).
3. Z. Wang, L. Alrehaily, J.M. Joseph, J.C. Wren*, J. Wang, T-K. Sham. Scanning
Transmission X-ray Microscopy Studies of Chromium Hydroxide Hollow Spheres and
Nanoparticles Formed by Gamma- Radiation. Can. J. Chem., Accepted (2017).
4. L. Wu, D. Guo, M. Li, J.M. Joseph, J.J. Noël, P. Keech, J.C. Wren*. Inverse Crevice
Corrosion of Carbon Steel: Effect of Solution Volume to Surface Area. J. Electrochem. Soc.,
164(9): C539-C553 (2017).
5. A.Y. Musa, J.C. Wren*. Combined Effect of Gamma-Radiation and pH on Corrosion of NiCr-Fe Alloy Inconel 600. Corros. Sci., 109 (2016) 1-12.
6. M. Momeni, M. Behazin, J.C. Wren*. Mass and Charge Balance (MCB) Model Simulations
of Current, Oxide Growth and Dissolution in Corrosion of Co-Cr Alloy Stellite-6, Journal of
The Electrochemical Society, 163 (3) C1-C12 (2016).
7. R.P. Morco, A.Y. Musa, M. Momeni, J.C. Wren*. Corrosion of Carbon Steel in the
[P14666][Br] Ionic Liquid: The Effects of -Radiation and Cover Gas. Corros. Sci., 102 (2016)
1-15.
8. V. Subramanian, J.M. Joseph, H. Subramanian, J.J. Noel, D.A. Guzonas, J.C. Wren*.
Steady-State Radiolysis of Supercritical Water: Model Predictions and Validation. ASME J.
Nuclear Rad. Sci., 2016 (2016), 021021-1-021021-6.
9. Z.Y. Xin, Y.H. Ling, Y.K. Bai, C. Zeng, S. Wang, J.C. Wren*. Effect of Hydrogen Uptake on
the Electrochemical Corrosion of N18 Zircaloy under Gamma-Radiation. Appl. Surf. Sci.,
388: 252-258, (2016).
10. M. Sterniczuk, P. Yakabuskie, J.C. Wren, J. Jacob, D. Bartels. Radiolysis Escape Yields for
Reducing Radicals and H₂ in Pressurized High Temperature Water. Rad. Phys. Chem.,
121: 35-42, (2016).
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UOIT – Atef Mohany CRD
CRD Title: Investigation of the Dynamic Response of CANDU Fuel
Bundle Due to Acoustic Pressure Pulsations in the HTS Piping System
Overview
The main objectives of this project are to experimentally investigate
the effectiveness of passive acoustic damping devices on the
attenuation of acoustic pressure pulsations in piping system and to
numerically simulate the dynamic response of CANDU fuel bundle
due to acoustic pressure pulsations.

Program Results /Highlights
Experimental characterization of acoustic pressure pulsations in
piping system using the first experimental loop is complete. The
characterization included the effect of the pipe diameter, length, and
flow rate on the acoustic pressure pulsations. Moreover, the investigation of different damping
devices to reduce acoustic pressure pulsations in piping system is well underway. This work has
been conducted using the first experimental loop. The commissioning of the second
experimental loop is delayed due to a safety issue in the current research space. The issue has
been resolved and the commissioning of the second experimental loop will commence in
August.

Cases with Realized outcomes to Industry
N/A at the moment

Research Facilities and Equipment
A comprehensive design of the experimental setups is complete. The construction of the test
loops will start in August. The 3D layouts of both the water loop and the air loop that will be built
for this project are shown below.
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Current HQP
Degree/Position
PhD
MASc
Undergraduate
Research Student
Totals

Applicant
1
3
1

Co-Applicant
1
1
1

5

3
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HQP that Graduated
N/A

Publications /Journal Papers
1. M. Abdelmwgoud, M. Shaaban, N. Arafa, K. Sachedina, A. Mohany, M. Hassan, (2017),
“Suppression of Acoustic Pressure Pulsations in Piping Systems using Passive Control
Devices”, 37th Annual Conference of the Canadian Nuclear Society, June 4-7, Niagara
Falls, Canada
2. M. Shaaban, M. Abdelmwgoud, N. Arafa, K. Sachedina, A. Mohany, M. Hassan, (2017),
“Measurements of Acoustic Characteristics of Piping Systems at Different Flow
Velocities”, 37th Annual Conference of the Canadian Nuclear Society, June 4-7, Niagara
Falls, Canada.
3. O. Elbanhawy, M. Alziadeh, A. Mohany, M. Hassan, (2017), “Investigation of the CANDU
Fuel Bundles Structural Integrity due to Flow-Induced Vibrations”, 37th Annual
Conference of the Canadian Nuclear Society, June 4-7, Niagara Falls, Canada.

Interactions /Consultations to Industry
We are in touch with the Technical Advisory Committee (TAC) and copies of the publications
were shared with them to provide their feedback on the work. Moreover, a meeting was held at
UOIT with Ali Keshavarz to discuss the project results and future steps.
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UOIT – Eleodor Nichita CRD
CRD Title: Improved CANDU Core Homogenization and Benchmark
Models
Overview
With concerns about climate change ever present, nuclear energy
continues to be an attractive source of electricity which has minute
CO2 emissions and is stable, reliable, and almost inexhaustible. In
Ontario, the CANDU-reactor fleet has been providing approximately
50% of the provincial electricity supply. For CANDU reactors to
continue to be an important contributor to the provincial energy supply
they have to satisfy ever increasing economic and safety demands. In
particular, increasingly accurate and detailed simulation models are
required for the safety analysis of existing, as well as future, CANDU
reactors. The broad objective of this proposal is twofold: To develop a
new, more accurate, method for calculating the neutron power
distribution in a nuclear reactor by using advanced homogenization
methods and to develop detailed CANDU-specific benchmark problems to test the newlydeveloped method, as well as other methods and codes in current use in the Canadian nuclear
industry. As a result of the proposed research, the Canadian nuclear industry will enjoy
improved capabilities of its computer simulation tools. For its part, the University will increase its
expertise in the area of advanced nuclear reactor simulation tools and its graduate students
trained as part of this project will enjoy sound knowledge of nuclear engineering and experience
working on a challenging engineering problem. New knowledge will be generated and
advancements will be made in the area of nuclear engineering related to CANDU reactors.
1. Global-local iterations using discontinuity factors
As part of this project, a new global-local iteration model will be developed for CANDU lattices,
whereby cross sections and discontinuity factors will be generated using non-reflective nodeboundary conditions. The node boundary conditions will be determined by performing iterations
between the core calculations and the single-node (cell) calculations. At each iteration, node
boundary conditions from the previous core calculation will be used in a single-node (cell)
calculation to calculate updated cross sections and discontinuity factors which will be used in
the subsequent core calculation. The iterative process will continue until convergence. The
converged values of the node-boundary currents are expected to be very close to the exact
values and hence the resulting homogenized cross sections and discontinuity factors are
expected to yield more accurate full-core results than standard homogenization. Single-cell
(lattice) calculations will be performed using the lattice code DRAGON and core calculations will
be performed using the DISDIF3D diffusion code developed at UOIT, which is a finite-difference
diffusion code which allows the use of discontinuity factors.
2. Development of a partial-cell homogenization model
One way to reduce homogenization-related errors is to use smaller homogenization regions.
The possibility of using partial-cell homogenization will be investigated. A CANDU cell will
therefore be divided into rectangular sub-regions and homogenized cross sections will be
generated for such smaller regions. Different cell sub-divisions will be studied to determine the
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ones that yield the best results. Such a partial-cell homogenization method, which does not rely
on discontinuity factors, has the advantage of not requiring any changes to be made to the
existing full-core diffusion codes and only requires a change in the procedure for generating
cell-averaged cross sections. DRAGON models for CANDU bundles will be developed and
used to generate homogenized cross sections for parts of the cell. Diffusion calculations will be
performed using DONJON. A partial-core benchmark model will be used to compare transport
results with results obtained using full-cell homogenization and with results obtained using
partial-cell homogenization, to assess the efficacy of the latter.
3. Development of detailed CANDU benchmarks and code-suite comparisons
Two full-core benchmark models will be developed: one for a 380-channel core and another one
for a 480-channel core. The full-core models will include the full complement of channels, so as
to preserve the bi-directional fuelling symmetry and will use 69-group energy detail and explicit
fuel composition at each burnup. Partial core benchmark models will focus on two types of
regions that customarily pose homogenization problems: regions including reactivity devices (in
particular mechanical control rods and shutdown rods) and regions including reflector. The
developed benchmarks will be used to compare results obtained using the WIMS-IST/RFSPIST
suite of codes and the DRAGON/DONJON suite of codes. The DRAGON/DONJON calculations
will be performed at UOIT and the WIMS-IST/RFSP-IST calculations will be performed at OPG
and UOIT.

Program Results /Highlights
The project started in April 2014, with the first students enrolling in September 2014. The
project was extended at no additional cost to March 2018. Progress for each objective, for the
period April 2015-June 2017 is shown below.
1. Global-local iterations using discontinuity factors
The possibility of using global-local iterations and discontinuity factors to reconstruct pinby-pin powers in CANDU cells has been investigated. A simple, 3x3-cell, twodimensional model which does not include a reflector region has been developed to test
the global-local iteration method and pin-power reconstruction for CANDU
configurations. Results for the 3x3 model show pin power errors below 0.5% when
diffusion calculations are compared with transport (DRAGON) calculations. This work
generated two publications so far (4, 5).
2. Development of a partial-cell homogenization model
A simple DRAGON-based full-cell homogenization model has been developed as well as
a DRAGON model for partial-cell homogenization. Results were published the
Transactions of the American Nuclear Society (3). Model refinements (multi-cell
calculations) have been discussed with the technical advisory committee and are now
being implemented.
3. Development of detailed CANDU benchmarks and code-suite comparisons
Possible concepts, configurations and size for full-core and partial-core benchmarks
have been discussed with the technical advisory committee and models have been
developed. This work generated two publications so far (1 ,2).
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Cases with Realized Outcomes to Industry
The partial-cell homogenization (track 2) approach has the potential to impact the way full-core
neutronics calculations are performed, provided the refined models prove successful.
The developed benchmarks (track 3) will be very useful for industry code verification.

Current HQP
2 Ph.D. Students
1 M.A.Sc. Student

HQP that Graduated
1 M.A.Sc. Student
1 PDF

Publications /Journal Papers
1. P. Schwanke, Q. Liu and E. Nichita, “A Multi-Purpose Homogeneous-Node Benchmark
for PHWR Configurations”, Tans. Am. Nucl. Soc., (accepted)
2. P. Schwanke and E. Nichita, “Analytic Benchmark for Fuel-Reflector PHWR
Configurations”. Proc. 37th Annual Conference of the Canadian Nuclear Society, June 4
– June 7, Niagara Falls, ON, Canada, (2017)
3. E. Nichita and S. Mohapatra “Application of SPH Factors to PHWR Lattice
Homogenization”, Trans. Am. Nucl. Soc., 114, (2016)
4. E. Usalp and E. Nichita, “Leakage-Corrected Discontinuity Factors for PHWR Lattices –
A simple Test”, Proc. 7th International Conference on Modelling and Simulation in
Nuclear Science and Engineering, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada, October 18-21, (2015)
5. E. Nichita and E. Usalp, “Pin Power Reconstruction for PHWR Reactors Using LeakageCorrected Discontinuity Factors”, Trans. Am. Nucl. Soc., 112, (2015)

Interactions /Consultations to Industry
The technical advisory committee has been established. Four meetings were held with the
OPG collaborator and an additional meeting with the full advisory committee. Additionally, the
research team participated in two two-day meetings of the UNENE RAC.
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University of Ottawa – Stavros Tavoularis CRD
CRD Title: Experimental and Computational Studies of Two-Phase
Flows in Nuclear Reactor Systems
Overview
The objective of this project is to apply, and further develop, available
experimental and computational fluid dynamics (CFD) methods to the
study of two-phase flow characteristics in tubes and in header-feeder
systems of the type used in CANDU nuclear power plants. The main
experimental tasks are: i) constructing a versatile header/feeder
model, in which different combinations of active inlet turrets and active
feeders can be selected; ii) assembling a database of measurements
of gas and liquid flow rates in the feeder tubes of this model, while
also documenting the turret inlet conditions and the flow patterns
inside the header; and iii) assessing the effect of flow obstructions
inside feeder tubes on the gas and liquid flow rates. The main task of
the computational analysis is to perform CFD simulations of air-water
flows at the same inlet flow conditions and in the same geometries as those of the experiments
and to compare the simulation results to the measurements to verify the applicability of CFD as
a tool for two-phase flow simulation at conditions and geometries of interest to nuclear safety
analysis. The proposed experimental and numerical investigations will be conducted using
state-of-the-art tools and will advance the technical capabilities of nuclear reactor designers and
safety analysts. They are in direct support of the CNL air-water header facility tests.
The project has been very successful and its results have been published in six articles in
refereed journals, two graduate theses, eight conference presentations and one technical
report. There is accumulating evidence that demonstrates that this work has so far been
disseminated extensively and that it is on its way to make an impact in the field. The following
sections outline progress achieved during 2016.

Anticipated Benefits to Industry
The research program aims at producing original measurements and numerical simulations that
will enhance the information and tools available to CNL engineers for analyzing the operation
and safety of CANDU header systems. In the short term, the results of the project will be used
to support the two-phase flow measurements in the header test facility at CNL with wire-mesh
sensors. In the longer term, the results will be used to assist CNL staff in performing CFD
simulations of the header system and in developing constitutive relations for the two-fluid model
to be included in CATHENA 4, the next generation system thermalhydraulics code being
developed by CNL. This grant is enabling uOttawa to educate several students and other highly
qualified research personnel in nuclear reactor thermalhydraulics, thus providing the nuclear
industry with a pool of prospective highly skilled research engineers to replace the currently
retiring generation of such personnel, which were mostly hired approximately three decades
ago. As most universities in Canada, USA and elsewhere eliminated or drastically reduced their
educational and research programs in Nuclear Engineering, graduates with this type of
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expertise are needed urgently. Postdoctoral Fellows and students to receive doctorates through
this program will also be eligible to pursue academic careers, thus strengthening the few
existing Canadian academic programs in Nuclear Engineering and helping establish new ones.

Interactions / Consultations to Industry
The University of Ottawa team is in contact with CNL and CNSC staff, having frequent
discussions concerning research plans and priorities.

Research Facilities and Equipment
Experimental facility: A Modular Header Facility was commissioned in Summer 2014 at the
University of Ottawa Fluid Mechanics Laboratory (Figure 1). The main component of the facility
is a 203 mm I.D. horizontal cylindrical header made of black-anodized aluminium. The header
has two inlet turrets, with inner diameters of 32.5 mm and 154 mm, respectively. The larger
turret may be capped with a clear acrylic cover, thus permitting visual observation of the header
interior. Two additional observation ports made of clear acrylic were installed at either end of the
header. Twenty feeder ports with end flanges were arranged in axially equidistant groups of four
banks. Each bank consists of five feeder ports, which are connected to the header at three
angles of inclination; two ports are horizontal and across from each other, two ports are inclined
at 45° below horizontal and one port is vertical, pointing downwards. The header is described as
modular, as it permits any combination of feeder ports to be connected to active feeders during
an experiment, while the remaining ports are blocked by solid plugs made of polyvinyl chloride
(PVC), up to the inside diameter of the header body. The feeders are tubes made of clear PVC
with an inside diameter of 32.5 mm. The active feeders are attached to the feeder ports using
standard flanges. Beside the header and feeders, the facility comprises a stainless steel water
tank, a centrifugal pump and a 32.5 mm I.D. clear PVC inlet line. The liquid and gas flow rates
at the inlet turret and in each active feeder are measured by calibrated flowmeters. An array of
conductivity probes (Figure 2) was constructed, capable of measuring the void fraction
distribution throughout the header.
CFD Laboratory: The principal investigator’s CFD laboratory comprises several multi-processor
servers for parallel processing, several high-end multiprocessor personal computers for data
pre- and post-processing and mass storage devices. In addition, the team makes use of the
large-scale, shared computing facilities of CAC (Centre for Advanced Computing) and RQCHP
(Réseau québécois de calcul de haute performance). The team has access to commercial and
open-source CFD packages with multi-phase simulation capabilities, including Star-CCM+,
Nek5000 and OpenFOAM.
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Figure 1. Three-dimensional view of the modular header (top) and schematic diagram of
modular header facility (bottom). All dimensions are in mm.
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Figure 2. Schematic diagrams of the conductivity probe array (top) and its traversing system in
the header (bottom).

Program Results / Highlights
Experimental work: We have developed novel experimental techniques for the identification of
the flow pattern and measurement of the flow rates of both phases in gas-liquid pipe flows [2, 5,
12, 13]. These methods are automated, non-intrusive and economical, so that their use would
be feasible in industrial as well as laboratory settings. To meet these conditions, we followed an
inter-disciplinary approach that combined the use of classical single-phase flow instrumentation,
signal analysis and machine learning. We further developed and used similar techniques to
measure the two-phase flow distribution in the downward feeders of the University of Ottawa
modular header facility [7]. The purpose of this study was to investigate the flow distribution
among the feeders of a header-feeder system; an uneven distribution of liquid flow during
postulated accident scenarios may introduce safety concerns. The flow patterns in the header
and near the feeder inlets were observed visually and were found to depend on the overall gas
and liquid flow rates as well as the number and locations of active feeders. The two-phase flow
distributions in the feeders were also found to be correlated with the flow patterns in the header.
Representative plots of the phase flow rate distributions in a simple header/feeder configuration
are shown in Figure 3. Future experiments planned in the Modular Header facility will be aimed
at studying the effect of different feeder orientations on the two-phase flow distribution, as well
as assessing the effect of flow obstructions inside the feeder tubes on the gas and liquid flow
distribution. The conductivity probe array (Figure 2) has been calibrated and is used to
investigate the phase distribution and location of the free surface in the header. Preliminary
measurements of the average location of the free surface in the header are shown in Figure 4;
these results were obtained with the use of the conductivity probe array..
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Figure 3. Contour maps of the ratios of liquid (left) and gas (right) mass flow rates through
feeder # 1 to the corresponding mass flow rates ̇ and ̇ at the inlet turret for cases with the
header connected to feeders #1 and #4 only.

Figure 4. Average location of the free surface in the header centreplane for three different inlet
liquid mass flow rates and with the header top open to the atmosphere. Only feeders #1 and #4
are active in this case.
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Computational work: An emerging need in industry is the development of best practice
guidelines for two-phase flow simulations, similar to those that already exist for single phase
flow simulations. We have evaluated a variety of CFD models implemented in commercial and
open source CFD codes for several flow configurations, including the flow of Taylor bubbles
rising in stagnant liquid columns [1]. The chosen approach was the use of Detached Eddy
Simulation (DES) with the Volume Of Fluid (VOF) model. The objective of this study was to
shed light on the turbulence and heat transfer characteristics of two-phase slug flow. The flow
structures that influence the coalescence of consecutive Taylor bubbles was also investigated.
Some representative results are shown in Figure 5. The same CFD approach has been applied
to the simulation of the two-phase flow in the modular header-feeder with different feeder
configurations. Several cases have been completed and several others are in progress. The
predictions of liquid flow rate through each feeder are in fair agreement with the measured
values. Representative results are shown in Figure 6.

Figure 5. Velocity field about a Taylor bubble rising in a stagnant water column (three leftmost
plots) and tendency of two Taylor bubbles to merge (right plot).
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Figure 6. Representative snapshots of the free surface in the header (top) and axial velocity
contours at the exit planes of the two active feeders (bottom).
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Training of Highly Qualified Personnel (HQP)
The following persons have been engaged in this project.
 Dr. Hadi Moradi, Postdoctoral Fellow (full-time, started July 2016): Numerical simulations
of air-water flows in a header-feeder system.
 Azim Bin Mohd Arshad, Ph.D. candidate (full-time, started January 2016):
Measurements in flows of air-water mixtures in a header-feeder system.
 Armel Don, Research Assistant (part-time, January - May 2016): Design and
construction of multi-probe void fraction measurement system. Current Employer:
Linamar Corporation.
 Harun Oria, Ph.D. candidate (full-time, January 2015 - April 2016): Experiments and
numerical simulations of two-phase flows. Current Employer: Unknown.
 Dr. Hassan Shaban, Ph.D. (completed 2015): Experiments and numerical simulations of
two-phase flows in pipes and in header-feeder systems, application of machine learning
methods in the study of two-phase flows. Current Employer: ICF International.
 Dr. Dongil Chang, Research Associate (part-time, completed 2015): Numerical
simulations of two-phase flows. Current Employer: Altair Engineering Inc.
 Etienne Lessard, M.A.Sc. (completed 2013): Measurement of two-phase flow in
horizontal pipes with wire-mesh sensors. Current employer: Canadian Nuclear
Laboratories (CNL).
 Dr. Yuan Liu, Research Assistant (completed 2011): Evaluation of CFD methods for twophase flows. Current employer: Life Prediction Technologies Inc.

Publications / Journal Papers
1.

2.
3.

4.

5.

6.
7.

8.

Shaban, H. and Tavoularis, S., 2017. “Thermal characteristics of Taylor bubble flow.”
10th International Conference on Thermal Engineering: Theory and Applications,
February 26-28, 2017, Muscat, Oman.
Shaban, H. and Tavoularis, S., 2017. “Performance evaluation of conductivity wire-mesh
sensors in vertical channels.” Flow Measurement and Instrumentation 54, 185-196.
Bin Mohd Arshad, A. and Tavoularis, S., 2017. “Study of water-air interface in a
horizontal cylindrical header using conductivity probes.” Thousand Islands Fluid
Dynamics Meeting, Gananoque, Canada.
Vafadar Moradi, H., Shaban, H. and Tavoularis, S., 2017. “Numerical simulation of airwater flow in a header-feeder system.” Thousand Islands Fluid Dynamics Meeting,
Gananoque, Canada.
Shaban, H. and Tavoularis, S., 2016. “On the accuracy of gas flow rate measurements
in gas–liquid pipe flows by cross-correlating dual wire-mesh sensor signals.”
International Journal of Multiphase Flow 78, pp. 70-74.
Shaban, H. and Tavoularis, S., 2015. “The wire-mesh sensor as a two-phase flow
meter.” Measurement Science and Technology 26, 015306 (16 pp).
Shaban, H. and Tavoularis, S., 2015. “Distribution of downward air-water flow in vertical
tubes connected to a horizontal cylindrical header.” Nuclear Engineering and Design
291, pp. 90-100.
Shaban, H. and Tavoularis, S., 2015. “Detached eddy simulations of Taylor bubbles
rising in stagnant liquid columns.” Bulletin of the American Physical Society 60 (21): 68th
Annual Meeting of the APS Division of Fluid Dynamics, D9.00003 (1 pp.).
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Shaban, H. and Tavoularis, S., 2015. “Zorbubbles: Producing flow regimes in air-water
flow.” Video entry, APS Gallery of Fluid Motion, http://gfm.aps.org/meetings/dfd2015/55e1b23a69702d060d0e0000.
Shaban, H., 2015. “Experimental investigations of internal air-water flows.” Ph.D. thesis,
University of Ottawa, Ottawa, Canada.
Oria, H., H. Shaban and S. Tavoularis, 2015. Air-water flow distribution in multiple
vertical tubes branching from a horizontal header. Thousand Islands Fluid Dynamics
Meeting, T.I.M. 2015, Gananoque, Canada.
Shaban, H. and Tavoularis, S., 2014. “Measurement of gas and liquid flow rates in twophase pipe flows by the application of machine learning techniques to differential
pressure signals.” International Journal of Multiphase Flow 67, pp. 106-117.
Shaban, H. and Tavoularis, S., 2014. “Identification of flow regime in vertical upward airwater pipe flow using differential pressure signals and elastic maps.” International
Journal of Multiphase Flow 61, pp. 62-72.
Lessard, E., Shaban, H. and Tavoularis, S., 2014c. “Measurements in horizontal airwater pipe flows using wire-mesh sensors.” 2014 Canada-China Conference on
Advanced Reactor Development (CCCARD-2014), Niagara Falls, Canada, 27 - 30 April,
2014.
Shaban, H. and Tavoularis, S., 2014. “Identification of flow regime in air-water pipe flow
using differential pressure fluctuations and elastic maps.” Thousand Islands Fluid
Mechanics Meeting, Gananoque, Canada, 30 May - 1 June, 2014.
Lessard, E., 2014. “Measurements in horizontal air-water pipe flows using wire-mesh
sensors.” M.A.Sc. Thesis, University of Ottawa, Ottawa, Canada.
Shaban, H, and Tavoularis, S., 2014. “Development of drift-flux models for evaluating
two-phase mass flow rates in a header facility.” Technical Report UO-MCG-DFM-201401 (110 pp.), University of Ottawa, Ottawa, Canada.
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Royal Military College of Canada – Thomas Krause CRD
CRD Title: Comprehensive Model of Eddy Current Based Pressure
Tube to Calandria Tube Gap Measurement
Overview
This project focuses on generating three dimensional (3D) analytic
and finite element method (FEM) models of eddy current (EC) probe
response to changes in gap between pressure tube (PT) and
calandria tube (CT) in CANDU® nuclear reactor fuel channels. EC
based gap measurement is used in predictions of time-to-contact
between PT and CT and is, therefore, important for safety and
licensing of CANDU® reactors.
Although gap measurement
systems are presently being qualified by fuel channel inspection
service providers, no analytical or FEM 3D models of EC response
to changes in PT to CT gap is presently available. EC gap response
has been analytically modeled in two dimensions (2D) using flat
plate geometries, but these models do not accurately reproduce
many of the factors that affect gap measurement accuracy. In particular, a 3D model is required
to incorporate effects of curved PT and CT geometry, local variations in PT diameter, ovality, PT
wall thickness and resistivity, and probe lift-off and tilt. A validated 3D EC model could be used
towards inspection qualification by inexpensively supplementing laboratory and field
measurements, and assisting in quantification of the effect of essential parameters on gap
measurement accuracy.
The objectives of this project are:

1.

Generate a comprehensive model of eddy current measurement of pressure tube to
calandria tube gap beginning with a two dimensional (2D) analytical model followed
by 3D FEM (COMSOL) modelling in order to quantify the effects of essential
parameters on gap measurement accuracy (progressing).

2.

Assemble an experimental set-up for laboratory PT to CT gap measurement using
actual transmit-receive eddy current probe technology (completed).

3.

Acquire EC signals under variable PT and CT gap, PT resistivity variation, local
pressure tube diameter and wall thickness variations, PT and CT ovality, and
proximity of external structures such as LISS nozzles (progressing).

4.

Validate theoretical models with data obtained, first under laboratory conditions,
simulating actual fuel channel geometries, and second, if available by examination of
real in-channel inspection data (progressing).

5.

Use models to explore effects of variable in-reactor measurement conditions
(progressing).

6.

Make recommendations for achieving improvements in accuracy within existing gap
measurement systems and identify key parameters affecting PT to CT gap
measurement accuracy with the goal of providing support for inspection qualification
programs (initiated).
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Program Results /Highlights
This project was funded as of August 1, 2014. In the past 3 years progress was made towards
objectives 1 to 6 above. Masters student starts have been Sept. 2014 and May 2016. Two 4 th
year and one 2nd year summer students started in May 2017. One will start a Masters in Sept.
2017. Students have developed 3D FEM and analytic models of EC probe response to changes
in PT-to-CT gap. Comparison of FEM model results, and analytical 2D flat-plate and 3D
concentric-tube model solutions with experimental gap data, under variable PT wall thickness
and resistivity, show good agreement.
CANDU® reactor fuel bundles are immersed in a heat transport coolant (~300 C) within a 6 m
long pressure tube (PT). A gas-filled calandria tube (CT) surrounds the PT and thermally
isolates it from the heavy water moderator (~50C) surrounding the fuel channels. Four annulus
spacers separate the hot PT from the cool CT, with the goal of preventing contact and
consequent potential formation of hydride blisters on the PT, which can lead to cracking. As a
result, assurance that contact will not occur is a key nuclear regulator requirement.
In-reactor gap monitoring is performed by inspection systems that deliver an EC probe, which is
sensitive to the proximity of the CT from within the PT [1]. Figure 1 shows a cross-section of the
EC probe inside a cutaway of the PT and CT. Parameters of interest are the separation
between the PT and CT, gap, and proximity of the liquid injection shutdown system (LISS)
nozzle. The EC probe consists of drive and receive coils. As a 1st approximation, a 2D model
was considered, since coil centre-to-centre spacing was ~11 mm, while nominal PT inner
diameter (ID) is 104 mm [1]. Parameters that affect measurement of PT to CT gap include
variations from nominal PT wall thickness of 4.3 mm and resistivity (~52 cm), and distance
of the EC probe from the PT ID surface, known as lift-off (LO) [1]. These parameters can vary
under in-reactor conditions due to irradiation and pressure induced creep, which will increase
PT diameter, decrease wall thickness and may alter PT resistivity [1]. These variables
complicate the accurate determination of EC measured gap under typical in-reactor inspection
conditions.
Analytical Models
2D analytical solutions for the response of EC amplitude to changes in gap have been validated
by experiments [2]. New 2D analytic models, based on Desjardins et al. solutions [3],
incorporate the drive-receive geometry [4], but also make the approximation that PTs and CTs
are infinite parallel plates. Recently a concentric-tube model, which incorporates PT curvature
and simulates change in gap due to a radially growing CT, whose axis remains coaxial with that
of the PT, has been developed.
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Axial
Radial

Figure 1: Cross-section view of eddy current probe in a PT above a LISS nozzle.

Comparison of 2D Flat-plate and 3D Concentric-Tube Analytical Models
2D flat-plate and 3D concentric-tube analytical models are in good agreement with experimental
measurements under wall thickness variations as shown in Figure 2. The concentric–tube
model is able to predict gap values to within 0.1 mm between contact and 5 mm gap, which is
two times more accurate than the current flat-plate model. At maximum gap the concentric
model has an average relative error of 2%, compared with the flat-plate model’s relative error of
20%. The improved accuracy of the concentric-tube model, particularly at larger gaps, was
attributed to the more accurate representation of the pressure and calandria tubes’ curved
geometry.
Measurement of LISS Nozzle Proximity to Fuel Channel
Fuel channels may also pass over perpendicularly oriented tubes (nozzles) that are part of the
liquid injection shutdown system (LISS), as shown in Figure 1. The proximity of (LISS) nozzles
not only compromises gap measurement, but if contact occurs between a LISS nozzle and CT,
flow-induced vibrations from within the moderator could lead to fretting and deformation of the
CT. LISS nozzle proximity to CTs is currently measured optically from within the calandria
vessel. Measurement by an alternate method would provide confidence in optical results and
supplement cases where optical observations are not possible. Investigation of the EC based
gap probe as a tool to measure proximity of LISS nozzles was carried out and EC response as
a function of LISS-PT proximity was experimentally measured. Figure 3 shows the EC gap
probe voltage response to a LISS nozzle with varying radial and axial positions at 0 mm gap.
For LISS contact with the CT the axial EC response is over 80 mm.
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Figure 2: Comparison of flat-plate and concentric tube models with experimental PT-CT gap
measurements balanced at 9 mm gap for various PT wall thicknesses.

Figure 3: Eddy current voltages in response to the LISS moving in both radial and axial
directions to the PT. Peak responses in the distribution are indicated by a dashed line.
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Figure 4 shows predicted distance of LISS nozzle from the PT, obtained by fitting total voltage
with a power law relation, as a function of measured proximity. Only a minimal effect of gap
variation (between contact and 11 mm), on EC signal response is observed. The method
predicts LISS-PT proximity out to 15 mm with ±0.3 mm (2σ) accuracy and out to 25 mm with
±0.9 mm (2σ) accuracy with PT resistivity, PT wall thickness and probe liftoff held constant. A
CT to LISS distance would be obtained by incorporating gap estimates and additional fuel
channel sag under loaded fuel conditions.

Figure 4: Predicted distance of LISS nozzle from the PT, obtained by fitting total voltage with a
power law relation, as a function of measured proximity.
Conclusions
Modeling of eddy current based pressure tube (PT) to calandria tube (CT) gap measurement
that accounts for curved tube geometries has been developed. Two and three dimensional
analytical and finite element method (FEM) models have been generated and have been
compared with laboratory measurements of gap under PT wall thickness and resistivity
variations. Excellent agreement between analytic solutions and experimental data has been
observed, with substantially improved accuracy obtained by a concentric-tube model that
accounts for PT curvature and approximates CT radius of curvature as having increasing radius
as gap between PT and CT increases. Accurate modeling of EC probe liftoff variation still
requires validation.
The EC gap probe was investigated as a tool to measure proximity of LISS nozzles. EC
response as a function of LISS-PT proximity was fit with a power law expression that could be
used to predict LISS-PT proximity out to 15 mm with ±0.3 mm (2σ) accuracy and out to 25 mm
with ±0.9 mm (2σ) accuracy under varying gap conditions. This method has potential to provide
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LISS-CT proximity using existing gap measurement data. However, calibration of system
response still needs to be developed. Continuing work will examine the effect of variation of PT
wall thickness, PT resistivity and probe liftoff on measurement of LISS-PT proximity. Obtaining
LISS nozzle proximity at multiple inspection intervals could be used to provide an estimate of
time to LISS-CT contact and thereby, provide a means of optimizing maintenance schedules.
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Cases with Realized outcomes to Industry
N/A

Research Facilities and Equipment
Royal Military College possess an MS5800 eddy current system, same used for in-reactor
inspections and 3 COMSOL licences operated on dual-quad workstations with average of 180
GB RAM, each. Coil winding equipment and 3D printing capability.

Current HQP
Two Masters level and two 4th year summer students.

HQP that Graduated
Mark Luloff (November 2016)
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[12] G. Klein, J. Morelli and T. W. Krause, ‘Comparison of 2D and 3D FEM Models of Eddy
Current Pressure Tube to Calandria Tube Gap Measurement'12th CANDU Owners Group Fuel
Channel Seminar, Ajax Convention Centre, Ajax, ON, May 30,31, 2017. Poster & Oral
Presentation. 2nd Runner Up in Student Poster Competition and Oral Presentation.
[13] P. Bennett, P.R. Underhill, J. Morelli and T.W. Krause, ‘Proximity Measurement of Remote
Tubes from within Fuel Channels of CANDU® Reactors’, CINDE NDT in Canada Conference,
Quebec city, Quebec, June 6-8, 2017.
[14] G. Klein, K. Faurschou, J. Caddell, M. Luloff, J. Morelli and T. W. Krause, ‘Comparison of
2D and 3D FEM Models of Eddy Current Pressure Tube to Calandria Tube Gap Measurement',
UNENE Student poster competition, Waterloo University, Dec 13, 2016. Poster.
[15] P. Bennett, K. Faurschou, R. Underhill, J. Morelli and T.W. Krause, ‘Gap probe
measurement of LISS nozzle proximity to fuel channel’, UNENE Student poster competition,
Waterloo University, Dec 13, 2016. Poster and Oral Presentation.
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[16] G. Klein, M.S. Luloff, J. Morelli and T.W. Krause, ‘Finite Element Model of Eddy Current
Measurement of Pressure Tube to Calandria Tube Gap’, 6th International CANDU ISI
Workshop/NDT in Canada 2016 Conference, Burlington, ON, Nov 15-17, 2016.
[17] P. Bennett, P.R. Underhill, J. Morelli and T.W. Krause ‘Eddy Current Measurement of LISS
Nozzle Proximity using the Gap Probe’, 52nd Annual Canadian Undergraduate Physics
Conference (CUPC), Dalhousie University, Halifax, NS, Oct. 13-16, 2016.

Interactions /Consultations to Industry
[18] T.W. Krause. G. Klein, P. Bennett, P.R. Underhill, J. Morelli and M. Daymond, ‘Effect of
Resistivity Variation on Pressure Tube to Calandria Tube Gap Measurement’, COG FC
Deformation Working Group Meeting, OPG, 889 Brock Road, Pickering, ON, June 15, 2017
Invited.
[19] T.W. Krause, P. Bennett, S. Contant, K. Faurschou, G. Klein, M. Luloff, J. Morelli and P.R.
Underhill, ‘Model of Eddy Current Based Pressure Tube to Calandria Tube Gap Measurement’,
UNENE Research Advisory Committee Meeting, UOIT, Oshawa, ON, May 9 2017.
[20] M. Luloff, J. Morelli and T.W. Krause, ‘Numerical Modelling of Eddy Current Probes for
CANDU Fuel Channel Inspection’, Electromagnetics NDE Working Group Meeting, 230
Westney Road, Ajax, ON, March 17, 2017.
[21] G. Klein, M. Luloff, J. Morelli and T.W. Krause, ‘Semi-Analytical and FEM Modelling of
Pressure Tube to Calandria Tube Gap Measurements’, Electromagnetics NDE Working Group
Meeting, 230 Westney Road, Ajax, ON, March 17, 2017.
[22] P. Bennet, K. Faurschou, P.R. Underhill, J. Morelli and T.W. Krause, ‘Measurement of the
LISS Nozzle-Pressure Tube Proximity using the Gap Probe’, Electromagnetics NDE Working
Group Meeting, 230 Westney Road, Ajax, ON, March 17, 2017.
[23] G. Klein, M. Luloff, J. Morelli and T.W Krause, ‘Finite Element Model of Eddy Current
Measurement of Pressure Tube to Calandria Tube Gap’ CNSC Offices, 280 Slater Street,
Ottawa, ON, Feb. 23, 2017.
[24] P. Bennett, K. Faurschou, P.R. Underhill, J. Morelli and T.W. Krause ‘Gap probe
measurement of LISS nozzle proximity to a fuel channel’, Canadian Nuclear Safety
Commission, 280 Slater St, Ottawa, ON, Feb. 23, 2017.
[25] G. Klein, M. Luloff, J. Morelli and T.W Krause, ‘Finite Element Model of Eddy Current
Measurement of Pressure Tube to Calandria Tube Gap’, CNL, Building 456, Chalk River
Laboratories, Chalk River, ON, Feb. 24, 2017.
[26] P. Bennett, K. Faurschou, P.R. Underhill, J. Morelli and T.W. Krause ‘Gap probe
measurement of LISS nozzle proximity to a fuel channel’, Inspection, Monitoring and Dynamics
Branch, Canadian Nuclear Laboratories, Chalk River, ON, Feb. 24, 2017.
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Queen’s University – Zhongwen Yao CRD
CRD Title: Aging of Inconel X-750 Spacer Material
Overview
Dr. Zhongwen Yao was awarded the NSERC/UNENE/ Collaborative
Research and Development (CRD) Grant on June 1, 2013.
In modern CANDU® reactors, spacers are tight fitting springs that
provide support to the pressure tube, separate it from the cold
calandria tube (80°C) and prevent creep deformation of the pressure
tube. It is essential that the spacers in fuel channels maintain their
integrity throughout the fuel channel life, so the pressure tubes can be
guaranteed not to come in contact with the calandria tubes, risking
hydride blister formation and pressure tube rupture in which case the
nuclear power plant would be accidentally shut down. The first
generation of spacers were made of Zr-2.5Nb-0.5Cu and designed to
fit loosely with pressure tube. However the relaxation of the spring due to irradiation led directly
to the P2 G16 incident in 1983. As a result, the spacers in CANDU reactors were changed to a
tight fitting design made of Inconel X-750. In principle, Inconel X-750 is a γ’ Ni3[Al, Ti]
strengthened Ni based superalloy which possess excellent mechanical strength and good creep
properties in addition to oxide and corrosion resistance at high temperatures. However, in
recent years the effect of aging on the properties of Inconel X-750 spacers has been a growing
concern for the CANDU industry. Often spacers from removed channels have been found to be
broken. Mechanical tests on removed spacers have been conducted in CRL and results suggest
that they may have become embrittled.
The main objective of this project is to develop an understanding of the embrittlement behaviour
of the spacer, to address life management issues in existing operating reactors. The focus of
this project is to examine the effects of displacement damage using energetic ions (as an
analogue to fast neutron irradiation), combined with the effect of helium (via implantation carried
out using tandem accelerators, to simulate the effect of helium produced by n-α reactions from
Ni) on the properties of Inconel X-750: Ni (70%min), 13-17 Cr, 5-9 Fe, 2.25-2.75 Ti, 0.4-1.0 Al,
0.7-1.2 Nb+Ta. The short and long term results are directly applicable to understanding the
effect of aging on the integrity of CANDU spacers. The techniques and analysis methods
applied here to ion irradiated materials help characterize neutron irradiated materials being
studied at the Chalk River Laboratory (CRL) in parallel where the work can be rather
challenging in terms of the complexity in operation of radioactive materials. The following
sections outline progress achieved during 2016-2017.

Program Results /Highlights & Advances in Knowledge
In this study, ion irradiation with helium pre-implantation is primarily employed in bulk materials.
The investigation was mainly carried out at Montreal, Quebec. The figure 1 illustrates irradiation
facility in University of Montreal, and nano-indentor in reactor materials testing lab (RMTL) of
Queen’s University. The samples were characterized using transmission electron microscope
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prior to irradiation. Figure 2 indicates the element distribution of X-750 raw material which
implied the dual phase structure of this material - γ / γ’ and they are in ordered crystal structure.

A

B

Fig. 1 A) An accelerator @ University of Montreal was used for irradiation and helium
implantation of samples. B) A Nano-Indentation @ Queen’s University was used for mechanical
testing.

Fig. 2. ChemiSTEM mapping of X-750 prior to irradiation showing elements distribution within γ׳
precipitates.
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1) To characterize the microstructures of 40 MeV Ni ion irradiation induced defects in
spacer X-750 alloys, with and without helium pre-implantation.
The Ni ion irradiation is supposed to be closer simulation of fast neutron irradiation (~ 1
– 10 dpa), whereas the helium implantation (5000 appm helium) acts as transmutation
production mainly from thermal neutron damages. The focus is given to the
microstructure evolution of Inconel X-750 after irradiation using TEM characterization.
The results indicated:
 In the sample irradiated at room temperature, the cavity density is lower than the
sample irradiated at 400 °C, and the cavities average size is bigger (2±0.2 nm). The
cavity size distribution diagrams in both helium pre-implanted samples are depicted in
figure 3.
 The γ' superlattice reflections were found at different locations in the irradiated region as
well as the un-irradiated layer in the He-Ni at 400 °C and Ni at 400 °C samples. In
contrast, in the He-Ni at RT sample superlattice reflections disappeared in the irradiated
region. Therefore, the γ' phase stayed ordered after helium implantation and subsequent
Ni irradiation at 400 °C as well as single Ni ion irradiation at 400 °C; however,
disordering of γ' happened under the condition of He-Ni at RT.
 A larger size and a higher density of Frank loops were obtained for the pre-implanted
helium sample irradiated at 400 °C, compared to the sample irradiated at the same
temperature by single Ni+ ions. Also, increasing the self-ion irradiation temperature led
to an increase in the size and the density of the Frank loops.
 A large amount of small defects (mainly ~ 2nm stacking fault tetrahedra) were observed
in all samples.

Fig. 3. Cavity size distribution in He-Ni at 400 °C and He-Ni at RT irradiated X-750.
2) To measure the irradiation induced changes on mechanical properties of spacer X-750
alloys, using Nano-indentation.
The measured nano-hardness profiles as a function of indentation depth are presented
in Fig. 4. The effect of pre-helium implantation on indentation behaviour of X-750 alloy is
clear in Fig. 4a. The results show:
1) The irradiation-induced hardening appeared for both He-Ni at 400 °C and Ni at 400
°C; however, the level of hardness enhancement is more in the pre-helium
implanted sample compared to single Ni ion irradiated sample. Indeed, pre-helium
implantation increased the hardening effect of Ni+ ion irradiation during the
deformation of X-750 alloy. Furthermore, the influence of subsequent self-ion
irradiation temperature on nano-hardness of X-750 alloy is presented in Fig. 4b. The
hardness profiles depict that He implantation and subsequent self-ion irradiation at
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400 °C made the material harder than the un-irradiated material. In contrast,
changing the Ni+ ion irradiation temperature to room temperature (26 °C) resulted in
a softening behaviour of the material.

Fig. 4. Nano-hardness variations as a function of indentation depth, showing the
effect of a) pre-helium implantation and b) Ni+ ion irradiation temperature

2) Three different hardening models were employed to calculate the barrier strength
from different obstacles.

Fig. 5. The results of obstacle hardening models showing a) individual contribution of
each type of defects to the irradiation-induced hardening and b) superposition of each
model and comparing to experimental result.

The dispersed barrier hardening (DBH) model predicts the yield strength increase
caused by arbitrary defects impeding dislocation motion. An alternative hardening model
was proposed by Friedel–Kroupa–Hirsch (FKH) and describes material hardening due to
the presence of circular dislocation loops. The third model is the Bacon-KocksScattergood (BKS) model which describes the increase in yield strength when there is
an infinite array of impenetrable spherical obstacles. The total increase in yield strength
can be predicted using superposition principle to combine the independent defect
hardening contributions according to this equation:
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As figure 5 shows the fitting results from three models using the data obtained from
experimental measurement, the best fit for the strength variation due to irradiation was
accomplished using a superposition of the BKS model. According to the obtained
contribution of each defect type to the irradiation hardening based on the BKS model,
the large interstitial Frank loops have the most significant impact on the mechanical
property changes, followed by cavities, which play a relatively strong role inducing
irradiation hardening. Finally, it was found that smaller defects cause a minor hardening
effect on the overall mechanical response of the irradiated X-750.
Overall, our progress on the project well followed the steps of original proposal.

Cases with Realized outcomes to Industry; Knowledge Transfer, Technology Application to
Industry etc.; same as above
The CRD research is to assist the ongoing work in AECL, ‘Fuel Channel Life Management /
Microhardness of Inconel X-750’.

Research Facilities and Equipment Established Recently or in the Near Future also Existing
ones
1. A computer cluster was built for calculating the damage morphology in alloys.
2. A sophisticated TEM lab is being built with in-situ heating, straining, 3D construction and low
background measurement capabilities, considered as unique equipment in Canada.

Current HQP enrolled in the programs; number and type
The NSERC/UNENE CRD involved close collaboration with Prof. Mark Daymond of Queen’s
University, Dr. Colin Judge of the AECL-CRL in the areas of microstructure characterization and
rate theory calculation of Ni superalloy.
Eight HQP are being trained by this CRD project. Namely, Ken Zhang (PhD, Queen’s), Sali Di
(PhD, Queen’s), Iris Wang (MSc, Queen’s), Pooyan Changizian (PhD, Queen’s), Qingshan
Dong (PhD, Queen’s), Adam Brooks (UG, Queen’s), Fengfeng Luo (PhD, Wuhan U), Yuanze
Sun (MEng, Queen’s).

HQP that had Graduated; number, type and specify where employed
Mr. Adam Brooks has been hired by AMEC Bruce Power.
Ms. Iris Wang has been hired as researcher in Beihang University in China.
Dr. Fengfeng Luo has been hired as staff scientist in Nanchang Institute of Applied Physics in
China.
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Publications / Journal Papers
Peer-reviewed Journal Paper
1. Changizian*, P., Lu*, C., & Yao, Z. (n.d.). Indentation behaviour of ion-irradiated X-750
Ni-based superalloy. Philosophical Magazine Letter, 97(3), 101–109, (2017).
2. Dong, Q., & Yao, Z.. Precipitate Stability in a Zr–2.5 Nb–0.5 Cu Alloy under Heavy Ion
Irradiation, Metals, 7 (8), 287 – 301, (2017).
3. Dong, Q., Yu, H, Daymond M., & Yao, Z.. Study of microstructure and precipitates of a
Zr-2.5 Nb-0.5 Cu CANDU spacer material, Journal of Nuclear Materials, 481, 153 – 163,
(2016).
4. Changizian*, P., Zhang*, K. H., & Yao, Z. (n.d.). Effectof simultaneous helium
implantation on the microstructure evolution of InconelX-750 superalloy during dual
beam irradiation. Philosophical Magazine, 95(35), 3933–3949, (2016).
5. Yao Z, Zhang KH*, Zhou Z, Daymond MR, S Jublot-Leclerc, O Kaitasov, Materials
Science and Technology, 1-5, (2017)
Conference Oral Presentation
1. Yao Z., (2016) ‘Microstructural Characterization of Irradiated Inconel X-750 Superalloy
Using Dual Beam (Ni+/He+) Irradiation at High Temperature’, Invited Talk, 27th
International Conference on Atomic Collisions in Solids (ICACS), Lanzhou, China.
2. Yao Z., (2016) ‘Irradiated Inconel X-750 Superalloy by fast neutrons vs thermal
neutrons’, Invited Talk, 4th NuMat, Montpelier, France.
3. Changizian, P., & Yao, Z. (2017). Microstructure characterization of dual beam
(Kr+2/He+) irradiated Inconel X-750 spacer material. Fuel Channel Seminar.
4. Yao Z. (2016). The ion irradiation of X750 at Queen’s University, Ottawa, One day Ni
alloy meeting.
5. Dong, Q., & Yao, Z. (2016). Effect of annealing and irradiation on the microstructure and
phase stability of a potential CANDU Zr spacer. UNENE Annual Meeting.
6. Changizian, P., & Yao, Z. (2016). Mechanical properties of irradiated X-750 spacer
material evaluated with nano-indentation methods. UNENE Annual Meeting.
7. Yu, H., Yao, Z., & Daymond, M. (2016). Effect of heavy ion irradiation on the
microstructure of Zr-Excel alloy pressure tube. Fuel Channel Seminar.
8. Yao, Z., & Di, S. (2016). Component Dislocation Loop Nucleation in Zirconium under
Irradiation: Atomic-level Simulations. Fuel Channel Seminar.
9. Yao, Z., & Zhang, K. (2016). Radiation Induced Degradation of CANDU Spacers. Fuel
Channel Seminar.
Conference Poster Presentation
1. Changizian* P. & Yao, Z. (supervisor). Indentation behaviour of ion-irradiated X-750 Nibased superalloy., 2017 CANDU Owner Group (COG) Fuel Channel Seminar, June,
2017. *Poster won 2nd Prize ($500).
2. Dong, Q., & Yao, Z. (supervisor). Effect of annealing and irradiation on the
microstructure and phase stability of a potential CANDU Zr spacer., 2017 CANDU
Owner Group (COG) Fuel Channel Seminar, June 2017.
3. Cong D., Yao,Z. and M.R. Daymond, ‘The habit plane of〈 a〉-type dislocation loops in αzirconium: an atomistic study’, 2017 CANDU Owner Group (COG) Fuel Channel
Seminar, June 2017.
4. Dong, Q., Yao, Z. Daymond M. ‘Precipitate Stability in a Zr–2.5 Nb–0.5 Cu Alloy under
Heavy Ion Irradiation’, 2017 CANDU Owner Group (COG) Fuel Channel, Toronto, June,
2017.
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Technical Reports
1. Zhang K., Yao Z., Heavy Ion Irradiation of Inconel X-750 Spacer Material, COG-14-1050
report.
2. Balogh L., Long F., Yao Z. and Daymond M., Quantifying irradiation defects in Zr alloys:
a comparison between transmission electron microscopy and whole pattern diffraction
line profile analysis. STP- Technical Paper 2017.

Interactions /Consultations to Industry or Others
This CRD program directly benefits the parallel study of neutron irradiated spacer program in
Chalk River Lab. The university research involved strong collaboration with AECL–CRL,
Kinectrics and Argonne National Lab.
Dr. Yao has refereed the scientific proposals for EMIR JANNUS in France. He refereed one
funding proposal for the Sylvia Fedoruk Canadian Centre for Nuclear Innovation.
Dr. Yao also reviewed a number of manuscripts for Acta Materialia, Materials Characterization,
Philosophical Magazine, Journal of Nuclear Materials, Journal of Alloys and Compounds,
Journal of Materials Science, Journal of Microscopy, Computational Materials Science and CNL
Nuclear Review,.
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University of Waterloo – Wei-Chau Xie CRD
CRD Title: Seismic Risk Analysis of Nuclear Plants
Overview
The objectives of this research are,
 to develop comprehensive methodologies for the accurate
determination of floor response spectra (FRS);
 to develop methods for accurate estimates of seismic fragility of
systems, structures, and components (SSCs) by considering
multiple ground motion parameters (GMPs) to ensure that SSCs in
nuclear power plants (NPPs) are seismically qualified in a costeffective way; and
 to generate drift-free, consistent, and spectrum-compatible ground
motion time histories for various dynamic analyses of NPP
structures.
The outcomes are critical for Seismic Margin Assessment (SMA) and Seismic Probabilistic Risk
Assessment (SPRA) of nuclear power plants.

Research Team
In 2016, two Ph.D. students (Wei Jiang, Zhen Cai) graduated. Dr. Wei Jiang is working at
Candu Energy Inc. and Dr. Zhen Cai is working at National Research Council of Canada. One
Ph.D. student (Yang Zhou) continued to work on the project under this CRD.

Progress
Some significant progresses in 2016 are highlighted in the following.
Direct Method for Generating Floor Response Spectra
A methodology is developed for generating floor response spectra (FRS) considering the effect
of dynamic soil-structure interaction based on the substructure technique and the direct spectrato-spectra method developed earlier in this CRD. Dynamic stiffness matrix of a threedimensional structure with a rigid foundation subject to three translational and three rotational
base excitations is derived, and is expressed in terms of the modal information of the structure.
A transfer matrix which is dependent on the dynamic stiffness matrix of the structure-foundation
system and that of generalized soil springs is developed to modify the tri-directional response
spectra at the foundation level of free field (FIRS) in soil medium. The modified response
spectra, called foundation level input response spectra (FLIRS), are then used as the input to
the fixed-base structure to generate FRS using the direct spectra-to-spectra method. Numerical
examples of a reactor building and a service building in nuclear power plants demonstrate the
accuracy and efficiency of the proposed method. FRS with 50% and 84% Non-Exceedance
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Probability (NEP) given by the method agree well with the FRS obtained from a large number of
time history analyses.
Seismic Fragilities Analysis Using Multiple Ground Motion Parameter
Seismic fragility analysis (FA) has been widely used to evaluate seismic capacities of SSCs in
NPPs. In seismic FA, a single ground motion parameter (GMP), such as peak ground
acceleration, is used to represent the seismic capacities and fragilities of SSCs. However, a
number of problems of seismic FA, due to the use of a single GMP, are recognized in practice.
An improved seismic FA method, which overcomes the problems in traditional seismic FA by
using multiple GMPs, was proposed. It gives more realistic seismic capacity and fragility
estimates of SSCs. By incorporating vector-valued PSHA, weighted seismic capacities and
fragilities are represented by a selected GMP, which can be readily applied in traditional SMA
and seismic PSA.
As an example, seismic fragility curves and High Confidence and Low Probability of Failure
(HCLPF) seismic capacity of a heat exchanger are calculated by the traditional and improved
FA methods. By using two GMPs, i.e. spectral acceleration at the longitudinal direction of the
heat exchanger and peak ground acceleration, the weighted median seismic capacity of the
heat exchanger has a remarkable 53.9% increase, and the weighted HCLPF seismic capacity is
increased by 26.1%. Both results indicate that, by using multiple GMPs, the improved FA
methodology could uncover the excessive conservatism in the traditional method, resulting in
more accurate estimates of seismic capacity and fragility of SSCs and more accurate
assessment of seismic risk in NPPs.
Generating Spectrum-Compatible Time Histories
In many earthquake engineering applications, such as evaluation of dynamic response analysis
of inelastic structures, sloshing analysis, or analysis of multi-supported systems (e.g. piping),
time history analysis may be required, with ground motions being the input. Considerable efforts
have been made to develop algorithms for generating spectrum-compatible time histories.
Hilbert-Huang Transform technique is used to analyze frequency contents and amplitudes of
seed motions. Through adjusting the frequency contents and amplitudes of seed motions,
spectrum-compatible time histories are obtained.
Drift in the velocity and the displacement time histories obtained by integrating acceleration time
history has been traditionally treated by baseline correction. However, it has been well
recognized that baseline correction is not a proper solution. My research team discovered that,
in addition to numerical errors, drift is caused by over-determinacy in the constants of
integration. The eigenfunctions from an eigenvalue problem, which is described by a sixth-order
ordinary differential equation satisfying the six initial and terminal at-rest conditions, are derived
as a basis of expansion. The eigenfunctions are used to expand an accelerogram. A method
using the Hilbert-Huang transform and optimization was recently developed to modify a real
recorded accelerogram using the eigenfunctions to generate time histories compatible with the
target response spectra without drift. Drift-free consistent velocity and displacement time
histories are then obtained, also in terms of the eigenfunctions, without direct integration and
baseline correction.
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Interaction with Industry
Our research team has been working very closely with the Department of Engineering Analysis,
Candu Energy Inc. by working on projects of their immediate interest and through providing
training.

Publications
Journal Papers

1.

Zhen Cai, Wei-Chau Xie, Mahesh D. Pandey, Shun-Hao Ni, “Determining Seismic
Fragilities of Structures and Components in Nuclear Power Plants Using Multiple Ground
Motion Parameters, Part I: Methodology,” Nuclear Engineering and Design, (submitted).

2.

Zhen Cai, Wei-Chau Xie, Mahesh D. Pandey, Shun-Hao Ni, “Determining Seismic
Fragilities of Structures and Components in Nuclear Power Plants Using Multiple Ground
Motion Parameters, Part II: Application,” Nuclear Engineering and Design, (submitted).

3.

Wei Jiang, Yang Zhou, Wei-Chau Xie, Mahesh Pandey, “Direct Method for Generating
Floor Response Spectra Considering Soil-Structure Interaction,” Soil Dynamics and
Earthquake Engineering, (submitted).

4.

Bo Li, Zhen Cai, Wei‐Chau Xie, Mahesh Pandey, “Probabilistic Seismic Hazard Analysis
Considering Site-Specific Effects,” Soil Dynamics and Earthquake Engineering,
(submitted).

5.

Wei Jiang, Wei Liu, Wei-Chau Xie, Mahesh D. Pandey, “A Scaling Method for Generating
Floor Response Spectra,” Annals of Nuclear Energy, (accepted).

6.

Bo Li, Binh‐Le Ly, Wei‐Chau Xie, Mahesh
D. Pandey,
2017,
“Generating
Spectrum‐Compatible Time Histories Using Eigenfunctions,” Bulletin of the Seismological
Society of America, 107(3) 1512–1525, DOI: 10.1785/0120160206.

7.

Zhaoliang Wang, Wei-Chau Xie, and Mahesh Pandey, 2016, “Computationally Efficient
Vector-valued Seismic Risk Analysis of Engineering Structures,” ASCE’s Journal of
Structural Engineering, 142(9), doi: 10.1061/(ASCE)ST.1943-541X.0001504.

8.

Bo Li, Wei-Chau Xie, Mahesh D. Pandey, 2016, “Newmark Design Spectra Considering
Earthquake Magnitudes and Site Categories,” Earthquake Engineering and Engineering
Vibration, 15(3), 519–535, doi:10.1007/s11803-016-0341-1.

9.

Bo Li, Wei-Chau Xie, Mahesh D. Pandey, 2016, “Generate Tri-Directional SpectraCompatible Time Histories Using HHT Method,” Nuclear Engineering and Design, 308,
73–85, doi:10.1016/j.nucengdes.2016.08.009.
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